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•Golding Open Meeting 
BY JAN DAGLEY 
Sl-tould the university be a community? Should 
students, faculty or staff be allowed to -make (or 
reverse) administrative decisions? The group of 
students that met with' Dr. Golding in this quarter's 
first open meeting apparently thought so. Dr. Gold­
ing didn't He explained that there were too many 
decisions to be made, and there was no way to poll 
the community on these decisions. 
The meeting began as a rather limited conversa­
tion in a corner of the Upper Hearth Lounge between 
Dr. Golding and about four students. Soon there was 
a crowd, so the president moved to a podium. Most 
of the students wanted to know about the firing of 
Mrs. Betty Thomas in Student Aid. The Committee 
for the Advancement of Black Unity had prepared 
a list of questions for Dr. Golding about the subject. 
Sev~ral CABU members asked, "Since Mrs. Thomas 
is being fired for committing an injustice to the 
university, why weren't Mr. Pollock and Mr. Mohr 
fi red for their injustice toward her?" 
'T'he president was r eluctant. to say anything that 
.. as not ' ' in the public. record•' because he is being 
sued by Mrs. Thomas. Or, as Golding explained it, 
"I'm in a touchy state; I don'~ know how deeply 
Mrs. Thomas Affair 

position of authority•" Dr. Golding said he appreciated 
to go into this." the advice. In answer to the demand that he explain
Golding said he had not heard from HEW since his actions, Dr. Golding responded, "First, I know
they investigated the university a few weeks ago. I can't please everybody. I have absolutely no as­
When asked about a statement he made to the press surance that you represent the majority on this or
concerning testimony before the Levitt Committee any other issue. I have to balance my decisions 
on Campus Unrest, that "not one statement was against legal restraints, restrictions put on me by
true," he said, "l can't agree with any statement the Legislature, and the decisions of the Board of 
made by a student (before the committee)." Trustees.
Several black students asked Dr. Golding, "How Dr. Golding then referred to a letter he wrote to 
do you expect us to sit back and watch you do things Richard Austin, Mrs. Thomas' attorney, which he 
·you can't substantiate?" One student advised the released to the press. He said he thought the wording 
president that, "if you can't give us a valid explana­ was ''pretty darn clean," and disagreed with students 
tion for what you do, I suggest you resign your who claimed that his statement that "Any action 
Student Government To Bring Alice Cooper 
Rock has finally come to Wright State University I 
The Student Government in conjunction with John 
Hayes Enterprises, is presenting Alice Cooper on 
Friday, Feb. 19 in Oelman Auditorium. There will 
be two shows, one at 8 and the other at 11 p.m. 
The story behind the concert is one of luck and 
of misfortune. Recently , John Hayes opened up a 
rock ballroom in Dayton, called The Public Theatre. 
After running shows for two weeks, the East Dayton 
Community Council closed the Public Theatre be­
cause of zoning and parking violations. Hayes had 
several acts booked into the theatre for the latter 
part of February and had to cancel them. 
At this same time, a gr oup of WSU students ap­
proached Hayes and asked him if he'd be willing to 
do concerts at Wright State. Immediately, Hayes 
offered to put Alice Cooper out there. 
After Administration approval the concert was 
booked for Feb. 19. Ken Davenport, Assistant Dean 
of Students, was very enthusiastic about the concert 
and gave his full support and cooperation. 
Alice Cooper hails from Detroit and records on the 
Straight Label (a subsidery of Warner Brothers Re­
prise). They have two LPs out (produced by Frank 
Zappa) and a single, called "18" that is advancing 
up the c~:.~ts. Last June, the group played before 
a crowd of 30,000 at the Cincinnati Pop Festival. 
Tickets for both shows are $3 for WSU students 
and $3.50 for general public. They are on sale in 
front of Allyn Hall Cafeteria from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
and at Camelot Music Store in the Dayton Mall and 
the Music Box in Town and Country Shopping Center. 
If this concert goes over well, there is a chance 
that WSU will see some more in the future. 
Water Tower Goes Up 
At a cost of :i;200,ooo allocated by the state, a 
water tower is currently under construction at Wright 
State. Two new wells yielding 1,500 gallons per 
minute, a mile and a half of eight inch pipeline, and 
an overhead storage tank compose the new water 
system. The overhead tank's capacity is 125,000 
gallons, sufficient for two days. The loopwater sys­
tem will be employed which carries water to the 
buildings from two directions, insuring against a cut 
off water supply should one pipeline break. This 
system is capable of furnishing all the water needed 
on campus and, during an emergency, the city of 
Fairborn as well, Previous to this construction, Wright 
State has been purchasing its water from Wright­
Patterson Air Force Base. Upon completion in March, 
the new system will provide water for about one­
tenth the previous cost. 
taken at her behest by students, faculty, or staff, 
may result in her immediate dismissal and punitive 
action against the individuals involved," was an 
act of intimidation. Golding retorted, "My job is 
to keep this university open. You are free to voice 
your approval or disapproval, and I will support 
you as long as you don't interupt university activi­
ties." Why did he say what he did, students wanted 
to know. ''l did it to prevent disruption of the univer­
sity." 
Students asked about the hiring of extra guards on 
the second floor of Allyn Hall, near Mrs •. Thomas' · 
office, cj.uring the controversy. Golding said he knew 
nothing about it, and Safety Director Dick Grewe 
denied having hired anyone for that speci;:tl purpose. 
"We hire people all year," he explained. The· students 
said that they had tapes to support their allegations. 
"Why did you wait so long to release the facts 
about Mrs, Thomas' firing?" a student asked. Gold­
ing explained that pe had undergone a "strong change 
of heart" and r el ased the information he did to 
"protect the university," although it is usually his 
poll~y to keep personnel problems quiet. 
Golding repeatedly explained that his decision to 
fire Mrs. Thomas was not an upholding of Mr. 
Pollock's earlier decision. He said it was based 
on the fact that "Mrs. Thomas and about 40 black 
students invaded a private meeting and held members 
of the university staff at bay for several hours." 
The president finally decided he would answer 
no more questions about Mrs. ·Thomas. There were 
no other questions. 
Photos By Merrill Anderson 
L~cated west of the dormitory and south of Allyn 
Hall the tower will be painted orange and white in 
what is termed the ''beach ball" pattern. This is 
in order to conform to the regulations of the Federal 
Aviation Agency. Also in two to six·inch high letters, 
the words Wright State University will be painted 
on the tower. 
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·I letter to the editor : Saygers DiscussesH ~---------------------· 
All in the family. · Crap In Vndergroun 
Dear Editor and Sister-In-Law,Environment! At 4 p.m. on Feb. 16, Mr. Thomas Saygers, Water 

Eco-Action NOW! 
 Quality Engineer for the City of Dayton, presented I returned to my Alma Mater on Washington­Cries of the Everyday College Student as he sits a dissertation entitled, "Let's Clear the Crap OutLincoln Day to pick up my fiancee. As I turned smuggly in his white tower of a university. of Underground Dayton." Presented as part of theoff Colonel Glenn I was mortified with the thought Answered as mass cruelty to his own environment Environmental Lecture Series, approximately 30that my bumpers were naked of the proper decals. he defiantly puffs at his cigarette. Henry Ford, people assembled in Room 401 of Fawcett Hall to Would I be towed away? I shuddered as I pulled into G. M,, and the rest of those Robber Barons clog hear !\Ir. Saygers. the dorm parking lot. Everything was covered with our lungs with filth and except for Nader's Raiders Mr. Sayger s cited ''a huge industrial growth, a several inches of snow, slush and ice. I thoughtwe remain defenseless. He flicks his ashes on the huge upsurge in population and a huge increase in the $2:3 decals meant that the parking lots wouldfloor and shakes his head in disgust. "Damn ,, he per capita waste" as significant contributors tobe clear. Well, I am a little naive. Anyway, I got finally shouts, kicking the Winston.s from und~r his pollution. ''Today 500 times more waste is generated out and helped extricate three other cars only tochair, "this country is screwed up." by an individual in our society than by an Indiandiscover that I too was stuck. Finally, after obtaining If you have felt and acted like this hypothetical 200 years ago." To demonstrate this point, Mr.aid myself, I got free. It was then I broke the law. student, something is screwri up baby--but it is Saygers explained the industrial and transportationalI parked on dry pavement along side the main drive­you. Look around in any room here at WSU and I'll wastes involved in purchasing a can of vegetablesway. Within seconds the security police swooped down.bet you'll find butts almost up to your own. from the local store. "We have the least efficient (They were no where in sight when everyone was If we wanted to be legal, this university could agricultural system in the world,'' he continued.stuck.) Annie, should I pay them the five dollars outlaw smoking inside the buildings and if those ''We may produce more per acre, but in accomplish­or should I give it to the little· boy down the street? 
w~o do smoke can't control their own pollution, I ing this we cause a tremendous amount of waste."He shovels our drive when it snows. Maybe he willthink we should. In American society nearly everything is disposable take care of Wright State's, if the price is right. When I first c~me to this university, smoking The American individual is conditioned to consume, 

was not assumed. Smokers had to ask if they were 
 to generate waste. ''The traditional methods of handl­Your Brother-In-Law, David Bowerspermitted to smoke in class and believe it or not ing waste (burying it, burning it, diluting it, or moving 

most profs did not allow it. ' Thank you from the area) are no longer effective. The only

I am not advocating gathering all the cigarettes-­ To the Editor, option available to us is that we must come to grips

long, short and filter tips--and burying them in the with the process of recycling." 

w~ods. I believe in personal rights. Howeve~, I We wish to express our sincere thanks to the many Without exonerating the industries, Mr. Saygers 

think smokers should realize their smoking is a who generously contributed ideas that individuals' secretions
individuals have pointed out the bodily
privilege granted in spite of state laws forbidding it. time and money to the program "Vietnam Circus ,: are more difficult to treat than most industrial wastes. ' ,Il you must smoke, may I suggest carrying a Wednesday, Feb. 10. We hope that, in some ways, The industries in Dayton, according to Mr. Saygers, 
can to hold your ashes and butts. Why should your our program has not only enriched our campus life have been cooperative, but it takes time for corpor­

privilege waste my money, paying for endless man­ but also sensitized the campus community to the morai ations to find the problem, solve the problem and 

hours to scrap butts off of the floor and replace and political problems of the continuing Indochina finance the solution. ''No industry will be able to 

burned flooring. War. survive unless they can produce what they produce 
If you bring it here to smoke it, carry it away without generating waste." 
when you're done, and save our own environment. Rubin Battino In conclusion, Mr. Saygers commented, "If we 
Byron Weng can't really solve our waste pollution problems, we 
Co-chairmen, "Vietnam Circus" are going to poison ourselves.'' 
Committee of Concerned Faculty and Students: Vietnam · The floor was then opened for questions before Congratulations! 
the assemblage dispersed. 
To the Editor, 
~~~~........My purpose in writing this letter is two-fold. ~~......... .....,...~~NEWS BRIEFS~---------
First I would like to congratulate the concerned 
student body at Wright State, particularly the fresh­
man ~lass, for generating so much interest in the "NITTY-GRITTY 2" 
recent student senatorial elections. The fact that FROSH SENATORS APPOINTED 
"Nitty-Gritty 2," a workshop for media specialists no election was necessary due to a lack of candidates 
librarians, learni~g center teachers, clerical aide~ In an official communique released by Richard /does not detract from the impressive amount of 
and administrators, will be held on Saturday, Feb. Phillips, Chairman of the Student Welfare Commit­interest demonstrated by this illustrious and con­
27 from 8:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. at Bergamo Center tee for Student Government, it was announced that cerned body. 
on Patterson Rd. The workshop is sponsored by the Richard Comingore, Don Deel, Hank Evers, Roy Guy,Secondly, I would like to express my gratitude 
Western Region, Ohio Association of School Li­ and Dave Spegle will be nominated for the position to all those students opposing both' the war in South­
brarians and Wright State University. of senator. They will make up the freshman repre­east Asia and pollution in Ameria for attending the 
Featured will be morning sessions on bookmend­ sentatives to the Student Government. recent Great Decisions and Environmentjal problems 
ing, film strips, cataloging, film production, audio­ Due to the fact that only five petitions were com­as well since no more than 30 people attf,'nded either 
visual equipment and preview theater. Guest speakers pleted for nomination to the office, it was felt that of these lectures and less than half of\ these were 
are Roger Brucker, Advertising Consultant from · elections would not be needed since there were only students. I realize, of course, that the world will 
Yellow Springs and Mrs. Peg Bond, Art Education five seats open.not be drastically changed by either of these lectures, 
Chairman at Northern Illinois University. The first meeting with the new officers will be but people have been known to be affected by such 
Fee for the day-long seminar is $51 which includes held Wednesday, Feb. 17 at 4 p.m. in the Studentpresentations. I suppose it is asking too much to 
a buffet luncheon. For information concerning reserva­ Government offices.expect a busy student to take the time to broaden 
tions, contact 426-6650, Ext, 371. It was also announced that positions for Senator his outlook, to become better· informed, to listen to for the graduate class are still open.an expert in such matters. The line "I've got my STUDENTS APPEAR ON TV 
opinion, don't confuse me with the facts" has been 
attributed largely to the older generation but !wonder On Sunday, Feb. 7, Steve Rice and Joe Fletcher, 

if perhaps my own generation does not suffer equally 
 Commencement Grouptwo w.s. u. Political Science Students, appeared on 

fro111 this disease. In conclusion, I wish to thank 
 the television program, Council of World Affairs. 
you, my friends, for confirming my idealistic faith The program dealt with the SALT talks. 
in humanity, in my own generation, and in the future. -·Seeks Feedback· SENATOR PROPOSES BONUS
Harry Battson 
Senator Clara Wiesenborn will propose a bill on The Commencement Committee is seekingfeedback The GUARDIAN is published weekly by the students of Feb. 15. This bill concern a $6 bonus to all Ohio from students concerning graduation. The two mainWright State University. The opinions expressed here­ veterans who have served in the Republic of Viet­ issues are where to hold graduation and who to get in are . those of the editorial b oar d and do not nam. To insure that this bill receives prompt action for a speaker. necessarily reflect the attitudes or opinions of the it is necessary for all Wright State veterans to Due to the uncertainity of the weather,. graduation faculty or administration. The GUARDIAN is a member write or contact their state representative concern­ must be held inside, and since there is rio facilityof College Press Service and the National Educational ing this matter. on the WSU campus large enough it must be moved 
Advertising Service. off campus. The two places considered by the com­
•i!!•··············································· mittee are Hara Arena or the University of Dayton.Editor. .• • • • • • • • ••••••••• .Ann Bowers 
UNIVERSITY CENTER CORNER These off campus locations are all only temporaryManaging Editor. • · • • • • • • ••••Scott Bowers 
Bridge Anyone? gym is completed in 1973. GraduationBusiness Manager. • • • • • •••Roberta Weisman until the new 
Bridge Club meets every Sunday afternoon will then be held in the gym on campus.Advertising Manager. • • • • • • • •••Gail White 
in the Lounge/Dining Area of the University The other issue facing the committee is who toSports Editor. • • • • • • • ••••••• .Nick Ipiotis 
Center at 1 p.m. Lessons available upon re­ obtain for a commencement speaker. Last year aPhotographer. • • • • • •••••• Merrill Anderson 
quest. speaker was not gotten so as to allot more time for Cartoonist. • • • •••••••••••••Len Fornalick 
personal recognition. This year•s committee feels Club News Editor. • • • • • • •••••• .Ron Paul •··········································•······· however, that are both possible. Rather than each Circulation Manager ••••••••••George Armstrong 
dean calling the graduate out individually the deans Advisor. • • • • • • • ••••••••••Dr. Allan Spetter 
of each of the four divisions would hand the graduates Contributors•••••••••••••wsu Communications ATTENTION! 
their diplomas at the same .time. Everyone could be staff•••••••••••••••••Jan Dagley, Joe Dirck, The GUARDIAN and the printer (Beavercreek News) seen but their name not called aloud. Peggy Eileman, Terry Eillen, Ron Guy, Mike Harris, 
aren't responsible for any mistakes or the readability The commencement committee will make theseDeb Johnson, Andy Logue, StuNestor.EllenPenswick, 
of the Spring Schedule. The WSU computer isn•t final decisions on Feb. 25. If any student has any Toni TonoPl, Harry Battson, and Dick Saytor. 
perfect. comment about location, or a speaker contact the 
Cathie Kreiner J Commencement Committee. 
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the doctor's bag ----------~----------~------
Address letters to Dr. Arnold Werner, Box i74, 
East Lansing, Michig-an 48823. Cl970 College 
Press Service 
Following are excerpts from two letters: 
''l>ve been taking various antibiotics, prescribed 
by a dermatologist for acne daily for about eight 
years. I'm wondering what long-term effects this has 
on my system." And: 
"For several years now I have been bothered with 
acne. What are the priµcipal causes of blackheads 
and clogged pores? What is the best thing to do or 
not to do about them, and oily skin in general? What 
about commercial preparations like Clearasil? Is 
acne generally outgrown? • 
ANSWER: A leading scourge of youth, acne is an 
inflammation or infections of tiny pores containing 
hair and oil glands (pilosebaceous follicles). About 
90 percent of young people are affected, usually on 
the ·face and neck, although pimples may appear as 
tar down as the waist. Oily skin and acne are as­
sociated. 
The vast majority of casea are mild and are out­
gr~wn with no residual scars. Such cases are best 
treated by washing infected areas three or four · times 
a day with soap which helps decrease oiliness and keep 
the bacteria down to reasonable numbers. It also 
promotes drying and washes out blackheads, etc. 
There are special soaps available for this purpose, 
although they are not always needed. Control of 
dandruff and other oily conditions of the scalp also · 
help to control acne. Recent evidence indicat~s that 
diet makes no difference in treating acne and there 
is no need to avoid food like chocolates, nuts, etc. 
except for the very rare person who ·notices a dis­
tinct relationship between specific foods and pimples. 
Ritual prohibition of foods will undoubtedly con­
tinue; it is probably no more than adult counter­
aggression. Agents such as Clearasil can be helpful 
and are recommended. 
Sunlight or a special ultraviolet lamp, used under 
the direction of a physician, can be beneficial. The 
pressure of examinations and other stresses often 
cause flare-ups as do certain types of heavy make­
up and contact with wool or other rough clothing. 
In very severe cases antibiotics are used, with 
tetracyclines (a family of broad spectrum antibiotics) 
being the most frequently used. At times, people are 
maintained oil small doses over a period of a few 
years. Eight years might be a new. local record and 
it .does sound like an awfully long time. Unless you 
started very young or are having a very long adoles­
cence you must be pretty close to the age of out­
growing it. I wonder about the long-term affects also. 
To paraphrase a modern warning: Do not pinch, 
squeeze or mutilate a pimple as severe infection 
and scarring can result. 
***** 
QUESTION: Would you please tell me where a 
person can go tor a discreet diagnosis of VD? Also, 
what is the Rercentage of VD on College Campq.s? 
Echoes From Eco-ActionVietnam 
Circus 
BY JAN DAGLEY 
ANSWER: College health centers vary a lot on how. 
they handle the treatment of VD. Many are more than 
happy to treat the student and keep the information 
confidential. others are a little, or a greataeal oack­
ward, and get uptight over anything involving genitals. 
Call first and inquire about which category your health 
center falls into. Many county health departments 
(see your phone book) provide tree treatment. In almost 
all cases treating agencies are required by law to 
notify the health department who tries hard to treat 
all sexual contacts of the infected person. This is 
essential and a true act of kindness as severe damage 
can occur in unt~eated cases. The treatment of con­
tacts is usually ' done with great discretion. other 
places (off cam.Pus) to get diagnosis and treatment 
are hospitals• /e me r gen c y rooms and p r iv at e 
physicians. · 
My informatfon gathering teclmiques are sufficiently 
traditional to !preclude having exact statist~cs on who 
has what and with whom they are sluµ'ing u. but VD 
and gonorrhea in particular has reached epidemic 
prwortions according to Health Department figures. 
***** 
QUESTION: I would like to know the principle behind 
those belts one can buy to wrap around the waist and 
th1ghts to rid oneself of inches of fat in a matter of 
days. With the guarantees that go along with them, 
they must work. 
ANSWER: The principle was stated years ago by 
P.T. Barnum: There's a sucker born every minute. 
Gullible people are suggestible enohgh to pull in their 
paunches and impress themselves when they measure 
after using such a device. Enough people don•t claim 
their money back, making the sale of these things a 
worthwhile finaicial venture. · · 
American International Academy Invites You To A 
FREE MOTION PICTURE EXPERIENCE 
"Adventures In Awareness" 
(OM Night Only In Oeyton-Clnclnnatl Arel) 
Tues., March 9 at 8~ p.m. Franklin Holiday Inn 
Middletown Exit 1-75', . · ~ 
\.\\ 
· Get a new taste of summer. 
As much fun as summer camp was, it can't students just like you learn and live in a whole. 
hold a flashlight to an exciting American Inter­ new world they discover every summer. And it 
national Academy travel/study program. Espe­ will give you a feeling of what can be your own 
cially. when it costs about the same to swing new outlook on life and people! 
through Europe, the Orient, North Africa, the Not only that, but your thrilling travel/study Middle or Far East on an AIA adventure as it experience can be easily financed. Come see did to swat mosquitoes at summer campl ADVENTURES IN AWARENESS. It will show 
ADVENTURES IN AWARENESS, an interesting you how you too can get a whole new taste of 
new color film, will show you how thousands of summer! 
c: 
Unfortunately, I cannot attend the exclusive, free showing of .AIA's ADVEN­
TURES IN AWARENESS, but please send me more information about AIA. 

·----------- -------------~ ---­
mm'----------------~~e~-
Addreu..-----------------~ 
Cltv-------State_____ZiP-,---- ­
Name and addreaa of a friend who'd like a new taste ol summer 
Clip and send to: 
American International AcademY 
8939 Soul~ Sepulveda 0ou1evard, Los Angeles. Calllornia 90045.' 
-••••-~• ~•••~~-~•• •••~~~-~a••~••m~• 
I 
11110-·11 sonnu Quarter Schedule 

CASE · SPEC CLASS START E"'O DAY OF CASE SPEC CLASS START ENO on OF 
NUM8•CRS NOTE PAE COURSE Tl TLE SEC NUMB EllE TlHE TIHE WEEK ROOM 8LO INSTRUCTOR NU"9•CAS NOTE PAE COURSE TITLE SEC fllUMB E\'E TIHE . TIHE WEEK ROCH BLO INSTRUCTOR 
ACCOUNTANCY (ACC) ART EDUCATION (AEDl (Cont'd) 
103 l"'CO"E TAX PLANNING 0002 910 1000 'I W F 305 GREENFIELD • DESIGN:· l>ROC ANO MAT 377 
103 INCOME TU PLA"INl"G v• 000" E 700 930 305 STEWART • ART "IETAL RS 0230 "30 1.20 T T~ 377 SHATSRY 
201 ACC CONCEPTS ANO PAIN 0001> 91t5 1100 T TH 303 PABST • JEwELR Y JK 0232 1210 200 T T~ J77 SMATSBY 
201 ACC CONCEPTS ANO PAIN 00011 215 330 T T-4 305 11 THROCKMORTON • WEA\/ ING 1210 200 <I F 37~ A 
201 ACC CONC"'.PT S ANO PAI"' T\.1 0010 E 700 . 930 M 30!5 STAFF • PROB .F OR THE SEC SCHOOL RS 0231> E •30 1>20 T TH 379 VAUGHN 
202 • ACC CONCEPTS ANO .P AIN 0012 1115 1230 T TH 30!5 FARMER •36 .. • Ml NOR PROB UT ED 0238 TBA l!ARLOW 
202 • ACC CO'ICEPTS ANO PAIN 001" 215 330 T TH 303 FARMER 611 • DESIGN PROCESS+MATERI/.L PO 021tO E •30 1>20 '1 w 377 HOwELI.. 
202 • ACC CO"ICE PTS ANO PR!"' TUI OOlb E 700 930 '1 303 FI.AMER 1>20 3 E • ART MET AL RS 02"2 E •30 6?.0 T T~ 317 SHATSBY 
202 • ACC CONCEPTS ANO PAIN TU2 0018 E 700 930 303 II OR HERR 1>21 3 E • JE,,ELRY JK 02 .... 1210 200 T TH 371 SMATStlY 
203 3 • ACC CO'ICEP TS A"IO PR IN 0020 910 1000 M w F 303 T EVANS 62'1 3 E • WEAVING 1210 200 .. F' J78 
203 • ACC CO"ICEPTS ANO PR!"I 0022 1110 1200 '1 " F 303 T EVANS • PROl\ FOR T~E SEC SCHOOL RS 021t8 E 1t30 620 T T~ J79 II AUGHN 
203 • ACC CO"'CEPTS ANO PAIN 00241 1210 100 '1 ol F 305 ROEHM 636 .. • MINOR PROB ART ED OZ50 TIU 
203 • ACC CONCEPTS l"IO PAIN 0026 1115 1230 T TM 303 STEWART 
BIOLOGY (BIO) 
203 3 • ACC CONCEPTS ANO PRIN 0028 215 330 T TM 3 lit STEWART 
203 • ACC CONCEPTS ANO PAIN TU 00 30 E 700 930 305 M STAFF 112 .. c 2 PAIN BIOLOGY 0302 81 0 90 0 M I; F 101 ROSSMILLER 
203 • ACC CONCE?TS ANO PAIN Vlo 0032 E 700 930 30!> STAFF 112 0 PRINCIPLES OF BIOLOGY LAI! CO 030" 1010 1200 137 
311 • AOVA"ICEO ACCuUNT ING 003• 12415 200 T T-. 305 II OR HERR 112 0 PRINCIPLES OF BIOLOGY LAB CO 0310 1010 1200 1 J7 
311 • AOVl"ICEO ACCOUf'jTING II'­ 0031> E 700 930 llORHERR 112 0 PRINCIPLES OF 1HOLOGY LAB EF 0301> 1210 200 137 F STAFF 
322 • .COST ACC 11 00311 1010 1100 M W F 303 ROEHM 112 0 c 4 PRINCIPLES OF BIOLOGY LAB EF 0312 1210 200 137 STAFF 
322 " COST ACC II E 0040 E 700 930 W 314 M ROEHM 112 0 c 4 PRINCIPLES OF iHOLOGY LAI:! GN .0308 210 ..00 1J7 
331 • INCOME TAX I.CC I 00 .. 2 9•5 1100 T TH 305 H 112 0 c 4 PRINCIPLES OF BIOLOGY LAB GN 031• 210 4100 137 STAFF 
331 • INCOME TAX •cc Ill< 00"" E 700 930 303 STAFF 113 .. C 2 • HUMAN AS AN ORGANISM 0311> 1115 1230 T T.; 109 0 FRITZ 
332 • INCOME TO ACC II 9"5 1100 T TH GREENFIELD 
113 0 C 4 • HUMAN AS AN ORGAN! SM LAB AB 0322 810 1000 1 JO F STAFF 
332 3 • INCO~E TO ACC lI TU .001t8 E 700 930 M 23, H STAFF 
113 0 C 4 • HUMAN AS AN ORGAN I SH \.AS CO 0321t 1010 1200 127 STAFF 
•22 3 • AU~l TING 11 0050 1110 1200 t1 w . F 305 M GREENFIELD 
113 0 C 4 • HIJHAN AS AN ORGlN!SH LAB CO 0321> 1010 1200 1 JO F STAl'F 
•22 3 • AUDI Tt ."IG 11 vw OO!!l E 700 930 TH 3'15 M GREENFIELD 113 0 C 4 • HUHAN AS AN ORGANISM LAB C(J 03"c 1010 1200 127 STAFF 
•99 3 FL • SENIOR SEMI,.AR 21!1 33'0 T TH El.TEf'U,N 113 0 C 4 • HUH AN AS AN ORGAN! SM' L.AB EF 0328 i210 200 127 STAFF 
622 3 • GA•O SURVEY OF •cc 11 0056 9)0 lZOO S 303 H STAFF 113 0 C 4 • HIJ'1AN AS AN ORGANISH LAB EF 0330 1210 200 lJO F STAFF 
703 3 • SEMltUA l"' ACC TU 0058 100 930 w. 306 t1 PABST 113 0 1210 200 127 sui:F 
1H 3 E • 11A"14GERUL ACCOUNTING TU 0060 100 930 t1 Z32 l'1 T EVlNS. 113 0 C 4 • HUMAN AS AN ORGANISM LAB Gf'j 0320 210 itoo . 127 F STAFF 
7!52 3 E • BUS INFORHATION SYSTtHS VW 00'2 E 700 930 TH 303 " THAOCl<"Of!TON 113 0 C 4 • HUMAN AS AN OR GA NISH LAB GN 0332 127 
113 0 C 4 • HUM•N AS AN ORGAN I SM LAB GN 033" 210 •oo llO F STAFF 
ART (ART) 
113 0 • HU'1A"I AS AN ORGANISM LlB Gt. o:HI> 210 •OO 127 F' STAFF 
103 .. • FOU"IDATIONS OF ART 4B 01 OZ 111 0 1000 t1 WTHF 001 FB HUST 
113 .. C 2 • HUMAN AS AN ORGAN!SH TU 0318 E 700 930 H 109 0 FOLEY 
103 • FOuNOA Tl ONS. 'JF ART CJ 010• 1010 1200 T'<ITHF C01 FB KISER 
113 0 C 4 • HUMAN AS AN ORGANISM LAB TU 0331> E 700 900 127 F STAFF 
103 .. • FOUNOA Tl ONS )F ART CJ 0101> 1010 1200 TWTHF 001 FB KADISH 
113 0 . C 4 • HU'1AN AS AN ORGAN! SM LAB TU 0338 E 700 900 130 F STAFF' 
103 .. • FO UN OA Tl 'JNS OF ART FL 0108 110~ 300 TWTHF 001 FB MCDOf'jALD 
113 0 C 4 • HUMAN AS A>! OR'3ANIS"' Ll6 TU 03"0 E 700 900 137 STAFF' 
103 FL 0110 110 300 TwTolF COl FS KOERLJN 
1H " C 2 • ORGANISMIC BIOLOGY 1010 1100 MW 109 0 STAFF 
103 .. • FOUN OAT!JlllS OF ART L"' 0112 310 500 T"TMF cot FB l<OERLIN 1H " C2 
.; QRGA"llSMIC BIOLOGY. 0350 210 300 '1 "' 109 0 STAFF 
223 5 • SE Gl"NJN(j l>A!NT!'llG ill 01 .1 .. 910 1200 T "T'1F 001 FB RAMl.GE 
11" 0 C 4 • ORG ANISMIC BIOLOGY LAB HI 035" 810 1000 T -TM 127 S TAFI' 
223 5 F\. 0111> 110 1tOO T"T"4F v01 FB l<AO!SM 
11" 0 C 4 • ORGANISMIC BIOLOGY LAB Ml 0356 810 1000 T TM 130 F' 
251 !!GI 0118 910 300 M 001 FB ST,AFF 
11" 0 C 4 • ORGA"llSMIC BIOLOGY LAB HI 0358 1110 1000 T TM 137 STAFF 
"10 600 . T" C01 Ft> 114 0 C 4 • ORGANISMIC BIOLOGY l.AB l.J 0360 1010 120 0 T TM 127 ST HF 
2t-1 '"' 0120 1110 1000 T•T~F C,01 FB KISER 1141 0 C 4 • ORGANISMIC BIOLOGY LAB 1,, 036c 1010 1 ?. 0 0 T T.< 1 JO F' STAFF 
313 SL 0124 910 300 M 001 FA MUST 11" 0 C 4 • ORGANISMIC BIOLOGY LAB I J 036" 1010 1200 T 1 -< 137 STAFF 
313 CE. 0122 1010 100 w F' 001 FA MUST 11" 0 C 4 • OR-OA"l!SM!C ll!OLOilY LAB JI( 0368 1?10 ?00 T T.; 127 • STAn· 
323 !> ;,1 0126 910 1?00 T"T"4F 001 FB 1-'COOt.ALO 11• 0 C 4 • Ok36NISMIC ll!OLOGY LA6 JI<. 03 7C 1210 20C T T-1 1 JO F' SUFI' 
323 !> FL 0128 110 ltOO TWTMF COl FB FITZPATRICK lllt 0 C 4 • ORGANISMIC BIOLOGY LAB JI<. 03 72 1210 200 T 1-< 137 F STAH 
3ft 3 3 • JU N !')R S£"'l"'AR 0130 TBA ST.AFF lt'" 0 C 4 • ORGANISMIC BIOLOGY LAB 1..M 037" 210 .. oo 127 
ltl 3 BL 0132 910 3('') '1 lJOl FA MUST 11, .. 0 c 4 • OR-.GAN!SMIC BIOLOGY LAFl LM 03 76 210 1tno T 1 -4 1 JO F STAH 
CE 01 Jlt 1010 100 UOl FA MUST 11" 0 c 4 • ORGA"l!SM!C B!Oi..OGY Lt.fl LM 03 78 210 400 T T-< 137 STAH 
1t23 5 BI 013& 910 120\l T"T>!F 001 Fl' MCDONALD 111t It C 2 • ORt;Ml!SMIC BIOLOGY TU 0352 70 0 8"'J M 101 F 
lt23 ., F'L 01 ll< 110 ltCO T"TMF 001 FB FITZPATRICK 11" 0 C 4 • OWGA"l!SM!C BIOLOGY l.Ab V'" 0380 E 700 9')0 T TM 127 STAFF 
910 1200 .., <:OS H KULWICKI 114 0 C 4 • ORGA"II<;MIC BlOLOG~ LAB v.. 031!2 700 90 •) T TM 1 JO r SHH 
01 .. 2 T~A STAFF 11" 0 C 4 • OR:lANlSHIC 6!0LOGY LAB 7.00 '100 T T-1 137 F STAFF 
ART EDUCATION (AED) 
21" 3 C 2 • OEVF.LOPMEt.TAL a!OLOGY 0381> 815 930 T T-1 112 0 SUH 
215 C 4 • OEVELOPMEr.TAL tHOLOGY LAA l.JK 03118 1010 100 T T-< 3J2 0 PUl<(iER 
11" 1210 200 " F 377 VAUGHN 215 2 C 4 • 'JEVELOl>Mt:"TAL BIOLOGY LAB l.J~ 0390 1010 100 T T" 331> 0 ... y 
2?3 Tv 021n 700 '150 M " ST.lFF 215 2 • OF.:VELOl>ME"'TAL tHOl.OGY LAB 1..m~ 0392 210 "iOJ ? T~ 33Z o 
H 0212 1210 200 l'1 .. 37b SHATSBY 215 2 C 4 • OEVf1..0PME"'TAL 3IOLOGY LAil I.MR 039" 210 '50u · TT-4 Jlb 0 
• CC.~A"lCS I 1t30 700 T T.. J71> A HOWELL 301 5 c 2 • "'U'1AN ANAT ANO F'HYSI OLOGY KL 0391> 12.. 5 2Ju T T" 
225 .. • Cf~A"!CS I I .. 30 700 'I " 371> SHA TS av 301 C 4 • "4U'1A"I A"IAT+PMYS!OLOGY L.lB CC 0"00 1010 12CO 1 lO F ~U'•T zHAN 
231 !J 020.. 1010 12r.J T TM 378 .. VAUGHN 301 C 4 • HUMA"I Afl.AT+PMYS!Ol.OGY LAB QI\ 01t'J2 130 F 
231 430 t-20 ... " STAFF 301 
C 4 • MUMA"I ANAT+PMYSIOLOGY LAI! P(; 01t01t 130 " KUNTZ HAN 
231 J'l.i)!V A... J CllEAT l>f>OC Tu OcOli 700 '150 T T~ 371! FO•LER 
301 5 C 2 • MUMA"I ANAT A"IO PHYSIOLOGY RS 03'!8 3"1 KUNTZ MAN 
330 " GL • A~T It. P.JI:\ SCH 111< 0218 210 "00 T T-4 379 CROWE 
31" 3 C 2 • PLAt.T ~lOLOGY 815 930 T T-4 103 0 STAFF 
331 • C'< IL.:l ANi:> CREAT PROC Jk 0222 1210 ?00 T TH 3 78 CROWE 
315 2 C 4 • PLANT BIOl.OGY LAEi 1.J 0"011 1010 100 T TM JOZ 0 HONDA 
331 • CH lL.:l A"I) CREAT F'IOOC Mk OC'20 210 •OO T T~ 3?7 
115 2 C 4 • PLA"IT BIOLOGY LAB LMR 0" 10 210 '500 T T~ 302 0 
331 • CH 1 L D AN) CREA T PRQC V• 022" E 700 1150 T TM 377 BARLOW 
•10 • " C 2: • ENVI~O,.,HENTAL BIOLOGY 0"12 329 0 MUBSCHMAN 
332 3 • SC ..OOL EX,..11:\ITS•O!SPLAYS CO 0226 1010 1200 M w 377 HOMELL ' 
•10 0 c 4 • ENVIRONME"'TAL 1UOLOGY 210 500 T TH 329 0 HUBSCHMAN 
Column titles .. explained on Pl99 15 
CoufWS being t.ken for Repeat Credit must be identified on the reeittration _.ct in "R-iis" column. 
Courws numbered 500 and ebove se open to students 8dmitt9d for Gl"Mluate Studle& only. 
E SPEC CLASS SHAT ENO DAY OF CASE SPEC 	 CLUS START END 0.t.Y OF 
TITLE 	 NUl1B•CRS NOTE PRE COURSE Tl TLE SEC NUl18 E\'E Ttl1£ TJl1E ME[I( r.ooH BLD lNSTlllJCTDR•ll•CllS NOTF. PRE COURSE SEC NU"8 l[\IE Tl"E TIME llEEtc 1100" llLD INSTRUCTOll 
CHEMISTRY (CHM) (Con1'd)BIOLOGY (BIO) (Cont'd) 
371 , 213 5 02 • OAGANI C CHEl1 910 	 1000 '1 w F' "02 F' HESS" C 2 • PATHOGENIC MIC1t0810LOGY 0•16 110 900 " w 11CFAALANO 
• 0 C '4 • PATHOGENIC HlCR0810 LAS GlllP 0•18 21' 500 " w 316 HCFAALANO 213 0 04 • ORGANIC CHEH CF' 08H 1010 200 236 0 STAH 
I 3 • POPUL.A n ON GENET lCS Sp GER 213 o D3 •.OllGAllllC CMEl1 08"2 1210 100 .., 101 "£SS 
l " C 2 • CO"PAR VERTEBRATE PHYS P 0"2i! E •10 525 " w 119 0 NUSSBAUH 213 0 03 • ORGANIC CMEH GS 011'>6 210 600 c3o o 
t 
I 0 C 4 • CO'IPAR VERTE8RHE PHYS LB QT 0"27 E 535 830 330 0 NUSSl!AUM 
213 0 04 • ORGA"llC CMEH 	 KH 0850 1010 i!OO T-< c 36 0 
• INDEPENDENT llE.t.Dll'IG T8.t. 	 STAF'F' 
213 0 04 • ORGANIC CMEl1 11(.1 01152 210 !>CO T-< Zll> 0 
0"30 1110 1200 . w 301 KHETEC 213 0 04 • ORGAN! C CMEl1 Tl.I 08"8 E 610 10C O ·' c )C> c SHH 
• SE.,IOA SEHIN.t.A 0"31 1110 1200 301 K.t.NTOR 	 ~TAH213 0 04 • ORGA"ll C CMEH 	 VII 0115• E olO lOOJ <Jo o 
• SfNIOR HO...ORS RESEARCH 	 ST.t.F'F 313 0 c 4 • ANAL CHEM 11 1 LAB 	 Atl OhO 
• SENIOR HONORS RESURCH ToA 	 STAF'F' 
j " 313 6 c 2 • ANAL CHEH Ill OQ 0856 E '5! 5 b:>J T T-< 132 0 PA TT !'JO 
; 3 TBA STAF'F 
319 1 • CHEH LIT l~A 	 wAN[ 
• SP;;CJAL PROB 	 IN BIOLOGY 0"36 TBA STAF'F' ..,53 3 • PHYSICAL CHE11 1110 1 ~ 00.., " F' 13' 
> • E 1( • "AT" :JGENIC HlCR0810LOGY uo 900 11 fl 311 ,, 11CF' ARL.t.NO ,.. 1 TriA STAl>r• INDEPENDENT RE.t.OJlllG 01169 
210 50:> '1 .. 11CF AR LANO • I NOF. PENO El\ T Rl::AO I NG 01170 T!!A 
• PC' <> •.t LATJON GE'•ETICS 0•21 815 '30 T N SEIGER 	 SUH• l"OlPENOE"'T RlAOING OHi TBA 
119 0 NUSSBAUM • SPECIAL PROB IN CHEM oen TBA 
3 (l •C • CO-ir>AR V~llTEillHE P"YS I.ti Cll . 0"21> E 525 ~30 :.Jo o t.USSB.t.Ul1 !;TAH• SPECIAi. PROB 11\1 CMEI< 01173 TIU . 
9 I T'l.t. STHF' •9' 3 F'A • SPEC HL Pkl)I! l N CM£H ObH TBA 
5 .. £( • ·•1c11 0 1-.s1R1JHEt.iTUIO"- tl(J OHc ~HO 1?.00 ~ F' 351 • SPECI.t.L PPl)ll IN CMEH 0875 TIU 
0 I 710 l!OO H 351 ff ANTOR •9' 5 FA • SP[( I AL PllOI! l N CHEH TIU 
0 1 0••11 E 710 800 H M.\Y 513 0 • ANAi. CM(H 111 I.AB AO 01''>1 
0 I 0••11 E 710 1100 11 SEIGER 513 6 •ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY Ill Pio Cl115/ E 51~ 63 (' T T,. 
PROO E 0 • 	 ·1 STAF'F' 
419' " FA 
• -ll t> P<f"H OF' NATURAL O• 50 • 1 0 515 T TM 119 MUTCHlfliGS 	 553 3 P"YSICAL C-<E'1 0161 1110 li!O:l .o r l li:' 
588 1 • lNO(PENOEl\ T RE.t.OJNG 0177 TBABUSINESS (BUS) 
5U 2 A 	 01711 TIU 
-<uc: A"'.> SCCJ£TY 01>02 'HO 1 )00 11 w F' 339 11 wAGLEY 

588 3 A • INOEPE°'OEl\T RElOl"G 
 TB1 STAJ'F 
01>0.. 9"':> 1100 T TH 235 .. w.t.GLEY 
TR& STAH 
ll l • C: A" ' l SCCJETY Oo06 21 0 300 "' ~ F' 302 
59' 1 FA • SPEC J Al. PllOBLE11S 1N CHEl1 	 Z 0~80 
STAFF' 
599 i! F'A • SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN (HEH l 0181 TBA 
l 3 • 	 l "T l' 0 '.lA I A P~O C Ah,[) COBCI. S 01>10 535 650 T TH 235 M ROUX 
• SPECIAL PllOBLEHS IN CH£H 01182 
• 	 INT'l :l OAT~ Pill)( A"-0 COc!OL Tl. 06 0 8 E 700 9lJ '1 i!35 'I llOUX 

5!19 ~ F' A • SPECIAL PR08LE11& IN CHEH Z 0!83 
 TBA 	 ST.t.FF 
l 3 • l'\Tll O !'.TAT A-.A1,.YSIS 9.,5 1100 T TH \/ENKA TESH 

599 5 F'A • SPEC I AL 0 llOBLE'1S IN CH[H Z 068" Ti.H 

• l"TRO STAT ~ 'iAi..YSIS v.. 06 li! E 	 700 930 235 11 SHH 
3 71 SlEVfRS 
1010 11"0 s J71 
• SELECTED TOPICS ANAL CMM Z 089• E 	 610 700 .' T 
2 3 Pt. Oolll •OO 630 235 M HAESSLER 

1 11 0 120 0 '1 II F' i! "5 H AHl1A0
• 3 	 3 722 3 • AO'/ OllGA"llC CHE11 111 cl7 r 
STAF'F'730 EC • 1NSTRU'1E"ITAT10N LAB AD : -0165 810 1100 '1 II F' 21" 0 
) J • INTRO OPER~ RESEARCM TEC'4 E 06i!• 1210 100 H II F 235 M CORDREY " OH7 
>3 3 	 1110 1200 '1 14 F' 31" H cox 
730 6 EC 	 • INSTRU11E!llTAT10N !515 630 T TH 132 
' T T>4 l!ATTlNO 

') 3 • INTRO OPERA RESE4RC"4 TECM G 0630 210 300 14 w F' 31• " 

731 3 EA 	 • lfliSTRU11ENTAT10N 0151 !515 UO , 132 0p'.t.Hl1.t.0 
7"2 1A • SYNTHETIC ORGAN llEACTJONI Yll Olto 130 •• , !H f' HAltlllS 
)) 3 • IN"TRO OPERA C!ESE.t.RCM TECH TU 0621 100 930 z~ 11 GOllDON 

752 3 E 1A • THERHOOYNAHlCS 0192 100 •115 TH 110 ,. BATTINO. 

103 3 • INTRO OPERA C!ESEARCM TECH -vw 0632 E 700 930 T i'.35 .. GORDON 

aoo 1 1A • SEMINAR . PQ 0191 4100 !500 T 371 STAFF' 

112 3 " ELECTR DATA PROC l"ETMOOS vi. Oo3.. £ 700 930 TH STEPHENS 

153 3 . E 1 .t. • GROUP THEORY •soo 615 " w 371 S£Y80LO 

•01 	 • %SINESS LUI 0636 215 330 T TH 235 LAYCOCK"' 
899 2 E 1 A • RESEARCH 0902 TIU STAFF' 
101 • BUSI NESS 1.Aol I JH M LAYCOCK 

199 3 1 .t. • RESEARCH 0903 TU STAF'F 

•02 	 3 • BIJSl~ESS LO 11 TU 061t0 E 700 930 3.,5 ... Gil.L 

899 'I E 1A • · RESEARCH T8A STAFF' 

GILL 
89!1 .5 E 1 A • RESE ARCM 0905 TU 
•03 3 
•12 	 3 • AP"L IC OPER 'IESEARCM TECM l 06"" 9.,5 1100 T TH i!Ol ' LAI 
1199 6 E 1A • RESEARCH 0906 T8" 
1115 1no T TM 1!35 11' WILLU11S 

1199 7 E 1 A • RESEARCH 0907 TBA STAF'F' 

~7 7 3 • £TM!CS or: l"'OUSTRUI. soc -TU Oo .. ! E 700 930 21t5 M LAYCOCK 

899 8 E •A " • RESEARCH 0908, TU STAFF' 

11!1 3 TU 061>0 700 HO 1 KANGAS 

1199 9 E 1A • RFSEARCH 0909 TBA STAF'F' 

• 	 BUS POLI CY A>IO AO!' JN vw Ot.62 E 700 930 T l<ANG.t.S 

1199 10 E •A • llESEARCM 0!110 TB.t. 

• 	 GOV AN'.) :luS Ot>t>o 9.,5 l 100 T TH 112 F' STEPHENSON 

8!19 11 1 A • RE SE AR CM 0911 
 TBA 	 STAF'F 
•!tc 	 3 • 'iOv All;) -iUS 215 330 . T T-1 STEPHENSON 
899 12 1A • RESEARCH 0912 TBA 	 STAFF 
• 	 r;ov A"O !iUS TU 061111 700 930 11 205 H . KING 

8!19 13 E 1A • RESEARCH 0913 TBA 
 ST.t.F'F' 
• 	 <;R '3EHJNAll QUA'IT BUS ANAi. Vw 0670 E 700 930 TH LAI 

1A • llESF.&RCH TBA 
 SUF'F' 
• 	 5ilA? SUllV LA>I + LEGI. ENvil V"' 9~72 700 930 237 11 WADE 

899 15 £ 1A ' • RESEARCH 
 0915 TR.t. 	
SUF'F 
• 	 ET-<!CS 01' AN IND SOCllTY Tl.. Ol>H 700 930 LAYCOCK 

CLASSICS (CL) 

711 	 • ':' EMA V THEOC!Y CF' OllGAN V~ 0671 E 700 930 T J06 11 
113 3 CLASSICAL HUMANITIES 1010 1100 '1 ol F J26 w KIN'l LAI 
113 3 CL ASS! CAL MU •1'Nl TllS 1102 8)5 9'.10 T TM 3lb C KING 
• )!)ANT '1ET"4 SUS OECIS I I llS Ot.80 E 	 "00 1>30 
• 	 'l UANT -if.T,.. l'IJS OECIS II Tl.i 061Ji! E 700 930 11 4'23 H LAI· 

312 3 • CiRF.£1( • ~Ci:-141\1 OIHHA 1106 12•5 
 20 '1 T T-+ 210 N CLAUOY 
731 • All'11=<1<; PCl.ICY '"" DEC_IS v"' Ot.a• E 700 930 TM 306 M VONOEllEH8SE 
ECONOMICS (EC) 
CHEMISTRY (CHM) 
103 3 F.VOLUTION AM INOIJ SOCIETY t! lcOc 910 tOl' O .., " r ccJ '1JLLEll 
TU OllOc E 70? 9•5 'I 1071r.i! .. 
700 900 107 F 201 • <>RtN OF' EC:lNOHJCS 120" 9.,5 1100 T T-1 2i16 POOL 
'HO 1'100 .~ "' F 101103 .. c 2 201 3 " P~TN or ECONOMICS \/lo 1201> E 700 930 T POOL 

CD Ol!Ot. 1010 1 ?.00 11 107 F' 
103 (l c 4 202 3 • PR Pl OF' ECON01, ICS lcOI! 1210 lCO "' " F' ;,02 

EF l 0110" 1 ?.10 ?.CO ·1 107 F' 
 SiAl'F 
103 0 c 4 202 3 • PPtN O" EC01;;:i111cs lclO STO'lE 

EF 2 Ol410 1 ?.10 200 107 F STAF'F' 103 c c 4 202 3 • Pll J "i OF' t.CON011ICS VI. 121<' E 700 930 STONE 

STAF'F 

!C3 C C 4 lF3 Obi" 
1210 200 107 203 3 • PPIN OF' ECONOMICS 11 l ·J 12(1() '1 ... r: :.02 l'llLLER 
200 107
103 c c 4 	 Gld 0<1li! 
.. 00 203 3 • P<>JN OF' ECON011ICS le 16 11 0 2C ;> '1 " F' 3 02 COllOPEY 
Su OIHb E !>10 1000 119 r: (MAO!:TAF'F' 203 3 1e:u 9"5 1100 T T'< '10 
01<20 1010 1100 '1 .; F 0 STAFF 101 3 C 2 • GEN CMF.H 11
2 203 3 • PP!N OF' ECONOMICS 12CO 1115 1230 T T~ (H.t.0 
STAFF110 c!>l 

F'3 01> 30 111) 200 SUFF 

r?. O"lb 200 	 203 3 • PllJN OF' ECONl)11ICS 1C22 12"5 ?.00 T T-< :.02 CAkTER 
203 3 • PRIN OF ECONOMICS V"' 122" E 700 930 T . 302 
FI 01>2i! 1 lll i!OC '1 c51 STAF'F 
108 0 c 3 • :;e-. CHEM '!EC 203 3 • Piil" OF ECON011J(S "" lc26 E 700 330 :.02 POOL 
108 0 c 3 301 l • 110!\IEY + ~ANKJNG 1228 9•5 1100 i:23 11c.;2 01-i!8 	 ?.10 300 T T.. FRUEH 
?.10 300 H STAF'F' 
108 c c 3 • GE" CMEl1 ~EC 301 vi. 1230 E 700 930 i/23 F'RUF.M 
Su 0817 E 610 1000 'I ,. CHITwOOO119 " 316 .. • I"ISTITUTIONAL ECON lF 12 32 12?0 200 'I 
STAFF0821 1010 1101) " " F' 111! 0 	 100 1000 C25 CHI TloOOO316 .. 	 • INSTITUTIC,.AL ECO,., 
ER 083~ 112 F' SUH TU 1i!3o E 700 930 11 4'25 11 CORDREY 
113 0 C 4 • uE~ CMf:H LAB 
119 , 
• STATE • LCCAL Pua F'JN HX cb li"O 1020 1?00 ... ci!5 C.t.RTER 
113 (' C 2 • !i~N CMEl1 LAB 	 "10 3 " "IATH ECO"I 
STAF'F' 
LPl 0832 101 F STAF'F 	 1220 ZOO T T.. 225 POOL113 0 C 4 • Ci£'1 CHEl1 LAB • JNTEQll.Afl0:-4AL £(0"' I 

212 5 • ORGANIC CH[H Sli 0831! E 610 1000 "I ,. 2"1 STAFF • ~CON COL1.ECTIVE 8AllG.t.1N AB 1Z•8 120 1000 '1 225 " 

Column titles .. expleiMd on peg1 16 
eour.. blill8 -.i for Rtp1at Credit must be identified on 1he ,..i.tratlon cent In "Rll!Wtls" oolunln. 
~ lllllllblNd l50011111-.e .. op911 to ltUdlnts lllmiUed for G,.._ Studlll Oftty. 
CRSE SPEC CLASS STAllT ENO DAY OF CRIE: SPEC CLASS START ENO DAY OF 
NUMB•CllS NOTE ?RE COUllSE TITLE SEC NUMB EVE TIHE TI11E .iEEK 110011 8LO INSTRUCTOR NUl19•CRS NOTE PRE COURSE Tl TLE SEC hU118 EVE TIM£ TI'4E WEEI( ROOM BLD INSTRUCTOR 
ECONOMICS (EC) (Cont'd) 	 EDUCATION (ED) (Cont'd) 
"77 3 B • ECOi< STUDIES 1252 210 325 11 225 11 MILLER A 1B • HINOI! PR08LEl1S Z1 152'1 
• ECO" STUDIES Vlo 125" E 700 1000 T 225 H STEPHANSON A· 111 • MINOR PROBLEMS Zi! 1526 TBA DILLEHAY 
481 • I'IOF."E"'OE"T llEAD!NG. 1256 TIU · ANON A 1B a MINOll PROBLE'1S Z3 15211 TBA DILLEHAY 
1258 T:lA ANON • EDUC (i.jILC WITH LEAl!N TU2 	 1532 E 700 930 322 H '°'UBllARO 
~260 TBA ANON 8 • CLINICAL P~ACTILE RS 1536 E "00 500 TH 322 H 8 IHELEY 
"00 7(10 T 3i!2 H 
"!'1 .. 'I • I • JEPE 'lOE"'T llEAD!NCl 1262 ANON 
a PR!"l OF Gl.IO PQ 15"0 E "15 1>00 M '4 MUCK INS 
ANON 
• PR IN OF' GU ID Viol 1!5.... E 700 •no T EMANUEL 
1264> TaA ANON 
3i!7 STAF'F• EVALUATION 	 M 
• 	 i"'Df"E"IDE"T ~EAD ING 1268 Ta A ANON 

..6.. .. • EVALUATION vi.2 1!>52 E 700 9~0 

• 	 INOF.PF,.OE"T ~EAO!NG T!:U ANON 
602 II Ml ST OF' ED 700 930 , 210 11 CLARK 
.. 83 1 1272 ANON 
603 II • (MILO OEllELOP11ENT i<L 1"67 1245 2i!!5 T T'4 
.. 83 2 8 127" TBA ANON 
603 .. R • CM!LD DEVELOPMENT Tl.2 1•71 700 930 :Oi!7 .. ~ JONES 
"83 3 II 1276 TiU ANON 
612 .. Q • KI"IC'IERGA'ITEN: CUR + HAT Tu2 1"7J 100 no 333 .. S GAllE'LL 
1278 ANON 
615 3 E • AQV REAOit.G INSTR Vto.2 1"75 700 930 r .. i:'.01 ST•rF 
!113 	 3 II • :;11AC1 S 1,; ll< PR!,. EC TfACMEll V~ 1280 E 700 '130 T ANON 
617 " E • ELF.H SCM SOC STUD CUA+11AT LI" lH.9 21!5 355 T T"4 GAOOI S 

UO 3 E • l~1TwO OF "'Al" t:CONOl"!CS TU 1237 E 700 931) H c25 H CORDREY 

617 " E 1 R • fLEl'1 SCM SOC STUO CUR+M4T Tu l l'"H 7(10 930 H c 01 STAFF 

632 ~ E • <;TATE + LC CAL PUFI F'!N TAX CU 12•1 1020 1200 11 c25 H CARTEi! 

621 3 E • !IOOkS + EC P'IOGllAM 

6" l 3 E • l"TE""ATIO"AL ECO" I 1220 ?.\10 T T>< c25 H POOL 
639 4 E • SEC !'lCH :;oc STUD CUA•HAT l(L 1•9'1 12•5 n5 r T>< 
• 	 HO'< CllLLE.CT!VE oA'lGAIN A6 12"9 azo 1000 11 225 H 

6113 3 E 9"5 1100 T T'1 r IHELEV 

715 J !:. • Ar. v "q !C t: TMEC~Y ~w 12112 E 700 930 T>l 225 M T~EACV 

6•3 ~ E • SKILL 'iU8J MENTAL llF.TAllO TUl 1511 700 930 '1 LUCAS 

717 3 F • AUV <i H l"COHE A'<ALVSIS TU 1211" 700 930 223 H CHAO 

• OCCUPAT TRE SLOw LEARt.(R v~2 151!> 100 930 T" SI'<! TM 

719 3 E 1286 111 '5 ll!JO T TH 2Z3 H 

649 " E • AUO VIS ,.AT • HETM l!> 17 600 930 cO• " CAROE.Q 

770 JI 
 BCD li!llll '30 1200 2i!!i H STAFF 

650 3 AE • 111 'IOR Pll08 ~ .. i! l!><!J E 100 no T" 10~ r 

770 FG"< 1~'10 130 "00 i!i?5 H STAF'F 

650 3 AE18 • Ml"IOR ~OB•COM:1U!lllCATIOllS Z 1!>11' T,. ,.UC KINS 

7~1 • ~f<;fAl<CH I'I ECJ"< li!9i? TBA ANON 

6!50 I AE1B • HINOll PAO!! Z1 152!> l'!LLfMAY 

ANO'll 

650 2 AE18 • 14INOR PROB Z2 1!>27 1 'I• OlLl:E>lAV 

7~ I • "~- :;E All::'.M I" ECON . 1296 ANO'! 

Zl 1521! TiU 

1i?98 ANON 

655 3 • ED CMILO Lll"G + BEM DIS TU2 1!>33 700 930 MU81UR0
JC2 "' 

7'2 ? EF 1300 TllA ANO'i 

656 3 !IE - •CLIM PAAC ED OISABt: DUG R!. 1!537 •OO 7CO T r ll<EL!Y 

"CIO ~00 T.;1302 ANON 

7113 661 l E • DR!fli OF Gi.,;IO MUCK l NS
TBA A'iON 

783 2 E!' 
 661 3 • PR! .. 01' Gl.IO 700 930 T 	 f.MANUEL13011 TBA ANON 

783 J Ell 6611 " E Pl; 1549 E •lO 610 11 II :IZ7 11 GRAMAH
1308 TtU ANON 
"" 'I E iP EVALUA Tl 01. V~2 1!>53 7(10 930 	 337 · H APT 
EDUCATION (ED) 
701 .. 1R • ADV ED PSY ~St 1551 E 4120 650 T i:lO M MUTC ... CRAFT 
202 3 .. f.[) PSV 1110 1200 11 w F 32" 11 WADE 701 11 E 1R • ADV ED PS\' TUi! il5i. 700 930 no 11 STAFF 
202 3 1401 110 200 11 w F :127 11 SEDGWICK 702 • E 1R • SOC FOUND OF ED TUI 1560 700 '30 M 3"5 H CLARK 

202 3 • ED PSY 
 llAOE 702 .. 1A • SOC l='OUND OF EO TU2 1562 700 930 H1 11 UDELL 

202 3 • ED PSY 11110 215 330 T TH 337 11 703 .. t.ff • PHIL OF ED 100 930 TM GA OELL
i!lll " 

202 J • ED PSY TUl 111111 £ 700 UO 11 SEOGllICK 7t2' • ELEl1 SCM CURR Vli2 15'66 E 700 930 2Z7 11 GADDIS
327 " 

202 • ED PS'f 930 IUFF
70¢ TH 327 " 71' • SUPERV STU TEACHERS 	 RH 1UI -zo 690 TH. 
203 3 • ED PS\' 9115 1100 T TM 327 " 6EOGllICK · 7U • CURR TRENDS llKKP + OP Vlll 1570 700 HO T 11t 

2•2 .. • PHYSICAL SCIENCE 700 920 H II 31" F llEARO 733 'I E 1R • I11PRDVE TCl40 SEC SCM TU1 1572 700 930 11 :U7 11 MOEHN 

•C 4 • PHYSICAL SCIENCE AB 14341 110 1000 31' F £UL 	 1R • CURA DEVELOP PUS &C"' TUZ 15 74 E 700 930 337 H HOEHN 
2U " 	 C 2 • PHYSICAL SCIENCE 1010 1100 11 w F 402 F URL 751 J E • ED STAT 1 TU1 1576 E 700 930 11 202 M HUTCHCRAFT 
C 4 • P><YSICAL SCIENCE 1210 200 H 31" F • RESEAllCH DESIGN + ANAL TU1 15112 E 700 930 11 APT 
C 4 • PHYSICAL SCIENCE 9115 1135 T 31" F IOOINGS • AESEAACH DESIGN + ANAL V'il lir>78 E 700 930 T 216 M &TAFF 
2H 0 	 C 4 • PMYS!CAL SCIENCE KL 1432 1245 235 T 316 F I OD ING& • AESEARCM OESIGN + Al<Al. V•2 1510 E 700 930 2011 H MUTC... CRAF T 
270 3 INTllO TO RE,..A81LITATION 9" 5 t 100 T TH 325 H HALL 755 I • RESF.AAC"' PROJECTS zl 158" TBA GRAHAl1 

311 • !':LEH SCH SCI: CUI! + HAT H 1•38 IJ15 930 T T_. EAllL
316 " 755 2 8 • llESEARCH PQOJECTS Z2 1515 TBA GRAHAM 

JI 5 3 339 HV11AN 
 755 3 • '<ESE &ACM PAOJECTS Z3 1586 TBA GRA~AH 
1115 1230 T TM 333 CHA IT 755 .. • RESEARCH P~OJECTS z.. 1517 TBA GRAHAl1 

316 3 • F:U:" SC"' LA"G ART CUR•'IAT V•Z 1""6 E 700 930 TH 333 S GADELL 
 755 !5 • llESEARCH PROJECTS Z5 15118 TBA GRAHAM 

31 7 9"5 1100 T T>l 333 H I< AA BA GE 
 756 3 E • INTP ED RESEARCH RSI 1590 E "20 650 T CLAl!K 

31 7 3 • F.LE~' SCH LANG U!T CUR+HAT i< 1".50 12"5 201) T TM 333 ,., MAR BA GE 761 3 E • PSCMOl'IE TR I CS TU2 1592 700 930 STAF'F'
E 

3\7 3 • EL~'1 SCM LA"" ART r:uH+HAT v~1 1"52 E 700 930 T 333 H S GAOELL 
 763 3 E • THEORIES + TECHN COUNSEL RS 159" E lo15 !>00 T TM HUCKINS 
3111 3 • lL•M SC" l'TH: c1.:i + HAT 21'5 330 T TH 325 H BENNER 765 3 E • ORGAN + AOH OF' GUIO SEllV TUI llr>9t> E 700 930 M 325 M 

318 3 • EL~" S".:'1 l'TH: cu~ + MAT HSI 1•'56 E "20 650 T :>25 11 !IENNEQ 766 3 E • DC CU PAT + ED INFO 
 TU2 1!598 E 700 '130 SILVF.llHAN 
33? 3 TU2 1•58 E 700 930 227 GREE Iii WOOD 767 3 E 1 B • GROUP PROC COUNSEL + GUI 0 AS2 1602 E "20 650 TH 206 ... EMANUEL 
372 Tu2 I• 60 E 700 930 325 H MALL 767 3 E B • GROUP PROC COU"ISEL +' GUID TUl 1600 700 930 M i!l& 11 fi'1ANUEL 
Hl5T O> ED V~I 1"62 E 700 930 T 	 210 ., CLAQI( 767 3 E 1B • GROUP PROC COUNSEL + GUlO Viol 160" • E 700 930 T ~Oii l'1 
3i!7 SEOGW !CK 770 1 EA18 • !NOEPENDE"'T READING Z1 1606 TBA DILLEMAY 
H . • CMIL:l JEVt1..0Pl'«"."<T Tu2 1•70 E 700 930 327 A JONES 770 2 EA1B • It.OE:PE'NOENT llEAOING Z2 16014 TBA 	 D!LLEMAY 
.. • 	 ~1 <l)F"'.i&~TE": cu~ + HAT 1•72 700 930 333 GAOELL :£3 TBA"12 TL2 E "' S 	 1609 DILLEHAY 
700 930 201 SMITH 810 6 • 	 SEMINAR ELEM ED TUl 1«>12 E 700 930 H 227 M ~ TAF'F 
•l 7 • • •LF'1 SO• :;oc STUO CUH+HAT LH 1"78 215 355 T TH 32" H GADDIS 856 3 • INDIVIDUAL ASSESSMENT "20 050 322 11 H lEY 

SC>< STt..:il Tut E 930 201 STAF'F 1B ADV IN
"I 7 .. • ELF'I" soc CUll+MAT t•~o 700 ,., 	 860 3 E • SEM GU!O TU lt> 16 E 700 130 :023 H ZWETSCMl<E 
•19 12 • SUPEl!V re~.:; ELE" TBA CMAIT 162 3 £ 1B 	 • INDIVIDUAL INTELL TEST II PU2 1618 E "<'0 650 k lAELEV 
• ~001<.S Ell PllOJRA" 333 11 MAll8AGE 8611 3 E B 	 • PRACTICUM COUNSELING PQ l 162" E "ZO 650 1 S ILVEllHAN 
• ED Ol!GA" l"t; 1" 90 e: "20 650 202 H RICHARDS 86" 3 E B • PRACTICUM COU,.,SEL!NG l ' TUI 11122 E 700 '130 •1 MUCklNS 
..-29 1?. TBA CHAIT 86" 3 E B • PRACTICUM COUNSELING VW2 1626 E 700 930 TH ~23 t1 
T!U CHAIT 8611 3 .E B • PA AC TI CU"! COUNSEL IN(\ l 11120 900 1130 s 323 .. EMAN\.JEL. 
TBA CHAIT 86.. 3 E 18 • PRACTICU"I COUNSELINC1· l 1628 900 1130 F MANUEL 
•39 .. • SlC SCM ~DC STUD: CUll+'1AT l(L 1"38 12"5 225 T TH 322 H UPHOFF' 86" 3 £ B • PRACTICU'1 COUl.SELlNG 1630 TBA LYON 
HO " • SR SEH I" £0 1502 !115 95'5 T TH 322 11 R!CHAROS 865 3 B • Pll&CTICUl1 COUNSELING l l Pf<I 1625 .. 20 650 '1 323 H SILVERMAN 
HO " • Sii SE!'< I 'I ED II!. 150" E 420 600 T TH 201 BALLANTINE 865 E B • PRACTICUM COUNSELING l l TUI 11123 E 700 930 11 323 H 
uo .. QA • SI! SEf" I'< ED Vw l 1506 E 700 930 T J GAOELL 165 3 E B • PllACTICUH COUNSELING It Vli2 1627 E 700 930 T'4 :023 M F'REY 
HJ 3 1508 BIRELEY 865 3 E B • PRA,CTICUl'1 COUl<SELING 11 1621 900 1130 s 323 11 EMANUEL 
..113 3 • SI>. ILL SUdJ l'<ENTAL RETARll TUl 1510 E 700 930 r1 322 H LUCAS 865 3 18 • PllACTICUH COUNSELING II 1629 900 1130 EMANUEL 
• OCCUPAT TRG SLOW LEARNEHS Vwi? 1514 E 700 930 T"i 322 M STAFF E B • PAACTICU'1 COUNSELING II 1631 TBA LYON 
.... 9 .. • AUD VIS '1AT + MET"' 1516 .E 600 930 CARDER 866 l B 	 • PRtCTICU'1 GROUP COUNSEL Vlll 163, 700 930 T 323 11 Z METSCHKE 
• MINOR PROB1.E'1S Viii? 1522 E 700 930 T'4 108 F LEHMAN 992 	 • SCHOOL ADMINIS PUBLIC REL Viol 1636 E 700 930 .T 227 H STAFF' 
Column titles .w expllined on pege 15 	 .. 
Courws being tlk111 for Repat Credit must be identifi.t on the ~ Cini in "R-U" column. 
CoulWI numbered 600ll1dlboft119 open to ltud9nts ..tminld for~ Studill only, 
Cllll: SPEC CLASS START ENO on OF 
NUM8•CA8 NOTE PRE COUlllE Tl "L.E &&:C NU"& EVE TIME Tlltf llUK ROO" ILD lNITltUCTOA NU"9•Cltl NOTE PRE COUll&E Tl TLE IEC NUMB EVE TIME TIME WEEK ROOM BLD INSTllUCTOA 
CR9E ll'EC CL.US 	 START END DU OF 
ENGINEERING (EGR) 	 ENGLISH (ENG) (Cont'd) 
1 
EGll DESIO,. 181! 103 • COHPOSITION + L.ITERATUAE FJ 2072 110 200 M W F 210 SUAU 
EGll DESIGN 181" 2HI l:JO T TM STAFF 103 3 • COMPOSITIO"'I + L.lTERATUllE H 20H 110 200 M W F 218 A1.EX4NOER 218 " 
C 2 ECIR DESIGN 1802 1110 1200 108 FRIAR !OJ • COMPOSITION + L.l.TERATURE GI 2076 210 300 M W F 20f> Al.EXANOER 
C 4 ECIR DESIGN GN1 1808 210 !500 013 ,. STAFF 103 ~ • COMPOSITION + L.ITERATURE GZ 2078 210 300 M W F 208 SMI ~H 
103 • COMPOS!TlON + LITERATURE M1 2080 81!5 '30 T TH 206 MACl(£NZIE 
1-J C 4 ECIR DESIGN GNZ 1810 llO !500 ST•FF' OU ' 103 3 • COMPOSITION + L.ITERATURE M2 2082 81!5 930 T TM cos CASTL.E 
C 4 EGR OESICIN 81!5 1100 T 013 , STAFF 103 3 • COMPOSITION + L.ITERATURE M3 208- 81!5 930 T T>l C!O PEA NS 
103 • COMPOSITIOl\I + L.ITEAATUllE 11 2086 9-!5 1100 T TH cOI> CARY 
EClll DESIGN M12 1106 119 1100 TM 013 F 
OU F 103 3 • COMPOSITIOlll + l.lTERATUAE I2 2088 9-5 1100 T TM 208 ST ~FF 
1H 1 " EMll'<EER! fl. J GRAPHICS CIN 1120 210 500 M 018 F STAFF • 103 3 • COMPOSITION + L. ITERATUAE 13 2090 9415 1100 T T>l C!O BERNS 
Ml 111' 81!5 1100 T OU F STAFF 103 3 • COMPOSITION + 1.ITERATUllf I- 2092 945 1100 TM c18T 
1H 1 • ENGl'<EE'll'-G GllAPMICS L.1111 1818 Z10 !500 T 018 F STAFF 103 • COMPOSITIOlll + L. ITERATURE 1!5 20941 9415 1100 T TH 222 AOSE'-8.AUl1 
210 3 " DIGITAL. COMPUTER PROG 1822 1110 1200 M W F 119 STAFF 103 3 " COMPOSITION + L.ITERATUllE Jl 209• 1115 1230 T TH 20• ZAl10NSKI 
210 3 " DIGITAL. COMPUTER PROG 182- E !53!5 6!50 ?1 W 210 F STAFF 103 3 • COMPOSITIOlll + L.ITERATU RE J2 2098 1115 1230 cosT TM GRAUMAN 
211 J • OI GI TAL. COMPUTER PROCI II 118 1126 E !500 6111 TM 210 F STAFF 	 103 • COMPOSITION + L.lTERATUAE JJ Z!OO 111'5 1230 T TM 210 CASTl.E 
103 • COMPOSITION + L.ITERATURE Kl 21Q! 1241!5 ~00 T TM i:06 ALEUNOER213 5 " OVNAMICS AM 1121 	 810 900 M F "1>6 STAFF 
81! 'JO T TH -61> BERNS 

213 5 " DYNAMICS PQ 1830 1100 620 M H6 STAFF 

103 3 • COMPOSITION + L.ITERATURE Kc 210" 	 12"5 200 T· TH cOll 
103 3 • COMPOSITION + LITERATURE K3 2106 C!O 	 S08AL. 500 HS T TH -n 
JU J " TR ANSP ORT SY STEMS 18J2 81!5 no T TM 112 F STAFF 103 3 • COMPOSITION + L.ITERATUAE K" 2108 Z18 	 ZAMO'-SKl 
103 3 " COMPOS 1T ION + L.I TERATURE L.1 Z! 10 21!5 330 T TM CASTL.E 
103 • COMPOSITIO N + LITERATURE L.2 2112 21!5 330 T TM 2011 WEBER 
JU 3 • TRANSPORT SYSTEMS 	 12-!5 200 T TH 211 t1 STAFF 
3411 • EL.ECTlllONICS 	 910 1000 " W F 127 0 STAFF 
103 J • COMPOSITION + L.lTfRATURE L.3 211" 	 21!5 330 T TH 210 HUGMES• EL.ECTlllONICS 1 18J8 110 200 '1 W 	 F 11t 0 BUFF 
103 3 • COMPOS IT ION + L. I TERATURE L" 2116 215 330 T TM i218 S08Al 

:H1 0 C • ELECTRONICS 1 L.'8 GP2 UH eoo soo 321 IUFF 

• EL ECTRONICS L..l8 	 200 900 JU STAFF 
103 3 • C011POSIT10111 + L.ITERATURE Q 2118 	 53!5 f>!50 M W i!06 
!539 SOl!AL.103 3 • COMPOSITIOlll + L.ITEAATURE S 212• 6!50 T TH 
103 3 • COHPOSITION + LITERATURE Tl ZUO 100 111!5 H ,j 20• STAFF 
• El.F.CTAONICS I.AB 	 ,_!5 1230 321 F STAFF 
Q " f:U:CTAOl'IAGNETICS Ct 18-• 1010 1100 M FS 127 STAFF 

941!5 1100 T TM ·127 
 103 3 • COMPOSITION + L.ITEA.ATUAE T2 2122 	 700 11 !5 P1 • 208 SMITM 
• MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS 1876 210 319 M W 	 F 222 F ST.AFF STAFF-OJ - 103 3 • COMPOSITIOlll + L.ITERATURE U 212" 208 

-26 0 c .. CO NT ROL. SY STEMS II ue AB 1852 810 uoo 31t F ITAFF SUf'F
103 3 • COMPOSITION + L.ITERATURE Vl 2128 700 11!5 T TM Z08 
" CONTROl; SYSTEMS 11 1110 UOO M W F 127 0 BUFF 123 3 INTA EUROllUN LIT 2130 1210 100 P1 W F'" 223 M NEVIN 

-26 0 • CONTROL. SYSTEMS II u.e " 31, F 8TAFF INTA L.IT i> 1110 11 F GASIOR
110 -oo 13J ENGL.ISM 2132 1200 N Z01 
" OIGITEO COMPUT PRIN+OESIG I( 1160 12-s 200 2J7 F STAFF 133 3 INTI! ENGL.ISM L.IT 213- 111!5 1230 T TH SRA CHER 119 

-91 5 F " SENIOR PllOBL.EMS TBA STAFF 
 ' 1•3 3 INTR AM L. lT 21J6 	 910 1000 M W F 201 GI.ELSON 
• SPEC Ill PROllL.EMS 186• TU STAFF 	 I. I TERATUAE 2138 941!5 11no T TH 119 MACKENZIE1!53 3 INTRO TO 
160 41 CHILO L.lT " SPE C U L. "PAOBL.EMS 1167 TBA STAFF 	 4110 !5!50 M II 127 wooo 
_,, 3 " SPECIAi. Pll081.EMS 1868 TBA 	 ITAFF 210 .. • lllEWSWA lT IN() + HEOU !535 650 11 w 

_,, 41 
 " SPECIAL PROBL.EMS 1169 TBA 	 STAFF " INTR STUDY OF I.IT OJ 2146 1110 1200 MT TMF 2H M ZAMONSKI 

09 5 • SPECIAL PROBLEMS 1170 TBA STAFF • INTR OF 1210 100 MT TMF 2-l M MUG MES 

2150 ­
STUDY I.IT 

62' 0 c " CONTllOL SYSTEMS 11 L.AB AB 18!5J 110 1100 Jlt F STAFF 2!5 1 II • STU.DY OF 21411 100 HT TMF 2-1 H WEBER
lNTR L.lT FK 110 

626 - f'. ,'c " CONTllOL SYSTEMS II 0 11_, 1110 1i!OO " II , llf 0 ITAFF . • • CO"ll081TlON 21!50 100 llT TMF 37 1 COltREAL.E
. !60 &OVANCEO EK 	 1210 
• FG 	 ITAflf ·'-'• 0 ~ CONTROL. SYSTEMt lI LAB 18!57 110 •oa " 261 • • ADV COMll FOR TEACMERI II 2152 910 1000 HT TMF' 371 8RACMER 
·-2 • OIGIUL. COl'fl'UTOA OfSIGN 1861 12-9 20. r n • " CAEATl\IE llRITlNG 210 ·'loo MT THF 237 P'ACEl<"llCK'3 ! 	 3U 
' 
72'1 •l E • RAN00" PROCESS($ 1172 E 	 939 6!50 1t W ITU'J' n1 3 • BUS WRITING 2156 110 200 M W F 237 BERGHOLZ 
HO 3 EB • SEL.ECT TOP JCS IYS 5'.GA 11H •10 121 "' ., 19, F StAFF 3 • WRITING 210 M F SURU331 eus G 2158 JOO w 218 
ENGLISH !ENG) 331 3 • BUS WRITING 830 9•5 M w 112 SURU 
IMPORTANT· DEPARTMENTAL APPROVAL REQUIRED FOR REGISTRATION 331 3 • eus WRITii.G 2160 700 815 T TH 218 BL.AIR 
IN ALL ENGLISH 103 SECTIONS 
3!51 • "IA.J ENI) "'UT CMAUCER•S>lSP 81 216- 910 1000 MT TMF 108 C.lRY 
102 J 2002 1010 1100 M W F 2•0 F TERREBONNE 35• .. 1110 1200 MT TMF ~22 GL.EASON 
102 3 • COMPCSTf I ON • LITERATURE 01 200~ 1110 1200 M W F 222 F GRAUMAN 356 .. • MAJ .l.M Wl:UT TWAI N•F.AUL.K EK 2168 1210 10 0 MT THF 352 CARY 
!02 3 ,. C0'1POSIT O>j + L.ITERATURE 02 2006 1110 1200 ,. W F 2 !51 TERREBONNE 361 " INTR ENG LAN G • L.ING 2170 12"5 200 T TM Z22 TERREBONNE 
102 3 • C0'1POSJT!ON + LI TEl'IATURE 2008 1210 100 M W F 222 F SH•RP 362 3 " INT R ENG L.ANG + L.ING 2172 E 700 8 15 T TM '2Z2 WETMORE 
10 2 3 • CC'1POSITl0'< + L.ITERATURF 2010 1~0 200 M >I 351 GAAUtUN -10 .. " STUO ENG L IT MST Cl 21H 1010 1100 P1T TMF' 351 

102 3 • COMPOSITION • LITERATURE M 2012 81!5 930 T TM Z!51 WIL.SON -20 ~ • STUD AM LIT MST o\11 
 21 78 810 900 MT TMF' 2 10 M HUSSMA"I 
+ 9•!5 1100 TH F 	 • AM MST 21ll2 820 PACEllNICK102 3 • COMPOSITION L.lTERATURE T 3511 CORREALE STUD L.lT sv 6410 T TH 3!51 
102 3 • COMPOSiftO'i + LITERATURE Jl 201 6 1115 1230 T TH 251 WIL.SON •30 - 111 0 1200 THF i218 11 
COii REALEMT 
+ J2 1230 F 	 " WllIT 21 l!b 100 CAllY102 3 • COMPOSITION l.ITERATURE 20a., 1115 T TM 237 MAAOEN 	 -30 " STUO MAJ ENG EK 1210 MT TMF 351 
• COMPOS ITION + L.lTE RAT URE Kl 2020 1241 5 200 T TH 2-0 F MAT MEWS 	 • STUD L IT T"4EMES Bl 21 90 910 1 COO MT THF 3•5 
10 2 J " COMPOS!TIO'i + LlTE l!AT URE K2 20 22 251 NE\IIN -1! 0 • S TUO PMILOL.OGY LING 210 300 MT T>lF' 351 
TERREBONNE 
102 3 " COMPOSI TIO N + L.I TERATURE 215 330 T T>l 4190 " 
102 
NEVIN • LIT + COMP IN CL.ASSROOM Cl 2196 1010 1100 '1T T>lF 352 A MUS SM Ai. 
102 3 " COMPOSITION + L.ITEllATUQE 2026 E 700 81!5 M W Z!O F • 91 • DIRECTED READING Z1 2197 TSA 
wETMORE 
wETMORE
102 3 • COMPOSITION + L.lT ERATURE 110118 E 700 815 T TH 3!5- F PlN TOZZ I 1191 • DIRECTED R'EAOING Z2 2198 TBA 
WE TMOl!E• + 11030 830 T 35- -91 • READING Z199 
wETMOAE 
102 3 COMPOSITION L.lTERATURE E 9•5 TM F MONTURO 	 O!llECTEO Z3 TBA 
103 3 • COMPOSITIO N + LITERATURE Al Z032 810 900 M W F 20& F MlL.l.8 01 • OillECTEO READING z- 2200 TBA 

103 3 
 • COMPOSITIO'i + LITtllATURE .A2 203" 810 900 M W F Z08 F L.AETSCM 610 	 " STUO ElllG LIT MST Cl 2175 1010 ,1100 "IT T-IF 351 
ST.lFF 
• COMPOS!T!ON + LITERATURE t:ll 203& 910 1000 l'1 W F 206 F STAFF 620 	 • STUD AM L.IT HST AH 2179 810 900 "IT THF' I: 10 MUSSMAN 103 J 
103 3 • CO MPOSITION + L.lTERATURE d2 2038 .9-10 1000 "I W F 208 F BERGMOLZ 1>20 " STUD AH L.IT MST SY Z183 E 6-0 820 T TM 3!51 PACERN!CK" 
103 3 • COMPOSITI ON + LlTERATURt S3 20 40. 910 1000 M W F Z10 F ROSENBAUM 630 .. • STUD MAJ ENG WllI T EK 2187 1210 100 MT T-IF ;,51 C.ARY 
103 J • COMPOSITION + L.ITERATURE B- 20"2 910 1000 M W F 218 F Hll.1.S 	 660 " STUO LIT . THEMES SI Z191 910 1000 P1T TMF 3•5 w>llSSEN 
+ Cl 1010 1100 W 206 NEVIN 680 STUD + Z! 95 210 TMF TERREBONNE 
103 J • COMPOSITION + LITERATURE C2 2041& 1010 1100 M W F 208 F 
103 3 " COMPOSITION L.lTERATURE 2C"lt M F F 	 " PHIL.OLCIY L.ING GL. 300 MT 3!51 
ROSENSAUM 
FINANCE (FIN) 
+ 	 C3 1010 M W 210 l.AETSCM 
103 PERSONAL FIN 230.. 
103 3 • COMPOSITION L.ITERATURE 20"8 1100 F F AH11A0 
103 3 • COMPOSITION + L.lTERATUl!E Cit 2050 1010 1100 M W F 218 F STAFF 
103 3 PERSONAL. FIN 230& 215 300 T TM AMMAO 
103 3 • COMPOSITION + L. 1TERATIJRE 01 20!52 111 0 1 20 0 M W F 2 06 F wooo 
103 PERSONAL. FIN TU 2302 700 930 Z31 
103 3 • COMPOS I T!ON + L 1 TERATIJRE 02 20511 111 0 1 20 0 M W F Z08 F SURU 
302 • FIN MGT 2308 1'10 1100 '1 W f' 239 M MEL WIG 
103 3 • COMPOSITION + LITERATURE 03 20!56 1110 1200 MW F Z10 F BERGMOL.Z 
302 • FIN MGT 2312 9"5 1100 T T-1 239 
103 3 • COMPOS ITION + L.ITERATURE O• Z058 1110 1200 M W F Z18 F LAETSCM 
302 • FIN MGT TU 2310 E 700 930 M 301 MEL.WIG 
103 3 • COMPOSITION + LITERATU RE El 2060 1210 100 M W F 206 F STAFF 
103 3 • COMPOSITION + LITERATURE E2 2062 1210 100 ~ W F 208 F MACKE NZ IE 303 • C•SE PROS IN FIN 200 T TM 
301 BACON 
103 3 • COMPOS IT 10'< + L.I TERATURE El 206" 1210 100 M >I F 210 F •OOO 303 3 • CASE PAPS IN FIN vw 2316 E 700 930 · T 301 	 BACON 
AMM AO
103 3 • COMPOSITION + L.lTERATURE Eli 2066 1210 100 M • F 218 F MIL.l.S 731 • I.ANO ECO"I + llEAL. ESTA AOM VW 232- E 700 930 T 
103 3 • COMPOS ITION + L.ITERHURE F1 20&8 11 0 200 M N F Z06 F MACKENZIE 7"1 3 E • "IN f1GT vw 232& E 700 9 30 TH 3 01 M BACOi. 
103 3 • COMPOSITION + L.ITERATURE F2 11070 11 0 20 0 M W F 2 08 F GASIOR • IN.\R FIN MGT 2J2~ 700 930 301 M OO
L.PMt NSE 	 TU 
Column titles ani oxplilinad on page 15 
Courses being taken fOf' Repeat Credit must be identified on the registmlon c:erd in "R-'ts" column. 
Courses numbered 500 and above se open to students edmittad for G...SU. Studies only. 
CRSE SPEC 
CLASS START ENO DAY OF 	 :ASE SPEC CLASS START ENO DAY OF
NlJ118•CRS NOTE PRE INSTRUCTOR 	 ROOM BL 0 INSTRUCT ORCOURSE . TJ Tl.E SEC NUMB EvE TIME TIME WEEK ROOl1 
BLO llUl1B•CllS NOTE PAE COURSE TITLE SEC NUMB EVE TI ME T[ ME WEEK 
FINE ARTS (FA) 	 GEOLOGY (GL) (Cont'd) 
111 IDEAS IN WEST ART • MUSIC J 2402 111 5 123 0 T TH 373 A OLDS 103 • INTRO GEOLOGY L.A9 LMR 2H8 302 F SUl'F 
111 IDEAS IN WEST ART • MIJSIC P 2"04 373 KATZ 103 " C 2 • INTR GEOLOGY TU 2756 E 700 900 11 w 112 LARSON 
111 IDEAS IN WEST .ART • MUSIC TU 2"06 700 930 M 373 A KATZ 203 • • MINERALS ROCKS PQ 2758 E 1110 710 M ol 229 0 KRAMER 
113 3 IDEAS "EST Ai!T•ARCHlTl::CT RS 2"08 373 KULWICKl • El<VIllONMEf'<UL GEOLOGY LAB G"'P 2762 210 500 307 () SCMMI OT210 0 C 4 
210 .. • ENVIRONMEl<UL. GEOLOGY Mii 2760 3'15 5.,5 T TH 101 SCMl11 OT
FRENCH (FR) 
210 0 • ENVlllONMENTAL. GEOLOGY LAB MR 307 0 SC'1MlOT276" TH 

103 .. • "IRST YR F"RENCH •H 2502 810 900 11T THF 353 6 TUYVESANT 

312 0 C 4 • Il<T STRUCT GEOLOGY LAB 2768 1210 100 M 201 S'1ERW l"' 

103 • l'!RST YR !'RENCH 910 1000 '1T THF 353 STUYVESANT 

312 5 C 2 • INT STRUCT GEOLOGY • 271111 9"!5 1100 T TH 201 SMERW IN 

103 .. FR 2!506 110 200 11T THF 353 REESE 

312 0 C 4 • !NT STRIJCT GEOLOGY LAB K
L 2770 TH 229 0 

103 .. • l'!~ST YR l'i!ENCH Sv 2508 640 820 T T'-4 251 GEINlMAN 

• ASTRONOMY 2772 E 700 815 11 w 127 0 STAFF 

202 • SECOND YR FRENCH 1245 200 T TH 2J3 GEINI11AN 

"12 5 C 2 • PETROLOGY 277'> 'JlO 1000 M w F 229 0 PUSMK AR 

203 • SECOND YR F'RENCH 2!512 910 1000 M "' " 3"6 REESE 

"12 0 c 4 • PfTROL.OGY LAB FG 27 7b 110 400 '1 w c:s1 

NEGRITUDE Cl 251" 1010 1100 M w " 353 CHAPPELL.£ 

"16 .. c 2 • X•RAY TECH"llQUES 27 78 111 0 120 0 'I w F 2 29 0 TOMAN 

303 • l'RE NCH L 1T 1115 1230 T TH llEESE 

416 0 c 4 • lC•llAY TECMNIOUES KL 27 80 12"5 h5 T 251 T011Af'< 

323 • FRENCH COMP 2!518 1110 1200 11 W F 351 STUYVESANT 

422 !5 c 2 • GEOPHYSICS 201 0 R !CMARO 

l4J 2 • ADV FR ENC" CON VE RS AT ION 2520 1210 100 M " 2•2 REESE 

422 0 c 4 • GEOPHYSICS LAB KL 27 86 1?."5 5"5 T 201 

• FR Mk 2!>22 
	 251PCIO"IU"IC!ATlOf'< + DlCT GE I NI MAN 

43!1 0 c 4 • PALEOECOLOGY LAB EG 2792 1210 300 i!Ol 

464 • 20TH CENT l'R LIT GE I NI MAN 

•3!5 .. c 2 • PALEOECOL.OGY 201 HA LONE 
GEOGRAPHY (GEO) ..,, SPEC I AL 2802 6TAl'F• PllOBLE'1S 	 T!IA 
"99 2 • SPEC! AL PROBl.f.MS 2803 STAFF

101 tNTR TO SYSTEMATIC GEO 2602 472 F LLOYD 

499 3 • SPEC 1 AL PllOBLE'IS 280• TIU

101 INTR Tu SYSTEM4T1C GEO 260• 12"5 200 T TH LLOYD 

• SPECIAL PllOBLEMS 2805 TIU SUFI'

102 3 INTR TO SYSTEMATIC GEO 2606 910 1000 M w " 472 KUBIAK 

'12 5 • PETROLOGY 277!5 91'J 1000 M <I F i:29
102 3 lNTR TO SYSTEMATIC GEO 21>08 1110 1200 ,., w " 472 KUBIAK 
0 

612 0 • PETROLOGY L•B FU Z777 110 •00 11 " i!51 0 PUSHl<AR

102 J lNTR TO SYSTEMATIC GEO H 21>10 815 930 T TH 472 VANSTEENK ISTE 

61' 4 • X•llAY TECMNI OUES 2779 1110 I 20 0 '1 JI I' i! 29 0 TOMAN 

103 3 INTR TO SYSTEMATIC GEO 2U2 810 900 M W F 472 MURACO 

61' 0 C - • X•RAY TECMNI QUES KL 2781 12"!5 l"5 T C:51 TOMAN 

103 J l'-TR TO SYSTEMHIC GEO 1010 1100 M .. " 472 MORACO 

622 5 c. • GEOPHYSICS i.!785 9"5 1100 T TM 201 0 RI CHARO 

103 3 I'-TR TO SYSTEMATIC GEO 215 330 T TH TRAIL 

42Z 0 • GEOPMYSICS LAB KL 27 87 201 R !C>IARD 

103 3 lNTR TO SYSTEMATIC GEO V" 2618 E 700 930 TH •72 TRAIL. 
 us o c· • PALEOECOL.OGY LAB EG 2793 1210 JOO i!01 MALONE 

202 3 WORLD REGIONAL GEO 2620 1115 1230 T T'-4 472 VANSTEENK lSTE 

635 • • PAL.EOECOLOGY 2791 <:01 MAL.ONE 

21122 930 M w 

699 1 • SPEC lAL PROB 2810 TBA STAFF

uo 3 • METH GEOG ANALYSIS 81!5 930 T TM LLOYD 6'9 2 2811 ST&l'F 

• ADV CARTOGIUPHY+MAP INTER TU 700 "118 OUSKO 
• SPECIAL PROB 	 TBA""
460 3 • GEOG OF AGRICULTURE 21126 1115 1230 TH 	 TRAIL. STAFF• SPECIAL PROB 2812 TBA
'" 3460 3 • ADV CULTURAL GEOG 21128 215 330 T !M VANSTEENKlSTE 
 699 4 • SPEC UL PROB 2813 TBA STAFF 

no 3 es • GEOG OF AFRICA 21>30 110 200 M W F "72 	 KUBIAK 
718 4 • IGNEOUS PE TROLGGY z. 2816 TBA PUSHKAR 
BS • SPECl•L PROB IN GEO 21132 TBA STAFF .,, 
• THESIS 2820 TBA STAFF 
BS • SPECIAL PROB IN GEO 21133 TBA STAFF 
899 2 • THESIS 2821 TBA STAFF 
BS • SPECIAL PROB IN GEO TBA STAFF 
• TMESIS 2122 TBA STAl'F 

4111 es • SPECIAL. PROB lN GEO 2fll!5 TBA STAFF '" 3 

899 4 • THESIS 2823 TBA 	 STAFF 
•11 es • SPECIAL. !IROB IN oE:o 2636 TB~ 	 STAFF 
• SPECIAL PROB IN OEO. 2638 TBA STAFF 	 GERMAN (GER) 
• 	 SPEC I AL. PROB l N GEO 2639 TU 
103 • • FIRST YR GER11AN "11 2902 110 900 HT THF 3215 l'I GENSCM 
• 	 SPEC I •L. PROB l N GEO 2640 TBA 
103 • • FIRST YR GERl1AN Cl 290" 1010 1100 MT THF' 218 lot WHlSSEN 
• SPECIAL PROB IN OEO TBA STAFF 
103 .. F°I( 2906 110 too l'IT TM:S- 201 SCHOELKOPH 
4112 !5 • SPECIAL PROB IN GEO TBA STAFF 
103 • • F'UST YR 0ERl1AN S~ 2908 E 6'0 820 T TH 315J SCHOELKOPH 
Ul • SPEC lAL PROB IN GEO TBA STAFF 
202 3 • SECOND YR GERl1AN OE 2910 1115 12JO '1 w 1!06 6CMO£LKOP'1 
611 • SPEC I •L PROB l N GEO TBA STAFF 
203 3 • SECOND YR GERM•N 2912 215 330 T tM 345 M SCHOELKOP.; 
'81 	 • SPECIAL PROB IN GEO 260 TBA STAFF 

303 3 • SUllVE\I OF" GElt L.IT 291" 110 200 ,., "' " c39 M 

4111 • SPECIAL PROB lN GEO TBA STAFF 

32J 3 • GERl1 AN COMP 20~ "' llHISSEN 
681 • SPEC I AL PROB 1 N GEO TB• STAFF 
0
hl 2 • GERMAN CONVERSATION 1210 100 M ol 251 W'1l SSEN 
'82 • SPECIAL PROB lN 3£0 21150 TBA STAFF 
• GERMAN L. IT 19TH CENT 2920 1115 1210 T T'1 c!ll F 

6112 2 • SPECIAL PROB IN GEO 26!51 TBA SUl'F 

• INOEPENOE"T ROG ADV STUD 2922 TIU GENSCH 
6112 • SPECIAL PRQll IN GEO 21152 TllA SUFI' 
GREEK (GR)Ul 4 • SPECIAL PROS IN GEO 2653 TBA STAFF° 
6112 !5 • SPEC I AL PHOB l N GEO TBA STAFF 
103 4 • BEG 1NNE11' S COURSE Cl lC02 1010 1100 11T TWF 230 C Kl"'G 
GEOLOGY (GL) 203 • INTERM GREEK Joo" TBA C KING 
413 3 • INOEPENOE'-T READING JOO!. C KING 
102 4 • lNTR GEOLOGY 2702 910 1000 M W F 112 0 MALONE 
102 0 • INTRO Gt:OLOGY LAB EF 1 2708 1210 200 307 STAF"F. 
HISTORY (HST) 
102 0 • INTRO uEJLOGY LAB EF2 2712 1210 210 307 STAF"F 
102 0 • l"'TllO :;E•)LJGY LAB FG 270• 110 300 M 307 " STAF"F 
113 3 AMECI CIVIL SINCE 18911 J106 1110 1200 ,., w " 101 
102 0 • l"TllO GEOLOGY LAB l(L 27011 307 STAF"F 200 "' >I "113 3 AMEil CIVIL SIN
CE 18911 J108 110 101 SECKER 
102 0 • lNTllO GEOLOGY LAB LMR 2710 307 F STAF'F 113 3 AMER CIVIL SI'-CE 1896
 J102 115 93? T TH 101 DORN 
lOJ 4 C 2 • l"<Tll GEOLOGY 271'1 9"!5 1100 T T~ 109 0 BRADSHAW 113 3 AMER CIVIL Siii/CE 18911 l10" 9" !5 1100 T TH 101 OOllN 
103 " C 2 • Ill/TR GEOl..OGY 27111 910 100.0 M JI F 132 0 SHERWIN 113 3 Al'ER CIVIL SINCE 18911 Tu Jl 10 E 700 945 11 216 MOLL I NGSwOR T.; 
103 .. • lNTll GEOLOGY 2718 210 JOO l'1 >1 F 101 "IOEL. 120 3 ANCIENT + MEO WORLDS 3112 110 200 M W F I 09 0 AR8AG 1 
103 0 • !"ITllO GEOLOGY I.AB Hi i7311 1110 1000 J02 STAFF 123 3 EUROPEAlll CIVIL SINCE 1871 8 311• 910 1000 M JI F 109 DAILEY 
103 0 • INTllO 'lEOLOGY I.A~ 8C 2720 910 1100 M 302 STAFF 123 3 EU~OPEAN CIVIL Sl'-CE 1871 C l122 1010 1100 11 >I F H5 M MAROY 
103 0 • 111/TR'.) IJEOLOGY LAB BC 2751t 910 t 100 301 STAl'F 123 3 EUllOPEAN CIVIL SINCE 1871 0 3116 1110 1200 M >I F 3"5 11 
103 0 l"'Tl~O GEOLOGY LAB co 2722 1200 'I 301 STAFF 1871 J 3118 1230 T T'1 cox 
103 0 c • INTllO GEOLOGY LAS C02 2738 1010 1200 302 F sun 123 3 EUROPEAN C1'"1L Sl"'CE 1871 Tu 312U 339 M sure.. 
103 0 C 4 • lNTllO GEOLOGY I.AB C03 2750 1010 1200 302 . " SUFI' 123 3 EUllOPEAN CIVIL SINCE 1871 Vw 312" 700 94!5 T 339 ,., HARDY 
\OJ C C 4 • INTRO GEOLOGY LAB OE 27 2• 1110 100 M 302 " STAFF 203 3 '100 + CONTEMP LATIN AM l126 1110 1200 M W F 337 M MlJGHE6 
\OJ 0 C 4 • l"TllO GEOLOGY LAB EF 1 21'10 1210 200 302 F STAFF 215 3 NEGllO IN AMERICAN '1l$TORY B 3128 910 
1000 M W I' 337 M 11CSULLWOATH 
103 0 C 4 • I'-TllO Cl EOLOGY LAS EF 2 2752 1?10 200 302 F STAFF 218 3 HST OHIO! PREMST TO 1871 3130 E !53!5 
1150 M W 337 M BECKER 
!OJ 0 C 4 • If'<TllO GEOLOGY LAB l'G 27211 110 300 11 302 F STAF"I' 301 ANCIENT Al' OLl11TOLTC1MAYA TU 3132 700 9•5 M CRAINE 
103 0 • l'HllO GEO LUG Y L•B GNP 27"2 210 400 302 F STAFF" 305 3 s • HST 11ElC SI"ICE 1876 3134 1115 1230 Y TM 337 ,., MUGMES 
SWANN 
• 	 1010 123 3 EUllOPEAN CIVIL SINCE 1115 
103 0 C 4 • INTllO GEOLOGY LAB IJ1 2728 301 STAF'F 	
323 3 s • HST ENGLAND SINCE 1115 3136 910 1000 11 w F 327 M 

323 1815

1CJ 0 C 4 • l'HllO GEOLOGY LAB IJ2 2730 1010 1·200 T 302 F 
3 s • 	 HST ENGLAND SINCE PQ 3138 E "10 4!50 305 M SWANN 
MEO 1100•1450 0 31"0 F 325 M AR84GI103 0 	 c 4 • INTRO GEOLOGY LAB J"° 27H 1210 200 302 F STAFF 392 WEST EUROPE 1110 1200 M >I 

c 4 INTRO GEOLOGY LAB 2732 245 s NEW SOUTM: 1'30•PR£8ENT lj F 32• 
M

103 0 • KL.1 12"5 T 301 STAFF° •17 
3 • 31"2 1010 1100 11 
103 0 C 4 • INTRO iiEOL.OGY LAB KL2 273" 110 300 T 302 F •23 3 • HANOVER
IAN tNGL.AND 1010 1foO M W F 201 11 SUTCH 
103 C 4 • INTRO GEOLOGY L.48 KL.3 27"11 12415 245 T.H 301 .. 429 • • HST SOVIET RUSSIA Cl 3150 1010 1100 HT THF 339 M DULEY 
) 
Column titles .. explained on pege 15 

Counes being i.ken for Repeat Cndit must ba identified on the~ .-II In '"
'-'wka" column. 

Coones numbered 500 and above ..open to nudenU edmm.t few Orlduet9 
SCUdill only. 

.' 
CASE CjPEC 
NUMB•CRS NOTE PRE COURSE TITLE 
CL ASS BURT 
SEC NUMB EVE TIHE 
ENO DAY Of 
TIME MEEK ROOH !lLO INST RUCT OR 
CRSE SPEC 
NU l'IB•CllS NOTE PRE COURSE TITLE SEC 
CL ASS 
t.UH B EVE 
START 
T I ME 
ENO DAY OF 
TIHE WEEK ROOM SLD INSTRUCTOR 
HISTORY (HST) (Cont'd) MARKETING (MKT) (Cont'd) 
• REVOL.UTIO'hCONl'EO,. CONST K 315• H5 H STAFF 302 3 • HARKE Tl NG HANAGEHENT TU 371" E 700 930 205 " COVEL. 
•35 3 s • EARL.Y AH 11EPU8 1815•1850 L. 3151> 215 330 T TH 201 HERR I AH 303 3 • CONSUMER BEHAVIOR 3718 1010 1100 .., ~ f' 305 " w!Sf. 
HJ 3 S 3•!! 500 T f" 127 0 HOL.L!NGSwOR.Tt; 303 3 • COlllSUHER BEMAV IOR 3711> 110 200 t< >I F 303 I'; 
• Al<fl1 T-<OJG•H • SOCIETY NP 3162 310 42 5 .; 	 r 21-0 F CORN 303 3 • CO"SUMER BEHAVIOR "" 3720 E 700 930 T 322 II 
~ 1 • U•FI< cot.ST 1<IST StNCE1929 9•5 1100 TM HOLLINGSlolDRTt; 336 3 FUl<OAl<ENTAL.S PERS SEL.LJl.G RS 3722 E ~oo 1>30 T .133 DOVEL. 
·~8 3 s 3170 110 200 '1 <I F 324 M DAILEY H1 3 372" 1110 1 :?00 H .; f' 233 H 
• J 3 s 303 .., cox 421 3 372b 12"5 2CO 
700 9•5 239 II AR8AG! 3728 215 330 cOI> 
• ,~ L~BA'< P~C8 20Ti- CE"T "" '.H80 •71 3730 233 

7 7 3 s 
 1210 ICO " ./ F' 303 I< 	 • SPf;ClAL. Sl DIES ~KT 37 32 T8A w !SE 
•Ll2 3 s 3181> 	 9•5 !100 T .,.. 237 cox 37 33 TBA w!SE 
Jl 86 210 300 '1 ~ F 305 SPETTER •77 3 • SPECIAL <;lUO!ES IN l<i<T 37311 TBA lo!SE 
"90 3 3192 11 0 200 ~ ~ F 2 01> II HUGHES • MKTG POLICY 373t. 110 200 M w f' 311t 
"90 3 • PROP !" "!ST 3190 12•5 200 T T~ 235 H SPIEGEL • '1KTG POLICY TU 37 38 E 700 930 cO!:> H A K !NG 
B • l"-OlPE'IDENT QEAD CRAINE 703 3 E • SEM 11KT l l l T\J 37't0 E 700 930 M KEQfRRE IS 

61 7 J • '<E.; SOUT><; 19lO•PRtSENT 31 ~3 1010 1100 '1 ,; F 321t HCSTAL.LWORTH 7011 3 E • DEMAND STIMULATION 1 Tv 37 "2 E 700 930 233 OSTllOM 

62 3 3 • ><ANOVEQ l AN E'<GL.ANC 1,.010 1100 II '1 F 201 SUTCH 707 3 E • Ml<T RESEARCH + ANAL. I Vw :H•• E 700 930 T 2 J3 VENKATE SH 

!>29 " E • ><ST 50V!ET RUSSIA Cl 3151 1010 1100 '1T TMF' 339 H DAILEY 710 3 E • BU1ER BEHAVIOR vi. 37"1> E 700 930 233 <iEAL. Y 

3•5 '500 T TH 127 HOL.LINGSWORTP< 7111 3 E 	 • HGT LOGISTICS SYSTEMS TU 3738 E 700 930 H CAMEALY 
• AGE OF RE"'A I SSAN CE NP Jlb3 DORN 7' 1 3 E • MKT OEC!S!ONS eus AOH TU 3750 E 700 930 M 8RO>IN 

651 • Al<ER CONST HIST S!NC£1929 311>7 HOLLI NGSWOMTH 781 £8 • SPEC !AL. STUD Ht<T l'GT 3751 
 TBA wISE 

6M 3 E • £U110Pf 1870 TO 1900 3 1 71 11 0 200 M W F 32 4 M DA !LEY 7111 2 E8 " SPEC !AL STUD llt<T l'GT 3752 TBA 
 lo !SE 
61>3 3 E • wORL.0 20TH CENT S I N 19"5 I( 3175 12"5 200 T TH 303 M cox 781 3 EB • SPECIAL STUO MKT l'GT 3753 TBA ~!SE 

61>9 3 E 'z39 M ARBACl I 
 MATHEMATICS (MTH) 
b17 3 E • ,.US• AH REL ATI ONS TO 1'1"5 3183 1 21 0 I 0 0 '1 Ii F 3 OJ 11 SPETTER 

102 ELEM AL.GE81h 38 02 1 21 0 10 0 H II F 210 5 TA>F' 

68 2 3 E • !>lfEL. + CUL EUR 13 00•1715 3187 H5 1 100 T TH 3 05 H STHF 

102 3 EL EH AL. GEBRA 380• E 70 0 815 '1 w 210 STAFF 

686 3 E 3 1 89 21 0 30 0 M W f' 3 05 H SPETT ER 

127 3 • INT ALGEBRA 3~ 0 1> 1210 100 II .; F •02 ALLEN 

690 3 8 E1 A • PROS I '< HST JiOO TBA CRA INE 

127 3 • I NT AL GEBRA 3808 E 830 9•5 T TH 103 STAFF 

70 1 3 8l • REAOtt.G SEH AH HST TU 3i?02 E 700 9"5 STA FF' 

1211 3 • ELEM LINEAR MTH 3810 1210 100 11 .; F '+61> STAFF 

703 3 BE " llE4D! NG SEH EUROPEAN HST VII 320" E 700 9.,5 T SUTCH 

1211 3 • ELEM LINEAR MTH 3812 1115 1230 T TH 132 

7~9 3 E • THESIS 3206 TBA CRAINE 

128 3 • EL.EH LINEAR HTH STAFF 

LATIN (LAT) 129 3 • FINITE PROBABILITY HODEL& 0 3816 1110 1200 H W F 221> 11 COPPAGE 
129 • FINITE PROBABILITY HOOELS 3818 9•5 1100 T TH SMITH 
103 • • l\EGINNER 1 S COURSE Bt< 3302 	 hO 930 T TH 201 i. KING 

910 1000 H F 206 H 
 129 3 • FINITE PROBABILITY MODELS ot 3820 STAf'F 

203 3 • INTERHIO!ATE LATIN J l304 1115 1230 T TH 201 H C KING 
 130 3 • COLLEGE ALGE811A 3822 910 1000 11 w 3"1 STAl'F 

303 3 • VIRGIL 
 " 3301> • 1115 1230 T TH 230 "' 	 130 • C:OLLEGE ALGE8RA 1210 100 M II F 112 BLOZI "ISKI 
130 • COLLEGE AL.GURA 3826 . STAFF LIBRARY SCIENCE (LS) 

130 • COLLEGE AL8E81U.. 1821 E no 9115 M M 127 STAFF 

1't 1 3 A FILM IN COHl'IUNICATION 210 "30 M 132 0 8UKALiK1 
 130 • COL.LEGE ALGEBRA 3130 	 700 815 T TH 103 STAFF 
210 330 132 0 

131 • TRIGONOMETRY 3832 1010 1100 11 M f' 3"1 STAFF 

Hi 3 A FILM I"' COMMUNICATiON 132 0 

131 • TR l .GONOMETRY 1115 1230 T .TH 

322 .. • SC H L.l BR ORGAN + ADM VII 3406 E 	 700 930 T "' llESSELS201 
131 • TRIGONOMETRY 31136 E 700 1115 H " STAl'F 
R • REFERENCE 11AT + BIBLIOG TU 1 34011 700 930 11 WESSELS 

132 !! 0 • CALCUL US 81 38 38 910 1000 M 203 STAFF 

H2 " 945 1100 T TH 203 t;
R • 8001< SELECTION vi.2 J" 10 700 930 203 H 	 WESSELS 

ELLISON 
 0 • CALCULUS 1110 1200 11 202 	 II L OW 
1115 1230 T TH 202 
FILM PROOUCTION TIJ2 3" lb E 700 945 132 0 BUKALSK I 
133 !i • CALCULUS I I DJ 3842 1110 1200 M F -bb STAFF' 

H!! 3 FI LH PRODUCT IO"' 132 0 8UKAL8KI 
 1115 1230 T T"' . """ ( 
R • PROD UCTION I"'&TR HAT AB 3"20 1115 955 !1 M 322 M wARO 133 !! 0 • CALCULUS I I 110 200 11 •02 SHITH 
12"5 200 T T"i •02 
GRAHAH 
137 3 • CALCULUS 11 A T1 Jhb E 700 815 M W 103 0 STAf'f' 
• l>RODUCTION INSTR l'AT TIJ2 3" 18 700 930 201 H 
bOO 	 CARDER• 	 AUD•VIS MAT + METH 1518 930 
137 3 • CA LC UL.US I I A T2 3848 E 700 815 11 w 203 STHf' 
H9 " 
• 	 4UD•VIS '1AT + MET"' 151! E. 1>00 930 20" H CARDER 
137 3 • CALCULUS 11 A 3850 TBA GUT HQ IE 
MANAGEMENT (MGT) • HATH FOUNDATIONS I I 3852 1210 100 "1 >I 	 F 202 1'£ IKE 
• "1ATH FOUN04TIONS LAB I1 38511 9'+5 1100 

103 3 ><ST HGT Tl'<OUGHT 3b02 1010 1100 11 w F 22 6 H FL.ETCHER 

• MAT>l FOUN04TIONS LAB !2 385& 9'+5 1100 TH 

103 3 ><ST MOT THOUGHT TU ~ E 700 930 11 221> H !'LETCHER 

PUTERSAUG>< 

301 3 • i>R!I• OF' '1GT 1110 1200 MW F 20" H FLET CHER 

• MATH FOUNDATIONS LAI! 3858 1115 1230 T 
• MATH FOU NDATIO'IS I I S ~ 3845 E 1>25 815 T T•t STH< 

301 • PRJ"l Of' MGT TU 31>08 700 930 339 H OUR BROM 

231 5 •CALCUL US Ill OJ 384 7 1110 1200 'I 103 

302 3 • !NTR OilGA1' BEHAVIOR 31>10 91t5 1100 T TH OUR BROW 1115 1230 T T'i 103 

302 	 3 • !NTR ORGA N BEHAVIOR v... 31>12 700 930 T LANF'ORD 231 5 •CALCULUS III Fl< 3849 12•'5 200 T T"i C!02 

11 0 20 0 M f' c02 II 

303 3 • PROD 111'.H 31>1 • 910 1000 II ,; I' 20" II 
 STAFF 
232 5 • CALCULUS IV Fl< 38§1 110 200 11 S l L. VERMANl"I> " 

303 3 • PROD MGT !15 930 T TH 2011 11 WAGGENER 1245 200 T T ... 3 .. b f' 

303 3 • PllOD MGT vi. 3b18 E 700 930 2011 M STAFF 233 5 • DIFF'ERENTIAL. EQUATIONS DJ 3853 1·115 123 0 T T,.. 203 PARI( 

1110 1200 1 203 

"03 3 
 31>20 225 M SCHRICK EL. 

237 3 • CAL.CUL.US l ~ A 3855 535 &SO T T"i c22 

"03 3 
 vi. 31>22 700 930 237 SCHRICK EL 
280 3 • INTRO TO MATH ?ROCF 3857 1110 1200 II <I f' J"b f' !\LOZINSKI 

HJ 3 • DESIG"' + MEASUREMENT WORt< J 311.26 1115 1230 T TH 
 ROBIN SO N 

317 3 • NUH HETH DIG IT COl<PLT !I 38 59 1210 100 '1 ,; F 127 DIXON 

"13 3 • DESIGN + l<EASUREHENT WORI< K 31>2• 121t5 200 T TH .
ROS IN SON 

331 3 • VECTOR ANAL.Y S!S 381:>2 9•5 1100 . T T,.. BEL.NA 

"13 3 • DES!Gt. + llE~SUREHt::NT MORK vi. 3b28 E 700 930 T 205 . H ROBINSON 

332 3 • C011PLn VAR!AB L. ES Cl 3861> 1010 1100 11 >I F '+bb COPPAGE 

"33 3 • !ND + !NSTUT!ONAL PURCHAS K 3!>30 12"6 200 T TH C:23 11 Wo\GGENE R 

332 3 • C0'1PL.EX VARIA8L.ES C2 31170 1010 1100 '1 >I F 341:> F PEL.'4A 

.. 33 3 • !'4D + IN<;TUTIONAL. PURC>1AS TU 3&32 E 700 930 H 2 0 11 H WAGGENER 

333 3 • PARTIAL. OIFf'ERENT!AL £QUA U JP'+ E 830 9.,5 .1 w J'+b STHF 

621 3 E • GRAD SURVEY MGT VW 3b38 E 700 930 T 11
? 23 DUR BROW 
338 3 • !NTllO · TO COMPL.EX ANAL. I I 3878 210 300 .., .. f' 35,. F AL.L.EN 

703 3 E • <;EH PERSONNEi.. IND REL.AT RS 31>'>0 E "00 1>30 T 
 301> H SCHR I CKEL 
355 3 • MATRIX AL.GE!!llA l 3&8 2 1115 1230 T H S!L.VER11AN 

713 3 E • R+O HGTI Il HGT PROO DEVEL TU 3b•2 E 700 930 H 237 
 L4NFORO 

360 5 0 2 • APPLIED STAT!SrlCS 3881:> 910 1000 '1 >I F 'tbl> F L I.Ow 

hi 3 E • CONTEMP '1G T 
 700 930. T 237 VON DER EMB SE" "' 36 .... 
360 0 4 • APPLIED STATISTICS E~ 3& 9 8 1210 200 301> 11 L LOW 
763 3 E • <;YSHMS MGT 700 930 LANDFORD 
360 0 3 • APPL.IEO STATISTICS 3890 110 200 M 127 0 L. LOW 
360 D 3 • APPLIED STATISTICS 31!9'+ 210 JOO 11 127 L L.DW 
MARKETING (MKT) 
360 0 D 4 • APPLIED STATISTICS 210 .. oo 3011. M L. LOI' 
• MARKF:TIN3 IN THE ECO NOMY 3702 1010 1100 H W f . 233 H HUTT 	 • AO~ COMPUTER PROG I I I 390 8 215 3l0 T TH 119 I< OHLER301 3 
3704 815 930 233 H HUTT • ADV C011PUTER PROG VI 3912 E "10 525 H <I 108 F KOMLER 

301 • HARi<ETING IN T"'E ECONOMY TU 3701> 

301 3 • MAllKETIN'3 IN T,..E ECONOMY 
700 930 H 233 M WISE • REAL VARIABLES III 3916 1110 1200 M W F 35" I' GOROWAl:U 

302 3 • MARKETING MANAGEMENT 3712 
 110 200 M M f 233 M HUTT • INTRO TO HOO ALGEBRA I I1 3920 E "10 525· T TH 34• F SACHS 

302 3 
 370'8 2 32 M H BROMN • DISCRETE 8TRUtTUR£S 	 127 0 DIX ON 
302 3 • HA llKETING 3710 215 330 TH 233 M DOVEL • STA T ISTlC:S I II 3928 	 11 0 200 11 II F l 5 '1 F F'ARKMAN AGEMENT 
Column titles .. explained on 11991 15 

Counes being Uken for Rtpllt C...clit must be idlntlfied on the~
omd In..........,. oolvmn. 

Counes numbered 600 llld lbove ..otlll'I to studlnta ldmitUd for o..-.-.....Ollly. 
CRSE SPEC Cl..lSI SU.RT ENO OAY OF CR&E SPEC Cl.ASS ST ART ENO OAY OF 
"IUPUl•CPS NOTE PRE COuRSE Tl TLE IEC ... UP1B EVE Tll'1E Tt'1E WEEK ROOM Bl.O lNITRUCTOll Nll"8•CAI NOTE PRE COURSE Tl TLE IEC ... Ul18 EVE Tl11E Tl'1E llEEk ROOM ll.0 lNITRUCTOR 
MATHEMATICS IMTHI (Cont'dl MUSIC (MUSI (Cont'd) 
• GEOMETRY lI 3932 1115 1230 T TH SACHS 1"7 1 VO IC:E CLUS METH • MAT 21!5 330 T TH 367 MAGIL.I. 
R • Dll'FERENfUL. GEOMETRY 3936 .,010 1100 P1 ii F 354 F OOROWAAA l!IO 1 .A TROMBONE Z1 HU TIA STAFF 
Ull 	 1 lj 1 A • lNOEPENDENT READING TBA STAFF l!IO 2 A TROl1BO"IE i2 41'50 TBA STAFF 
B 1A • INDEPENDENT READl"-G 39H TBA SUl'F 1!1J .. A TAOP1BONE Z• •i!52 TBA STAl'F. 
4811 3 B 1A • INDEPENDEl<T READlt.G 39.,2 TBA SUH 1!53 1 • SlGHT SINGING • OlCT,lTION A "1!5• I l 0 90 0 P1 w F 3 73 A l'ENTON 
488 lt B 1A • INDEPE~DENT REAOl"'G TBA 1!53 1 T • SIGHT Sl.NCIING + DICTATION 8 "156 910 1000 '1 w F 3 73 A FENTON 
39"4 TBA STAFF 1!55 Cl.ASS PIANO 1115 1230 T T... 369 A STAFF 
517 3 • "IUM METM DIGIT COMPUT II E 3859 1210 100 r1 " F 127 STAFF 155 1 Cl.ASS Pl ANO 12lo!5 200 T TM 369 • STAFF 
531 • VECTOP A"IALYSIS 3863 9.,5 1100 T TH STAFF 15!5 Cl.ASS PIANO 215 330 T TH 3., A STAl'I' 
532 3 • C0'1PLEX VA'l!ABLES c1 ·~. 1010 1100 '1 " " "" STAFF 160 1 ORGA"I TBA SUH 
!132 3 • C0'1PLEX VARIABLES CZ 31171 1010 1100 M w F H6 F BEL.NA 160 2 QR GAN TBA SUFI' 
533 3 • PAl!TlAL Oll'FERENT!AL EUUA U 31575 E 1130 9.,5 M ii 3'16 STAFF 160 .. OAGA"I TBA STAFF 
!138 3 • INTRO TO COMPLEX ANAL I l 38 79 210 300 M w " 3 54 ALI.EN 165 3 l'UNO 01' MUS Cl.ASSAM TCHR '1R "170 345 500 T TM 31>7 A MAGii.i. 
5!15 3 • MATRIX A:.GEBRA I 3883 1115 1230 T TH S II.VER'1AN 165 3 l'UNO OF MUS Cl.ASSRM TCHA PQ 'II 72 E "00 630 M GUINN 
560 5 o APPLIED STATISTICS 3887 910 1000 :1 II I' "66 l. LOW 170 1 !'RENCH HORN T8A STAFF 
560 0 • APPLIED STATISTICS El' 3899 1210 200 306 l. LOW 170 2 TBA SUl'F 
560 • APPLIED STATISTICS 3891 110 200 M 127 L LOW 170 4 FRENCH HORN TBA STAI'!' 
560 • 	 APPLIED STATISTICS 3119!5 210 JOO M 127 l. LOW 180 VIOi.IN 21 ltl llO TBA STAl'I' 

560 • APPLIED STATISTICS GN 3903 210 •DO 306 M L LOW 
 180 2 VIOi.IN Z2 "182 TIU SUFI' 

613 • E 1R • ADV COMPUTER Pl!OG II I 3909 215 330 T TH 119 0 kOHL.ER 
 180 .. VIOLIN TBA STAI'!' 

616 .. r ,R • AuV COMPUTER PROG VI 3913 HO '525 M II KOHi.EA
E 	 108 190 1 VIOi.A Zl 4186 TIU SUH 

633 3 E • ~EAL VAP!ABLE 111 3917 1110 1200 M ii " 354 GOAOWARA 
 190 2 	 A VI OLA 22 "lllll TBA STAl'F 
t.53 3 	 E • INTRO TO '100 ALGEBllA 3921 "10 525 T TM 3'16 F SACHS 190 .. VIOi.A SUH 

M;ll 3 E • DISCRETE STRUCTUllES 3925 12"5 200 T TH 127 DIXON 
 195 1 	 UNIVERSITY CHA'1BER SINGER L 4192 215 330 T T... if 73 A l'ENTON 
• STATISTICS Ill 3929 110 200 '1 w F 354 PARI( 200 1 	 CELl.O TBA SUFI' 
Zl """ 
1172 3 	 E • GEOMETRY 11 • J 3933 1115 1230 T TM 35lo SACHS 200 CELl.O Z2 "196 TIU STAFF 

67!1 • • OJl'FERE"'TUL GEOMETRY 3937 1010 1100 P1 w F 35lo GOAOWARA 
 200 4 CEl.l.O TIU SUFI' 
TBA &TAFF 203 3 U • P1USIC THEORY TU "200 1115 1230 .T TH wOOD 

61111 2 E 1A • JNOEPE"IOE"'T READING 39"7 TBA STAFF 210 1 STRING BASS "202 TBA SUl'I'
Z1 

39"8 TBA STAl'F 210 2 A STRING BASS Z2 •20• TBA STAFF 

6Pll • E 1A • !"-DEPENDENT READl"-G TBA STAFF STAl'F
210 lo A STRING BASS TBA 
3950 STAFF 217 1 l. • STRING INSTRU'1ENTS P1A "201 3.,5 !100 T TH uU A688 5 E 1 A • INDEPE"IDE"T READl"G TBA YOUNG 

718 • E • NUMERICAL. ANAL !II 3952 E "10 525 P1 w 237 SCHAEFER 220 OBOE Z1 •210 TBA SUH 

733 " E 1R • REAL ANAL II I 395• 1010 1200 M W F 371 l.EWkOWICZ 220 2 A OBOE TBA SUH 

736 • E 1Q • CALC 01' VARIATIONS GN 3'58 210 325 P1 .. 371 l.EWKOWICZ 220 .. A OBOE TBA STAFF 

210 300 371 
226 1 L • BRASS + l'ERC~ISlO"' I NSTA P lo216 "10 !530 '1 w OU A VAREi.i.A 
753 .. • ALGEBRA III RS 3956 HABER 

229 1 l. • WOOOWJNO INITR 110 900 '1 II F. 013 A GUINN 

792 1 E@ • SPECIAL. PROBL.E'1S TBA STAFF 

229 1 • WOOOwINO INSTR "220 11!5 no T TH 013 A GUINN 

792 c EB • SPECIAL. PAOBL.EP1S 3961 TBA STAFF 

230 l A BASSOON 
 TBA STAl'I' 

792 3 EB • SPEC !Al. PAOBL.E'1S 3962 TBA ITAFF 

BASSOON 	 TBA STAl'F230 2 ' 
792 .. Ell • SPECIAL. PAOBL.E'1S 3963 TllA ITAFF 

230 4 A BASSOON 1.BA STAFF 

792 5 EB • SPEC I Al. PROBL.E'1S TBA ITAFF 

199 1 EB • GAAO RESEARCH TBA ITAFF 
 2•0 1 	 SAUPHONE Z1 lo228 TSA STAl'I' 
IAUPHONE Z2 •230 TBA SUFI' 

119' 3 EB • GRAD RESEARCH TU ITAFF 

89' 	 Ell • GAAO AEliEAACH l967 TBA ITAFF 
2•0 4 	 A SAkAPHONE TBA STAFF 
2!50 1 BARITONE HORN Zl •23• TBA STAFF 
250 2 A BARITO"IE HORN Z2 •236 TBA 
899 " 	 EB • GRAD RESEARCH 3'69 TIU STAFF 
119' 5 EB • GRAD RESEARCH 3970 TBA STAFF 

899 6 EB • GAAO RESEARC ... 3971 TU SUFI' 2!50 " A HORN TiU
BARITONE 	 STAFF 
253 1 U • 	 SIGHT SINGING • DICTATION B 42lo0 910 1000 M ii " 3'1 AT SALIS1199 1 	 EB • GRAO RESEARCH 3972 TBA &TAFF 
TUBA TBA STAFI' 

1199 9 EB • GRAD RESEARCH 397" TBA STAFF 

899 ! 	 EB • GRAD RESEAllCM 3973 TBA STAFF 
260 2 A 	 TUBA TBA STAl'F 
TUBA TBA SUH899 10 EB • GRAD RESEARCH 3975 TBA STAFF 260 " A 

899 11 EB • GRAD RESEARC ... 3!17b TBA STAFF 

262 2 l. • 	 PRON OF FORE !G"I LANG 4250 110 230 w F 31>7 STAl'F 
26!5 3 "251 9"'5 1100 T TH 373 
270 1 PERCUSSION Zl "252 TBA SUFI' 
89' 12 	 EB • GRAD FIESEARC ... 3977 TBA STAl'F 
899 13 EB • GR AO RESEARC,.. 3978 TBA STAl'F 

270 2 A PERCUSSION Z2 "253 TBA STAl'I'
899 I" Ell • IJH AO RESEAMCH 3979 TBA STAFI' 

270 " A PERCCJSSION TBA STAl'F
1199 15 	 EB • G<I AO RF.St::AllC ... 3980 TBA STAFF• 	 303 • COU"'T£RPOINT .. 256 210 300 M "' • 3b9 • WOOD899 lb Ell • GHAO HESEARC ... 39i11 TBA STAFF 

313 J • MISTORY OF MUSIC "258 9"5 1100 T TH 31>7 A OLDS
899 17 Ell • GRAD RF.SEA<ICH 3982 TBA STAFF 

325 2 L • METH MUS SCH BAND•ORCH•EN J •260 1115 1230 T TH 013 A YOUNG
1199 111 EB • GRA[\ RF:SEARC ... 3983 TBA STAFF 

329 J L • P1US SENIOR HIGH SCH 1010 1\00 '1 II I' Jb7 FE,,TON 

MUSIC (MUSI 

337 2 L • 	 CONDUCTING I ll<STRI 12<o5 200 T TM v13 • GUl"lr. 
3!53 1 V • 	 ADV SIGHT S!"IG + OICTAT 1115 930 T T... WOOD100 I Zl "102 TBA STAl'F 
165 3 M • MUS "1RST SIX GRADES NP '>270 310 <o?5 w F ~67 POH100 2 • Pl A"IO TBA 

100 .. 

Z2 "10" 	 STAFF 
36!5 3 '1 • 	 P1US FIRST Sl·X GRADES Tu 4272 E 100 930 367 POl'I'TBA STAFF 

103 3 • TMEORY 01' MUSIC HOS 815 930 T T... 373 A ATSAl.lS 

l. • FORM + ANAL 	 Z1 !5 330 T TM w ATS AL IS 
• ORCHESTRATION lt27b E 410 5~5 M " 369 WOOD103 3 • 	 TMEO<IY OF MUSIC 815 930 T TM POFF 
10!1 I 	 •73 3 l. • COMPOSITION .... 78 1110 1200 M " F 369 A wOODU"llVERSITY C...ORUS 1210 100 M w F 109 0 STAFF 

110 1 VOICE TBA 

• AOV STUO IN Sl'EC SUBJECTS 21 4280 TBA 	 SUFI' 
STAl'F 

110 2 VO ICE TBA STAFF 

•81 2 A • ADV STUO IN SPEC SUBJECTS Z2 "281 TBA SUH 

110 .. VOICE TBA 

"81 3 	 A • AOV STUO IN SPEC SUBJECTS Z3 "2112 TBA SUH 
STAFF 

115 1 UNIVERSITY BAND NP "120 310 lo25 ol F 013 A 

1111 4 	 A • ADV STUD IN SPEC SUBJECTS 2" ~ TBA STAI'!'
GUINN 

120 CUR I 'IF. T Z1 "122 lBA STAl'F 

1111 5 • 	 AOV STUO IN SPEC SUBJECTS ZS lo21ilt TBA SUH 
"81 6 	 A • ADV STUD !"I SPEC SUBJECTS Z6 11285 TBA STAFF120 2 	 Cl.AAit.jET TBA STAFF 

120 .. Cl.A<! l"IET TBA 
 STAFF CHARGES FOR APPLIED MUSIC: 

123 2 • SURVEY MUSICAi. STYLE 1245 200 T TH 373 A OLDS Additionll '- •• c:Nr9'd for individuel inltructloll 11t 1he following ,_: 

130 1 $30.00 for lldl 1 end 2 credit i.ton (Z1 end Z21
Z1 H30 T6A 	 STAFF 
$60,00 for lldl 4 credit i-.. IZ41 

130 2 l'l.UTE 
 Z2 ~132 	 STAFFTBA Registmion for prmt..'-nt must i. 8Pllfowed by the Dlipc. of Miiiie. 

130 .. l'LUTE TBA 

OFFICE ADMINISTRATION (OA)
135 1 UNIVERSITY "ORCHESTRA TU "1 l• E 700 no M 013 A YOUNG 

1•0 1 TRUMPET 
 TBA STAFF 202 • INTERM SHORTHAND 21 !5 330 T TH • lO• P1 STAFF 
TRUMPET TBA STAFF 203 3 • AO\/ SHOAT .. AND 700 81!5 T TH 30• 11 SCHWEl\"ZEA 
TRUMPET TBA &TAFF 213 2 • ADV TYPE WR lT INCi HS UO '1 W 30lo M · STAFF 
VOICE Cl.ASS 11ETH + 11AT P1A01LL 213 2 • ADV TYPE,.RITING 	 130 9•5 T Tw SCHWEITZER 
Column titles .. expleinld on i-.. 15 

eour.. beina 1*en for Repmt Credit must i. identified on the,........_. md Ill .......U" llllumn. 

Courm numbered 500 end lbcM ..as-i to studlnts edmm.d for Gm+•e..,... CJn1¥. 

CRSE SPEC CL.AH ITART EHi) DAY OF CRIE SPEC CL.AH START END O
AY OF 
NUMB•CRS ·NOTE PRE COURSE TITLE SEC NUMB EVE Tl 11£ Tl PIE WEEK 1100" BL.O INSTRUCTOR NU"8•Cll8 NOTE PRE COU lllE TI TL.E SEC NIJ!'18 EVE TlME TJl'IE ~EEi< ROOM BL
.O 
OFFICE ADMfNISTRATION (OA) (Cont'd) 	 POLITICAL SCIENCE (PS) 
301 J • BEGIN TJHNSCRIPTION 111!5 1230 .T TH 30-. M 	 TILTON 111 I"'TR POL.IT !CAL SCIENCE 911!$ 1100 T TH 302 
302 INTERM TllANSCRIPTION H11 111!5 1230 T TH · )011 	 TILTON 113 3 · • AMER !CAN ClOVERNMEIH 910 1000 11 W F 302 
402 s 11! • PROB OFFICE AOM T~A 	 TIL. TON 113 1010 1100 11 w " 302 
402 2 S 1B • PROB Ol'F ICE AOM TU 	 TIL. TON 113 • AMERICAN GOVERNMENT 1110 1200 "I W F j26 
1102 3 S 18 • PROB Ol'F ICE AOM TU 	 TILTON 113 3 • AMERICAN GOVERNMENT 81 !5 930 T TH 302 
113 3 " AMERICAN GOVERNMENT VII "912 700 930 326 "
PHILOSOPHY (PHL) 
123 3 • INTERNATIONAL. POLITICS 810 900 M w " 301 
113 3 !NTR P•HL.OSOPHY •502 1010 1100 M II F 38!5 A LEAVITT 
123 3 • INTERN AT !ONAL. POL. ITI CS "916 911!5 1100 T TM 306 
113 3 !NTR PHILOSOPHY 1110 1200 M II F 38!5 A "40UGH 
123 3 • INTERNATIONAL. POLITICS •918 12i,!5 200 T T~ 227 
113 3 !NTR PHll.OSOPHY 911!5 1100 T TH 38!5 BEEL.I CK 
210 3 • QlJANTITATlVE MET k OOS i,920 
113 J l''ITll PHILOSOPHY 11508 21!5 330 T TH 38!5 BEEL! CK 
271 • CURRENT llORL.0 PROBLEMS TU 11922 700 930 11 241 
113 J !NTR PH!l.OSOPHY TU •510 700 930 M 385 BEEL.I CK 
326 3 GOVERNMENT OF 0"4 IO 1115 1230 T TH 301 
113 J IN TR PH 11.0SOPH Y Vw 11512 E 700 930 38!5 BEEL I Cl< 
332 • PUBLIC OPINION 910 1000 11 w " 301 "I 
303 J • MST PM!l.OSOP~Y •518 1010 1100 M II F 206 HOUGH 
• CIVIL. LIBERTY + LAW 11 9"5 1100 T Tt-t 301 

323 .. • SY'180LIC LOGIC 810 900 M W F 206 M 11Ell<E 

361 • POL. OF TME MIDDLE EAST 1110 1200 M "' " 327 

• 	 MAJOR PHJl.OSOPHERS 1115 1230 T T"4 206 M LEAVITT 
380 • AM FOREIGN POL.ICY 1010 1100 11 w " 2 .. 5 
• 	 INOEPE~DE'-T READING TBA 9UFF 
407 FG • SEM POLI Tl CAL. THEORY NPi.1 522J · JJO 600 
• 	 INOfPE>jDE"T llEADING TIU STAF"F 
1110 3 • SEMINAR IN MET"4000L.0GY 1210 100 M II f' Jill M 
PHYSICAL EOUCATION (PE) 460 3 • SEM COMP POL SYSTEMS l'GN "9"0 110 3"0 
281 PMYS ED F"OR ELEM SCH 910 1000 M W F 325 M MCPEAK • POL SYSTEM OF JAPAN 215 330 T TH 302 M 
PHYS E:l l'OR ELEM SCH 700 930 TH 32!5 M WHEEL.ER 470 3 B • SEM l NTERN RELATIONS 110 3"0 l'1 
1171 • INTERNATIONAL LAW 	 1010 1100 11 ~ F J1"PHYSICS (PHY) 
1190 • INOEPENDENT READ TBA
103 0 C 4• INTR P~YSICS LAB DI' I •70" 1100 200 213 F STAFF 

1191 3 B • INDEPENDENT READ i,950 TBA

103 0 C 4 • INTR PHYSICS LAB OF 2 "708 1110 200 213 F SUFI' 

1192 3 B • INDEPENDE"'T READ "9!52 TBA

103 0 C 4 • !'HR PHYS I CS I.AB GP1 "712 210 500 213 F STAFF 

607 3 • SEM POL TkOUGHT NPQ !>223 330 600 

103 0 C 4 • INTI! PHYSICS LAB HI 1 471" 815 1100 T 213 STAFF 

626 3 • GOVERNMENT OF' OkIO "92!5 1115 1230 T TH 301 

103 0 C 4 • INTR P~YSICS I.AB 815 1100 213 F STAF"F" 

632 3 E • PUBLIC OPINION 910 1000 t1 w F 301 

103 0 C 4 • INTR PHYSICS I.AB Jl<1 "702 111!5 200 T 213 STAFF 

690 3 E • INDEPENDENT READ TBA 

103 0 C 4 •• INTll PHYSICS I.AB JK2 •706 1115 200 213 F STAFF 

691 • INDEPENDENT READ 4956 TBA 

103 0 C 2 • INTR PHYSICS LAB LR1 •710 21!5 500 T 213 F STAFF 

692 3 E • INDEPENDENT READ TBA 

113 .. C 2 • COi.LEGE PHYSICS "718 91 0 1000 M II F 103 0 YARRINGTON 

Concurrent registration in 103 required 
 PSYCHOLOGY (PSY) 
113 .. • COLLEGE PHYSICS TU •72i! E 700 9•5 M II 371 ANOREllS 	 F 10911 l l NTR PSYCMOL.OOY !5002 11110 12100 M w
Evening students only 
201 • BEHAVIORAL. STATISTICS !50011 1010 1100 M W F 1081!50 1 CONTEMP CO"ICEPTS IN PkY 945 1100 T 2110 F 

201 • BEHAVIORAL IUTUTICS E !5006 1210 lOO 11 w 346

2"2 !5 0 3 • 	 GENEJUI. Pl-IYSICS C "7i6 1010 1100 l'1 11 F 101 HANSON 

Concurrent registration in 103 and 242 required 321 II • INDUSTRIAL. PSYCHOLOGY RI IOOB 

0 3 • GENERAi. PHYSICS 4728 810 ,00 M w SUFF 32!5 II • SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY !5010 
D 2 • GENEllAL. PkYSICS "730 910 1000 M II 2110 F STAFF 3U 11 • EllPER META IN SOC l'IYCH KL !5012 too 2110 TH 
0 3 • GENERAL. PHYSICS 1110 1200 " w ho ITAFF 33t JI< 1100 T TH ,.. ,• PERSONALITY + ADJUST!'IENT !50111 1240 
D 3 • OENfR&L. PHYSICS 1210 100 M II 2110 F STAFF • C~IL.O + ADOLESCENT PS'Y 500 6!50 T TH 466 
0 3 
1
• GENERAL. PkYS!CS 110 200 M W· 2110 F STAFF 
372 II • SENSATION + PERCEPTION 9115 1100 T TH 112 0 
• GENERAL PHYSICS 4738 111!5 120!5 T TH 2110 F S,TAFF 
PS YCHOL.OGY OF LANGUAGE 5018 111!5 1·230 T TH 127 
271 • GENERAL. PkYSlCS 700 9115 T TH 206 F STAFF 
1161 • HUMAN L.EARNl)lO GN !5022 210 3!50 w F 346 
31" 2 • P•TERM Pl-IYSICS LAB "7"2 E 1110 !500 233 F WOOD 
117!5 4 • NEUROPSYCHOL.OGY GNP 5026 200 500 01!5 
3!52 3 • ELECTRICITY + MAGNETlSM 410 !525 TH 206 LINO 
1118 • SEM IN SPECIAL TOPICS 1030 TBA 

372 3 •H8 "10 !525 M II 222 BASHIR 

418 2 • SE1'1 IN SPECIAL TOPICS !5031 T8A 
• PHYSICAL OPTICS Pl.IR 47!52 E 410 525 l'1 WTM 208 F ROSS 
488 J • SEM IN SPECIAL. TOPICS !5032 TBA 
02 3 • MODEqN PHYSICS "7!56 !53!5 650 11 II 2110 F" 	 WOLFE 
11811 .. • SEM IN SPECIAL. TOPICS S033 TBA 
• !NTR TO THEORETlC
0
AL. Pl<Y 6 "760 53!5 650 T Tl't 2110 F 
• l NOEPENOENT RESEARCH 5031> TBA 
• 	 INDEPENOEI\ T REAO ING z "76.. TB~ 
492 2 • INDEPENDENT RESEARCH 5037 TllA 
•118 	 2 • !NOEPE"DE'-T READING TBA SUFI' 

1192 3 • I NDEPENOENT RE SE AR CM S038 TIU 

• 	 INOEPE"IDENT READING T!U STAFF 
1192 II • INDEPENDENT RESEARCl-4 5039 TBA 
• 	 SENIOR LAB "770 E 1110 !500 233 F 11000 
499 2 B 1 B • INDEPENDENT RE SE.ARCH 5042 TBA 
•99 2 FA • SPECIAL RESEARCH PROB 410 !500 233 	 WOOD 
•99 3 B 1B • INOEPE"IDElloT RESEARCH TBA 
6•2 .. PQR "7!53 E 410 525 M llTH 208 F" ROSS 
6!55 • PS YCHOl,.OGY OF I.ANG 5019 111 !5 1 ?.30 T T'°' 127 
652 3 E 1A • ~LECTR!C!TY + MAGNETISM "10 525 T TM 206 LINO 
661 18 • HUMAN LEARNl~O G"' 5023 210 350 "' " 3 .. 6 
662 3 E 1A • MODERN P'°'YSICS "757 E 535 6!50 M <I 2110 llOL.FE 
67!5 4 • NEUROPSYCHOLOGY GNO 5027 200 500 015 
672 3 E 1A • Af\ALYT!CAL. MECHANICS •10 52!5 M II 222 BASHIR 
6811 .ti 1B • SEM IN SPECIAL. TOPICS !50"6 TBA 
682 3 E 1A • THS:ORETlCAL. PHYSICS 535 650 T TH 2"0 "4E11SICY 
RELIGION (REL)
702 3 AE1A • MATHEMATICAL PHYSICS "7 7" E 700 81 !5 l'1 w 222 wooo 
742 3 AE • NUCLEAR PHYSICS BC! "776 910 1030 M TH 2112 WOLFE 111 REl.IGION IN HST + CULTURE I 5202· 9"5 1100 T TM 
799 AE1A • MINOR PROB •778 TBA STAFF 112 3 RELIGION IN HST + CULTURE 520.. 1010 1100 11 ..i F 216 
799 2 AE 1 A • Ml .,OR PROB •7110 TBA SUl'F 112 3 RELi GI ON IN "4ST + CUL TUNE VW !5206 E 700 9" 5 T~ 216 
"782 TBA STAFF 113 3 RELIGION IN HST + CULTURE E 5208 1210 100 11 ~ " 216 
TBA SUF'I' 113 3 RELIGION IN HST + CULTURE F 5210 110 200 '1 ... 216 
799 !5 AbA • MINOR PROB TBA SUF'F" 201 POST•8IBL.ICAL. JUDAISM !5212 1115 1230 T TH 
800 AE • SEMINAR •7118 TBA STAFF 374 • SOCIOLOGY OF' RELIGION 12•5 200 T TM 
199 AE1A • RESEARCH "790 TBA STAFF 1100 3 B 18 • SEMINAR: MARXIST/CHRISTIA NP 5222 330 600 
TBA STAFF .1100 3 vw 5218 E 700 9.,5 211!5899 2 &E1A • RESE&RCM •792 • . SEM: SYJllBOLISM OF EVIL 

899 3 AE1 A • RESEARCH TBA STAFF • SEMINAR•PAul TILL.ICM 521 .. T!IA 

TBA STAFF 4!H -L UNO•GRAO RESEARCH IN REL 5221> TBA 

47911 TBA STAF'F 11!51 AL UNO•GRAO RESEARCH IN REL !5227 TBA 

899 I> AE1 A • RESEARCH 41100 TBA STAFF 11!51 AL. UNO•GRAO RESEARCH l.N llEL. 5228 TBA 

899 7 AE1A • RESEARCH TBA STAFF 11113 1 . • INOEPENOE"'T READ 5230 TBA 

TBA STAFF 483 • INDEPENDENT REAP 5231 TBA 

899 9 &E, A • RESEARCH 4806 TBA STAFF 1183 3 • INDEPENDENT READ 5232 TBA 

... 011 TBA STAFF 1183 .. • INOEPENOEr.T READ 523• TBA 

899 11 AE1 A • RESEARCH 11110 TBA STAFF 119!5 3 PB. ETHICS IN AN IND SOC • TU 06"9 ~00 , .. 5 

•812 TBA STAFF 600 3 • SEMINAR: l'ARxisT/CMRISTU NP 5224 330 600 

89' 13 AE •A • RESEARCH TBA STAFF 600 • ~EMINAR: SYMBOL.ISi' OF EVI vi. !5220 700 900 TH 

89, 14 lE1A • RESEARCH TBA STAFF 600 3 9. • SEMINAR: PAUL TILLICH !5216 TBA 

899 15 AE1A • RESEARCk 48111 TBA STAFF 6'5 3 B~ 0 ETHICS IN INOUSTRUL. SOC TU 0675 700 9•5 

Column titlls - explmin.i on .,... 15
eour.. .... tmken for Rtp11t Cndlt - be idlntiflml on the,........_ m'd lft ......_..ff column. 

eou,.. numi..t 500 llld lbow n open tD ltUdentl edmit111d fw an.-,...._only. 
INSTRUCTOR 
THOBABEN 
WALKER 
WALKER 
ADAMS 
HUTZEL. 
HUTZEL 
ICOTECHA 
llENG 
SIRK!N 
HUTZEL 
ADAMS 
WALICER 
SIRK IN 
SMITH 
TM08ABEN 
SIRK IN 
•DAMS 

WENG 

KOTECMA 

KOTECHA 

STAH 

STAFF' 

ST AH 

TMOBASEN 

kUTZEL. 

ADAM& 

STAFF 

STAFF 

STAFF 

KEMP 
AL.LEMAN 

AL.LEMAN 

RABIDEAU 

PAGE 

BAIRO 

THATCHER 

BAIRO 

KRUGER 

II SM! TM 

STAFF 

STAFF 

STAFF 

STAFF 

STAFF 

STAFF 

STAFF 

STAFF 

STAFF 

STAFF 

BAIRO 

KRUGER 

STAFF 
STCJESZ 

FRIEDL.ANO 

FR l EDLAND 

STOESZ 

FRIEDLAND 
REECE 
PIEOISCAL.ZI 
STOESZ 
PIEOISCAL.Zl 
STAFF 
STAFF 
STAFF 
STAFI' 
STAFF 
STAFF 
STAFF 
~EECE 
PIEDISCAL.ZI 
STOESZ 
PIEOlSCAL.ZI 
REECE 
•. 
CAllE SPEC 	 CLASS START ENO DAY OFCL.All& ST.t."T (NO O.t.Y OF CASE SPEC 
NUl'1B•C"S NOTE PRE COURai Tl TL.E UC NUl'1B [Vi Tl"E Tl"E WEEK ROOl'I 81.D lMs;"UCTOA NUM&•CRS NOTE PAE COURSE TITLE SEC NUH8 E\IE TIME TI"IE wE£1( ROOM l!LD INSTRUCTOR 
RELIGION (REL) (Cortt'd) 	 SPEECH & THEATRE (SPC) (Cortt'd) 
BASSETT• READ + RESEARC>! Ii. REL 5238 TIU 	 STAFF :l11 3 8 • OFIAL READ OF ORAHA 9•'5 1100 
703 2 H • READ • RESEARCM IN AtL 5239 SUH 316 3 210 300 '1 • F '-A E 
703 3 AE • RE AO • REIEARC"4 lN REL l8A a l'l"'ET OF AG!HTION+CONTROL L 5748 21"1 330 T T,. C27 
703 • l>f AD • RESEARCH I"- REL T!U STAFF '121 3 • SPC.,.+LANG OE 'iEL.OPt<ENT RS 5750 E "20 !>•5 21 
703 AE T8.t. 	 • I CEPE..,DE'-1' RE:AO T8& 
• lNDEPENOE"'T REAO 5755 	 5 UF 
"RUSSIAN IRUS) 
RS 57 51 C.111 
1C3 • QT 53 02 
20J - 3 • SECC"'D YEAR ~USS!AN '51 '5 t.30 'I • 
SOCIOLOGY SOC) 
111 
111 CH 
112 • I"TR S1Cl0L.ClY 	 1115 1230 T TM 8ALLANT !NE 
113 3 • I'-~ROC.JCTC~Y SOCIOLOGY 101 0 110 0 H " F 2 02 MURRAY CRSE SPEC CLASS '5T ART E'-0 AY OF 

NUMB•CllS NOTE PR( COURSE TITLE SEC NUl'<6 EVE TIME Tl"lf ,.EEOC ~OCH ~L lNSTPIJCTCll 

113 3 • 1'-T<l'JC'UCT0 1n SOCIOLOGY 1110 1200 '1 w F 210 

ACCOUNl ANCY (ACC)113 • l"Tw JOUCTORY SOCIOLOGY 1210 100 H " F Jc& KOREN8AUM 
113 3 • 1-.TROC\UCTCRY SOCIOLOGY 110 200 "1 -I F 32& HE POLA 203 3 • ACC CO'ICEPTS A'IO PR!N FG 8COb 
10(1 330 M 
11) • l"Tf<C JCTGRY SOC!OLCGY c03 3 • ACC CO"lCEPTS ANO PR!N Vo 8002 730 1000 T'1210 300 '1 w F 32 ti 
113 3 • lNTROl'lUCTORY SOCIOLOGY Tul 5•20 700 930 H 32& BIOLOGY (810 ) 

113 3 • !NT'lOOUCTO~Y SOC !OLOGY 5• ?2 E 930 .. BIOLOGY 8010 '.330 NORRIS
TU2 700 32& CAR GAN PR!N FGN 
113 3 • I'HROOUC TO'lY &OC l OLOGY 700 930 TM CROSS 
112 	 100 
112 0 c PRINCl"LES OF BIOLOGY LAil Pr. 1101" "00 600 
122 910 1000 H w F J c6 TMATCMER c . • ORGANISMIC BIOLOG Y tlO 8018 '13 0 1200 '1 
123 3 GENFRAL ANT ... ROPOLOGY 5•28 2 15 330 T T..i i?02 ISLAM 11'1 0 c • ORG ANISMIC BIOLOGY LAB FC,N 11038 100 330 
123 3 ,(l fNFRAL A ~•T ... ROPOLCGY 700 930 202 ISLAM 11 • 0 c • ORGANlSl'<!C 8!0LOGY LAB FC,N 80"2 100 330 

305 3 • POLI TIC AL SCCIOLOGY 5 • 32 215 330 T TM 326 CARGAN 114 • MATTER
0 c ORG ANISH!C 8!0L0GY LAB !J 803" 930 1200 TH 

320 3 • l"TRO SOJTM AM ARCMAEOL 1 11 0 1 20 0 "I w F 2 37 >'AT TER
11" 0 c • ORGANISMIC BIOLOGY LA8 P(. 8026 

3H 3 • C0'<"1 UN !TY olELFARE CRllAN 
 1010 1100 H >4 F 237 CL AUDY 11" 0 c • ORG ANISMIC BIOLO GY LAB TIJ 8030 730 100 0 \• SOC l4L ANTHR OPOLOGY 239 !SLAM 11'1 • c • ORGANISMIC 8!0LOGY TV 8022 730 1000 '1 "1ATT Ell 
• SOCIAL CASE wORIC 5HO 1245 200 T TM cJ7 LIEBERMAN JO 1 5 C • ...UH AN ANAT ANO P ... YS!OLOGY V• 80"" 700 1000 T T~ 

355 3 • SOCIAL GRO UP wORI( 215 330 T TH 237 LI EBERHAN 

CHEMISTRY (CHM) 

3H 3 • SOC OF RELIGION 5H8 12•5 200 T TH 2'15 FIEECE 

113 5 c • GEN CMEM RS 8046 "00 630 T 

377 3 • CONTE"1" SOC T"'OUG ... T 5"5i? 1010 1100,., ~ " 301 KORENBAUH 

113 0 c • GEN CHEl'1 LAB Rlrl 8050 E ltOO 900 '<I LO AHL 

403 3 • SOC lilLF AllE AS SOC l NST! T L 5"5" 215 330 T TH i?O'I CAUDY 

ECONOMICS (EC)

407 3 • DIR RE SEARCM IN SOC 1245 200 T TH 326 C.t.RGAN 

ZOl 3 • PRIN OF ECONOMICS CARLSON 

• SOCIAL CO,.,l'LICT 	 330 600 3!51 l<ORENBAUl'1 
• PR AC Tl CU1'1 l'- SOC "OR>< TBA 	 L lEBEAMAN EDUCATION (ED) 
• PRAC TICUM I" SOC WORK TBA LIEBERMAN 202 J • ED PSY l<L 8062 100 330 CAMPBELL 
• l>RACTICU ·'1 l"- SOC • ORI< Z2 5462 re-. CLAUOY 202 J • ED PSY A& 1059 "00 630 T CAMPBELL 
• ll'<TE~CULTURAL. RELAT: SE. M 9'1!5 1100 T TH 337 M COOi< • PHYSICAL SCIENCE pg 8070 AOO 600 H M!LOAHL 
•35 3 'l •I! • LA'3 IN G'lOUP PROCtSSES 330 600 "' HEPOLA • PHYSICAL SCIENCE TU IOltft E 730 1 000 M!LOAML 
•52 3 • C" P"INOLOGY H<E O'lY 	 11 0 20 0 ,., " F 2 37 "1URRAY 2"3 0 c • l>MYS!CAL SCIENCE Tu 80H 730 93 0 T H!LOAML 

&80 3 • SOCIAL POLICY 700 93') "1 351 TUHNER 
 31 7 J • ELEH SC"' LANG ART CUR•MAT PQ 8078 E 400 630 
• !NOE"ENDE " T 'lEAD • EARLY C>< ILD... 000 ED v.. 8082 730 1000 
•82 	 TBA '119 12 • SUPEQV TC1<G ELEM 808b TBA SPERL! NG 

482 .. Z3 5" 7b TBA ST AF"F 
 1t22 3 A • ED ORGAN VII 8090 E 730 1000 T STUCKMAN 
•92 2 	 STAl'F '129 12 • SUPERV TCl-G SEC 809• TBA STUCK HAN 

.. 92 3 TBA STAF"F 
 .... 3 3 • So< ILL SU!!J MENTAL RETARD RS 8098 E •OO 630 T ~ OUNG 

.. 92 • TF\A STAl'F 
 lt5!5 3 • EDUC C•HLO wlTH LEARN Vlol 8102 E 700 '33 0 T YOUNG 
611 • EA'lLY CH!LDHOOO Vo 81 Ob 730 100\) 

103 • 655 3 E 70 0 BJ YOUNG 

SPANISH (SPN) 
of.I 5ti0<' 910 1000 •T T~F 351 CANNON 

103 • 
 702 • E • SOC FOUND OF Ei) v• 81 lll E 730 1000 STUCKMAN 
751 3 E • ED STAT l TIJ i!l 20 E 730 1000 ' 1C·3 • uL 51>0b 210 3CJ 'IT T~F c•5 TAYLOR 

103 • ri 1 5b 0 1' E 353 
 9~3 3 • SC"IOOL F l'- A' CE TU 812b 73 0 I 00) S Tl.i C~HAN 
20?. 	 5ti 10 E 700 ~ l 'i T T>< 127 TAYLOR ENGLISH (ENG) 

203 J • ·· L,.. "·,r "EA~ SPA"!~'"" E.> Sc 12 l?l 'i 13 0 1 .; 2 lt< CAN'IQ°' 
 102 3 • COMPOSITION + L.!TE.RATU PE. 81 30 TOMLI "IS ON 

303 3 C:. "A'. l 5 '"1 1. l T 

103 3 • COMPOSITION + LITERAT URE t!C !!138 TQMLlt<SON 

32 3 1 0 1 'l 11 Cll '1 .; F HUDSON 
 103 3 • C01'1POS!T !O"l + LI TEllA TURE 813• 
333 3 
103 3 • COMPOSITIO N + LITERATURE 100 i?l'5 T H TOHL! NSON 

3• 3 • ~" ' "' · :....,..., : civ;.:: .. .;~rt ~ . :ib2C TAY LOil 
 103 3 • CO,.,POSIT!ON + LITERATURE dl •6 E •00 51 5 ·1 • 

3f. I 
 11 0 200 :,71 TAYLOR 103 3 • C0'1POS!T!ON + LITEilATURE TU bl5" E 730 100 0 S N~ OFR 
•31 	 121 O 1C'O 11 ~ JS'+ HUOSO"l 103 3 • C:OMP O S!T!O~ + LITFRATURE v .. 8150 E 730 1ono r 
SPEECH & THEATR E (SPC) 133 3 I N TR E"IGL!SM L.IT PGI 81 511 E •CO 630 S"IYOER 
!'HR A'< LIT V"' d162 E 730 10CJ T-f 
160 • 8166 E 730 'll <l ., T-f !"NYOE'l 
101 	 5702 110 ?00 '1 .; F 385 BASSETT 
570• 1200 ICU '1 .; I' 385 

112 57()t. 21 J 300 'I w F c 2 7 
 261 • ADV COMP FOR TEAC.,El<S RS dl 70 E •OO 5• 0 T H 
121 , r rc~ • JICT l uN 570~ 1 0 10 1100 M W I' 227 DllEMER GEOGRAPHY (GEO) 

l?'i ] 571 1.J I 11 0 I 20 0 '1 w I' :; 39 ORE HER 

101 3 !NTR TO SYSTEMATIC GEO e17• E •OO 1>3 J 

12b 5712 •10 525 T TH 205 ED ... AR OS 

103 3 ! N TR TD SY'iiTEMAT IC GEO !:1178 E 73) 1001) T 

12!. 700 9•5 M 1 19 FOwAROS 

32c 3 s • GED OF LA"'DF"ORHS 81 !:12 E 73 0 I 'J O? , , 

131 
 J•5 500 T T"' 227 EAK l"-S 
GEOLOG.Y (GL)
133 ~ 700 9•5 T 31 .. EAKINS 

103 c c • INTRO GEOLOGY LAB o<L 81 90 100 30'l
135 3 57 2 L> ii 1 0 900 '1 " F 31 " GAW 

103 .. 

1~5 I 11 0 12C0 M II F c 27 

103 0 c • lt.Tl'IO GEOLJGY LAB R!> !!19• E •00 !.00

135 3 1210 100 '1 .; F 2c7 

135 
 1115 1230 T T~ .!c7 STAFF GERMAN (GER) 

135 3 ES';t.,,'I TI AL.S PJc! Sl> E. AK 57 Ju 124 5 200 T T~ 385 
 103 • • l'!llST YR GER'1AN 1519& E 730 91'l 'I T,; 
135 TL· 5 7 3 ;> 700 9 • 5 1 c 16 SUL TZ8 4 CH 

13!. 3 910 1000 "I .; F 2c7 GAW 

136 3 • E!'SE'<TIALS l>Jt! SPE.AI< 5 7 3b !.11'5 93 0 T T"I c27 

HISTORY (HST) 
136 • !:~S E "' l I ALS PJB SP E:AI< 5 7 38 9• 'i 1100 T T ~ 2 c 7 GAW 113 3 AMER C I V IL S IN CE 1896 FG 8202 100 330 ~ oOQ O 

13 !> 3 • E5SE'<T U LS P .JB SPEAK Tl.. 57" 0 700 9" 5 '1 352 ST.A J'F 123 3 EU ROPEAN C lll l L SI NCE 187 1 IJ Sc06 930 1200 T wooo 

2 07 3 • SCENE :lESl3'- 31 0 425 w F 365 MEYERS 123 3 EUQOl>EAN CI V I L S INCE 1 B71 Pw 8c1 0 E "00 1> 30 WOOD 

Column titles .,. explained on 11911 15 

Cou.-s being Uken for RllPMl Credit must be identified on the regiltr8tion card in "Remns" column. 

Cou.-s nu""*1111 500 end lbow .,. open to students edmitted for Greduate Studies onlv. 

CRSE SPEC CL.ASS START ENO OAT OF CR8E SPEC CL.ASS START ENO DAY 01' 
NUl18•CR6 NOTE PlfE COURSE TITLE IEC "'Ul'18 EYE TI11E T!IE WEEK ROOl1 BL.O INSTRUCTOR NUl19•CRS NOTE PRE COURSE Tt TLE SEC NU118 EYE T!l1E Til1E WtEK ROOl1 8LD INSTRUCTOR 
MANAGEMENT (MGTl HISTORY (HSTI 
303 3 • PROO 11GT 1'1YRON 113 3 700 930 TM GE I GER 
• IN T PROO MT VII · 8218 E 700 930 M4ESSl.ER 123 EUROPEAN CIVIL. SINCE 1871 TU' 91211 E 700 930 M Ml SENKO 
MARKETING (MKTI 
303 3 .. co-.S U11ER BEHlV ! DR vi. a222 E 100 · •uo 
336 3 l'U"IDAMENTAL.S PERS SELLH«l TU 822 ~ 730 1000 M 
MATHEMATICS (MTHI 
128 3 • ELEM LINEAR MTM vi. 8228 E 730 1000 T 
129 3 • l'l'I I TE P'lOBA~ILITY MODELS VI< 8232 E 730 1000 TH 
130 3 • COLLEGE ALGEBRA TU 8236 E 730 1000 M 
133 5 • OLCUL US 1 I PQ 82'10 E "00 605 M W 
• '1ATM FOUNOAT!O"IS TU 82"" 730 910 11 ~ 
233 5 • Dil'l'EREt<T!AL EQUATIONS 
MUSIC (MUSI 
365 3 • MU<; F'Jl>ST SIX GRADES PU 8252 "oo uo 1  
365 3 • '1US F'lllST SIX GRADES RS 8251> "00 UO T 
PHILOSOPHY IPHLI 
113 3 lt<TR PMILOSOPioH Tu 8i!l>O 730 1000 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION (PEI 
281 PMYS E.I) l'OR ELElol SCM 730 1000 
POLITICAL SCIENCE (PSI 
113 l • AMEll!CAN GOVERN11ENT 730 1000 TM 
PSYCHOLOGY (PSYI 
\ 112 3 INTI> PSYCHOLOG Y Vlo 82 72 730 1000 
SOCIOLOGY (SOC) 
113 3 • INTRODUCTORY IOCIOL.OGY Rs 82711 E •OO 630 TM 
noua 11&1 cma 
CRSE SPEC CL.ASS START END DAY OF 
NUl18•CRS NOTE PRE COURSE Tl TL.E SEC NU118 EVE TI HE TI HE WUK ROOl1 
ACCOUNTANCY (ACCI 
203 3 • ACC CONCEPTS ANO PRIN Vw 900i! 700 930 T 
303 3 • lN TERM ACC It vw 90011 700 930 T 
ART EOUCATION .IAEDI 
331 • CM!LD ANO CREAT PROC RS 9010 t:lO 6i!O T TM 
BIOl.OGY (BIOi 
113 .. • MU '1 .l "I AS AN OH GANI SM 700 930 T TM 
301 5 c • >< UMA N U<Al ANO P><YSIOLOGY TU 9018 700 1000 11 JI 
BUSINESS (BUSI 
302 3 • INTRO STAT INl'ERE"CE TU 9022 700 930 M 
ECONOMICS (EC) 
203 3 • PRP1 O> ECllNOH!CS n, 9026 700 930 
EDUCATION (EDI 
202 3 • ED PSY RS 9030 E "30 700 TH 
203 3 • EC> PSY llW 903" 700 ,.30 T 
• Pi-<YS!CAI.. SCIENCE RS 9038 E "30 640 T T-l 
315 3 • EL.EM SCM I.ANG Al'IT CUR+l1AT Pr.; 90 .. i! E "00 630 11 
316 3 • EL~M SCM LANG ART CUR+l1AT PQ 90•6 E "00 . 630 
318 3 • ELE11 SCI-I MTM: CUR + 11.lT RS 9050 
Hl 3 • <;KIL L. SUllJ HEt<TAI.. RETARD TU 905" 700 930 11 
...., .. AUD VIS HAT + ~ETM . RS 90!)8 E .. oo 630 T 
.. 62 3 • PUP! 1..S PERSO NAL. !TY PROB PQ 906i! E "00 630 11 
• EllALUUION TU 9066 E 700 930 
6"3 3 E • SKILi. SU<!J HENUL RETARD TU 9070 E 700 930 11 
• AUD VIS '1AT + HC:TI-< RS 907" E "00 630 T6"9 " E 
662 3 E • PUPILS PERSONAL.ITV PROB f'Q 9078 E "00 630 11 
TU 908i! E 700 930 
752 3 E • ED STU II TU 9086 700 930 
ENGLISH (ENGi 
103 3 • CO MPOS IT !ON + LITE 'lATURE TU 9096 E 700 930 
103 l • C0'1P OS!T!DN + LITERATURE VW 909i! 700 930 T 
133 3 !NTR E"IGL.I SH I. IT 11\ol :HOO 700 930 TM 
331 TU 91011 700 g30 M 
GEOGRAPHY. (GEOI 
103 3 lt<TR TO SYSTEMATIC GEO TU !HOB E 700 930 
GEOLOGY (GLI 
103 .. c • lNTR GEOL.OGY YW 9112 E 730 1000 T TM 
WISE 
MYRON 
RIFE 
JENKINS 
RIFE 
JENKINS 
JENKINS 
RIF'E 
SUFI' 
T01'1L!NSON 
MCPEAK 
WOOD 
STAFF 
CAl1P8EL.L. 
llLD INITRUCfOit 
STAFF 
STAl'F 
K S"llTM 
BURGER 
KUNTZMAN 
HAESSLER 
CARTER 
WIGGINS 
WIGGINS 
STAFF 
GATTON 
GATTON 
STAFF 
YOUNG 
YOUNG 
STAFF 
YOUNG 
STAFF 
STAFF 
STAFF 
STAF'I' 
1101..ITIERNO 
1101..ITIERNO 
. MOL.ITIERNO 
1101.ITIERNO 
WETTER. 
STRICl<L.ANO 
11119 .. 
• BOOK 6El..ECTI ON 
• AUO•VIS HAT + 11ETI-< 
• AUO•Vts MAT + METM 
LIBRARY SCIENCE (LSI 
PQ 91 i!B E •30 
RS 9132 E •OO 
RS 9136 E 400 
700 
630 T 
630 T 
5 TEP1-1 ENSON 
SHl'F 
SHH 
303 3 • PROO 11GT 
MANAGEMENT (MGTI 
Iii. 91~0 E 700 930 T • MYRO" 
303 3 • CONSUMER BEM All !OR 
MARKETING (MKTI 
VW 914" E 700 4'30 OSTROM 
130 3 • COi.LEGE 41..GE!IRA 
MATHEMATICS (MTHI 
91"8 E 700 1115 T TH STHF 
365 3 • HUS F'!RST SIX GRADES 
MUSIC (MUSI 
Vi. 9152 E 700 910 T w!LOMAN 
113 3 INTR PM! L.OSOPM Y 
PHILOSOPHY (PHLI 
TU 9156 E 700 930 LEAV! TT 
POLITICAL SCIENCE (PLSI 
113 3 • At'IER !CAN GOllERN11ENT 
111 3 8 INTR PSYCl-IOl..OGY 
PSYCHOLOGY (PSYI 
RS 91611 E •30 700 T 1o tGG!NS 
113 3 • IN TROD UC TORY SOC 101..0GY 
SOCIOLOGY (SOCI 
TU 91 U E 700 930 '1 K II.BY 
126 3 FUND C011'1UN El.Ell TCHRS 
SPEECH (SPCI 
V~ 9172 E 700 9.,5 
SCHEDULE PLANNING 
llWF T Th MOllOAY TUESDAY WE DNESO.lY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURD.lY 
l :U -9: 30 

9:10-10:00 

9:,5-11:00 c 
10il0• l1:00 
11:10· 12:00 
11:15-12:30 

12:10· 1:00 

12:'5 • 2:00 

ltl0 · 2100 

2:10-3:00 

NP NP
2: IS .3,30
WF Fr.. Period• 
llR llR3: 10 . , ,25 
3110 • S.00 
3:45·5:00 

llW T Th 

·-·-·-············-· ···············-..······--····· ···········-····-·--············ 
0 s5:35·6:50 5:35-6:50 
7:00 • I : 15 7:00·1: 15 
············· ·· ···························-· ··u·-··-····-···-····-······ ···· ·························-·· 
8:30 .9,,5 9,30.9,,5 
_REllARKS1 ____,,,.....::;__________________________________ 
SCHEDUL~ PLANNING 
llW, - T Th llONDAY ,. TUESOAY Wl!DNESD.lY THURSOAY fllQ.AY SATUIDAY .. 
I : 10 ·9:00 A . A 
a . 
9tl0· IO:OO 
91'5. 11:00 c c , . c 
IO:I0· 11:00 
11:10· 12:00 
0 
11:15-12:30 
12:10· 1:00 
12:'5·2:00 . 
1:10 ·2:00 
2:10· 3:00 
2: 15-3:30 
NP NP 
~- WF 
· ;. .!1l0•'125 
Free Per io4 • 
3110 • 5.CO 
llR 
3,,5 ·5100 
llW T Th 
,,10.5,25 ':10·5125 ·······················-··---·· -········-···­ ···--­ -··· ·--·········----····-·-· 
R 
···-·· ­ -········---··:l. 
·5,35.4,50 5:35·6:50 0 s 0 s 
7:00 •• •15 7:00·8115 ..ii.............................. ·-.·-·-··-·-···--··- ..u--······---·-··--- -············-··-----··· 

8:30·9:'5 8:3o-t:'5 
REllARICS1--------------~,......-----------------------
GERMAN IGER) 

103 .. • I'! RS T YR GER HAN TU 9116 I 700 1140 11 W WlNCENT 

Column titlll n txplelrm on 111111 15 

eour.. being tlktn few R~ Credit must be Identified on 1he reglstmlon Cllld in "Remsb" column. 

Courws numbend 500 end aboft se opened to students lldmit18d fOC' Gradlll18 Studies only. 

.ABOUT THE SCHEDULE 
This publication contains the most current class scheduling and registration 
information available. The Univer'sity reserves the right to make adjustments 
and alter course offerings and to place students in their stated alternates 
when necessary. 
Authorizations to Register for all continuing students will be mailed on 
February 15 to the student's addrnss on file in the Registrar's Office. 
Students may register early by mail or by drop box at the Registration 
Window, Registrar's Office, Allyn Hall February 22 - March 10, 1971. Th~se 
students will receive a confirmation of their schedule and a fee statement by 
mail'. Fee payments for early registration must be received in the Bursar's 
Office by Thursday, March 18, 1971. 
New freshman, transfer students and returning students will receive 
registration information by mail. 
See details about advising and registration in th.e section following the 
class offerings. 
Class Offering Headings 
CRSE Course Number (See information at end of class .offerings 
NUMB for details of the Course Numbering System). 
CRS Credit Hours 
SPEC Restrictions on Registration (See Restrictions at the end of 
NOTE class offerings for details). 
PRE Refer to the University Catalog for specific course pre­
~equisites when"*" appears in this column. 
COURSE 
TITLE Course title as it will appear on your record. 
SEC Section designation to indicate the general time pattern for 
the class meeting. Use the Schedule Planning form at the 
end of this publication to assist you in planning your sched­
ule and to avoid time conflicts. 
CLASS Class Number. Since we must use the most efficient means 
NUMB possible to process your class request(s) this number is the 
means used. It is the only information about the class used 
by our computer to put you into classes. The other infor­
mation is there fo r "people" reference. A class number 
error on your regi strati on will require you to ini t iate a 
change of d ass. 
EVE Eveni ng classes are ident ified by an "E" in this colu mn. 
START 
TI ME The starting time for the class on the day(s) indicated. 
END 
TIME The ending time for the class on the day(s) indicated. 
DA Y OF 
WEE K The day(s) on which the class meets. 
ROOM Room 
BLD Building (A Allyn, F - Fawcett , 0 - Oelman, M - Millett, 
FAA - Fine Arts Annex, FAB - Fine Arts Building) 
INSTRUCTOR - The last name of the facu lty member assigned to teach the 
class. Team taught classes usually include the name of the 
director and the word "TEAM ". 
Note: Page 4A to be ty ped after data processing sheets are com ple ted. 
Advising 
No registration fo r a student taking 9 hours or more wil l be processed by mail 
or drop box unless the card has both the adv isor's signature and the 
Divisional approval stamp (except for Business Administration and Continuing 
Education Divisions). Studen.ts taking fewer than 9 hours are strongly 
urged to see an advisor if they intend to seek a Wright State University 
degree. 
Advisor assignments are made by the Chairman of the student's 
major department. Appointments with advisors may be arranged by 
contacting either the advisors or the department office. 
Advising Schedule (Main Campus) 
Divisions of Business and Liberal Arts 
Feb. 22 through 25 9:00 a.m. to 7 :00 p.m. 
Feb. 26 	 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. 
Divisions of Education and Science & Engineering 
By appointment with advisor or major department during 
Early Registration. 
Early Registration 
Students may advance register fo r any campus by mail, February 22 - March 
10, 1971. Students may register by drop box at the Registrar's Office, 
Registration Window, Al lyn Hal l. 
Students should li st al te rnate courses on the Authorization to Register in 
the event t heir first choice is filled. Students will be notified by mail if both 
their preferred and alternate courses are filled. 
) 
\. 
Students will receive a confirmation of their registration and a fee state­
ment by mail. Fees must be paid by Marc;h 18, 1971. 
Office of The Registrar Hours 
Monday through Thursday 9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. 
6:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. 
Friday 9:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. 
Saturday 9:00 a.m. - Noon 
MASS REGISTRATION SCHEDULES 
Students who do not register early may r~gister as follows: 
Main Campus: Thursday, March 25, 1971 

Y - Yes N - No 

FT - Full Time PT - Part Time 

Grad Sr. Un Jr So Fr 
FT PT FT PT FT PT FT PT 
y N9:30 N N N N N N N N 
y y10:00 	 N N N N N N N N 
y10:30 	 y y y N N N N N N 
y y y y11 :00 y N N N N N 
y y y y y y11 :30 N N N N 
Registration Center Closed 12 - 1 
y 	 y1:00 y y y y y N N N 
y y y y1 :30 y y y y N N 
y y y y y2:00 	 y y y y N 
y y y y y y y y y2:30 	 N 
y y y y y y y y y y3:00-5:00 
Registration Center Closed 5 - 6 

6 :00-8:0 0 
 y y y y y y y y y y 
Piqua Academic Center 
March 17 	 1 :00 - 8 :00 (Advisors present 5:00 - 8 :00 p.m.) 
Western Ohio Branch Campus 
March 1 - 4 9:30 - 12:00 1:30 - 4:00 5:00 - 7:30 

March 5 9:30 - 12:00 1 :30 - 4: 00 

Advisors present in their office. 

INFORMATION ABOUT THE SCHEDULE 
Special Note 
(Res) Restrictions for registering in certain classe · are indicated in this 

schedule by these symbols: 

t Prerequisite cou rse(s) required for enro llment. 

A - Enrollment by Department permission only. 

B Enrollment by instructor permission only. 

C - Concurrent enrollment in a lecture and a laboratory (or recitation) 

of the same cou rse is required . 

D Concurrent enrollment in a lecture, a recitation, and a laboratory 

is requ ired. 

E - Enrollment limited to Graduate students only. 

F - Enrollment limited to Senior students only . . 

G - Enrollment limited to Junior students only. 

Enrollment limited to Sophomore students only. 

J - Enro11ment limited to Freshman students only. 

K Enrollment limited to lower divisions students only. 

L - Enrollment limited to departmental major students only. 

M - Enrollment limited to non-departmental major students only. 

N - Enrollment limited to division students only. 

Q - The class meets in an additional time period(s) and is indicated 

on the line(s) .following the primary entry. 

R - Additional class meeting hours to be arranged by the instructor. 

S Enrollment limited to upperclassmen only - no freshmen. 

T ,U, - Concurrent registration in courses with a common restriction is 

or V - required. 

Section types are described as: 

2. - Lecture 
3. - Recitation 
4. - Laboratory 
Prerequisites 

Refer to the catalog for course prerequisites. 

Course Numbering System 

100-299 Lower division cou rses intended for undergraduate credit only. 

The first digi t indicates the general leve of the cou rse: 1 fo r a 

fi rst year course, 2 for a second year course. 

300-499 Upper division courses carrying undergraduate credit only. 

The first digit indicates the general level of the course: 3 fo r a 

third year 	course, 4 for a fourth year course. Courses in this 
category which are acceptable for graduate credit will carry an 
alternate number in which the .first digit only is changed to a 
5 or a 6 according to the definitions below. 
500-599 	 Courses which carry graduate credit only in a major field different 
from that of the department offering the course. Most such 
courses will be alternate designations of courses normally 
numbered 300-499. 
600-699 . 	 Courses which carry graduate credit in any major field, and which 
have alternate designations in which the first digit is a 3 or 4 
when taken for undergraduate credit. 
700-999 	 Courses intended for graduate credit only. (Unclassified students 
may, with the approval of the department offering the course, 
register for undergraduate credit in courses numbered 700..799. 
Room/Building 
A - Allyn Hall 
F - Fawcett Hall 
0 - Oelman Hall 
M - Millett Hall 
FA - Fine Arts Annex 
FB - Fine Arts Building 
SCHEDULE OF FEES AND TUITION PER QUARTER 
Full-Time Students (12 or more hours per quarter) 
MAIN CELINA PIQUA 
CAMPUS BRANCH CENTER 
Instructional Fee $160.00 $150.00 $150.00 
.General fee 30.00 10.00 5.00 
Nonresident Tuition 300.00 300.00 . 300.00 
(Added to Above Instructional & 
· General Fees) 
TOTAL: Ohio Resident 190.00 160.00 155.00 
TOTAL~ Nonresident 490.00 460.00 455.00 
Part-Time Students (Charge per quarter hour through 11 hours) . 
.MAIN CELINA PIQUA 
CAMPUS BRANGH CENTER 
Instructional & General Fees $ 16.50 $ 14.00 $ 13.00 
Nonresident Tuition 25.00 25.00 25.00 
(Added to Above Instructional & 
General Fee) 
TOTAL: Ohio Resident 16.50 14.00 13.00 
TOTAL: Nonresident 41.50 39.00 38.00 
Atlditional Fees and Charges 
Late Registration Fee-per calendar week, 
beginning first day of classes $10.00 
Course Audit-per course (Laboratory and 
special courses not open to audit) $15.00 
Drop Fee $ 5.00 
Change of Course Fee-per drop and add card 
changes (at student request) thru second 
week of classes, 	 $ .5.00 
thru eighth week of classes-changes 
(at student request) 	 $10.00 
after ninth week of classes 	 $15.00 
Application Fee to Degree Programs (non-refundable) 
undergraduate 	 $20.00 
graduate-Wright State graduates 	 $10.00 
graduate-others $20.00 
Applied Music Charge 
one half-hour lesson per week ( 1 or 2 credit hours) $30.00 
one one-hour lesson per week (4 credit hours) $60.00 
Proficiency Test-per quarter hour $ 5.00 
Graduation Fee $10.00 
Transcript Fee-one free. Each thereafter $ 1.00 
Replacement Fee for I. D. Cards $ 2.00 
Returned Check Penalty-per check $10.00 . 
Library-fines for late return of books and charges tor lost 
books to be set by the Librarian with approval of the 
Business Manager. 
FORMS COMPLETION 
Only one form - The Authorization to Register - is required for registration. 
On the front of Authorization check the Information on the left side for 
accuracy. Make corrections or add missing information on the right side of 
the Authorization. See code listing for major numbers and division ab­
breviations. Do not write in the shaded areas on the Authorization, as 
c9rrections in this information may be made only at the Office of the 
Registrar for continuing and returning students, and at the Office of 
Admissions for new freshmen and transfer students. 
On the reverse side of the Authorization enter your preferred program of 
courses for the winter quarter. Enter the information accurately as it 
appears in the Schedule of Classes. Alternate courses, in case one of your 
preferred courses is closed, should be entered on this form. 
The alternate course should be entered directly to the right of the 
preferred course. 
If required, the advisor's signature must follow the last entry. 
Students will have a prefix before their classification designating the 
basis upon which admission was granted. 
M Matriculant 
T Transient - Designate your rank at your home institution. 
N Non-Matriculant or Non-Degree 
S Special High School Student 
C Certification candidate 
Student classification will be determined as foJlows: 
FR 0-35 quarter hours passed and/or eligible for transfer 
SO 36-80 quarter hours passed and/or e11g1ote for transfer 
JR 81 -125 quarter hours passed and/or eligible for transfer 
SR 125+ quarter hours passed and/or eligible for transfer 
UN Unclassified - Student with a baccalaureate degree and not seeking 
an additional degree 
GR Graduate 
MAJOR 
Major 
Undergraduate - The following list is for information purposes only. You 
must identify a major. Change of major may be made at the Office of the 
Registrar. None of the majors designated as "graduate" may be selected ~y 
an undergraduate. 
Graduate - You must identify a major approved by the Division of Graduate 
Studies and clear changes of major with this di~_ision. 
Major Identification Numbers 
*Graduate Only 
**Undergraduate Only. 
Continuing Education 
000 . Unspecified (Matriculant students may not list .this as their major) 
Business Administration 
100 Undecided - Business 
110 Accountancy 
120 Business Economics 
130 Finance and Banking 
** 140 General Business 
**141 Business Science 
**142 Pre-Law, Business 
**143 Quantitative Business Analysis 
**144 Technically Combined Curriculum 
150 Management 
160 Marketing 
Education 
. 200 Undecided - Educatfon 
201 Certification Candidate (Unclassified a·nd Graduate students only ) 
**210 Elementary Education 
*211 Elementary Classroom Teacher 
**212 Slow Learner Education 
**220 Art Education 
*~221 Business Education 
**222 English Education 
**223 Mathematics Education 
**224 Science Comprehensive - Biology 
**225 Science Comprehensive - Earth Science 
**226 Science Comprehensive - Physics 
**227 Science Comprehensive - Chemistry 
**228 Social Science Comprehensive - Education 
**229 Speech Equcation. 
**240 French Education 
* *241 · German .Education 
**242 Latin Education 
**243 Spanish Education 
*250 Secondary Classroom Teacher 
*251 Principalship - Elementary 
*252 Principalship - Secondary 
*253 Curriculum & Supervision 
*254 Special Education 
*260 Educational Guidance 
*261 Personnel Counseling 
Liberal Arts 
**300 Undecided - Liberal Arts 
**310 Art 
**311 Music 
**312 Music Education 
**313 Speech and Theater 
**320 Classical Humanities 
**321 Greek 
**322 Latin 
**330 Economics - Arts degree 
**331 Geography 
332 History 
**333 Political Science 
**334 Sociology 
**335 Social Work 
**336 Anthropology 
**350 English 
**351 Philosophy 
**352°. Religion 
**360 French 
**361 German 
**362 Spanish 
Science and Engineering 
400 Undecided - Science & Engineering 

410 Biology 

**411 Medical Technology 

420 Engineering 

421 Systems Engineering 

422 Engineering Physics 

430 Chemistry 

440 Geology 

*441 Earth Science 

450 Mathematics 

451 Computer Science 

460 Physics 

461 M.S.T. Physics 

470 Psychology 

Change of Schedule and Withdrawal 
A course or se,ction drop made at the request of the student requires a 
$!?.00 fee on the day of request. All program changes must be made before 
the deadlines published in the University Calendar. No fee is assessed for 
courses added, except tuition where applicable. 
Students who find it necessary to withdraw from all courses may do so 
without academic penalty before the deadline published in the University 
Calendar. No fee is assessed when all courses are dropped. 
Advisor approval is required for full-time students . to change their 
program. Section changes of the same course do not require advisor approval. 
The refund schedule is outlined in the University Calendar. 
Inter-Campus Registration 
Although each campus conducts its own registration period, all work is 
recorded on a single registration card for each student. Students may register 
early for any campus by mail. During the registration period, students doing 
work on more than one campus should register on the main campus. 
Cross-Registration DMVC/CHERS 
Students wishing to take courses at institutions belonging to the Dayton­
Miami Valley Consortium or courses in the depdrtments of Religion or 
Theology from institutions participating in the Consortium for Higher 
Education Religion Studies, must contact the Registrar. 
Course Repeat Policy 
In order to repeat a course .in .which the original grade ·was 'F' or 'D' 
so that the first hours and gr~de points will be removed from the cumulative 
average, the/student must indicate on the Remarks column of the Authoriza­
tion to Register that the course is a repeat at the time of registration 
submission. If a student wishes to make this change after he has registered, 
then a Drop/Add form must be completed and the change fee of $5.00 will be 
charged. Refer to the catalog for more detailed information regarding this 
policy. 
Audit 
To audit a course requires instructor approval. The signature must be in­
dicated on the Registration or Drop/Add card. 
Selective Service lnf9rmation 
Students who wish to have their local Sele~tive Service Boards informed of 
their enrollment in the university. must .complete a: release form, . available at 
the Registration Window. 
In. addition to requesting the Registrar to inform his local board of his 
enrollm~nt, the student must also formally request a student deferment .on 
SS Form 104, "Request for Student Deferment". It is not necessary to file 
this form each year, only once during your college career. 
Refer to the Student Handbook for additional information~ 
FIN~L EXAM SCHEDULE 
First Class Meeting Final Examination Period 
Monday, Wednesday, 
Friday at 8:10a.m. 8:00 a.m. - 10:00 a.m. Wednesday 
9:10 a.m. 8:00 a.m. - 10:00 a.m. Monday 
10:10 a.m. 10:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. Wednesday 
11 :10 a.m. 10:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. Monday 
12:10p.m. 1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. Thursday 
1:10 p.m. 1:00 p.m. -.3:00 p.m. Monday 
2:10p.m. 1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. Tuesday 
Wednesday, Friday 
at 3:10p.m. 3:06 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. Wednesday 
Tu~sday, Thursday 
at 8:15 a.m. 8:00 a.m. - 10:00 a.m. Thursday 
9:45 a.m. 10:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. Thursday 
11 :15 a.m. 10:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. Tuesday 
12:45p.m. 	 1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.rri. Wednesday 
2:15p.m. 8:00 a.m. - 10:00 a.~ Tuesday 
3:45p.m. 3:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. Thursday 
1. 	 . Evening classes (4:00 - 10:00 p.m,) will hold their final examinations 

not later than the last ·scheduled day of final examinations. 

2. 	 Saturday classes will hold their final examinations on Saturday, 'Jun·e 5. 
3. 	 Final examinations will be held at the above specified times, based upon 
the first usual class meeting of the week. In cases of .courses with multiple 
sections, the first meeting day ig regarded as the first class meeting. 
· 4. 	 Scheduling conflicts are to bf resolved by the department nearest the 
beginning of the alphabet. 
UNIVERSITY CALENDA~ - 1970-71 
Spring Quarter March 29 - June 10 
March 29 Monday, Classes begin 
April 3 Saturday, last day for 90% refund (11 :00 a.m.) 
April 3 las·t day to file Application for Degree for August 
graduation. 
April 5 Monday, last day students may add courses 
April 10 Saturday, last day for 60% refund (11 :00 a.m.) 
April 17 Saturday, Last day for 60% refund (11 :00 a.m.) 
April 24 Saturday, last day for 40% refund (11 :00 a.m.) 
May 21 Friday, Last day students may ·drop courses with­
out grades. 
May 30 Sunday, Memorial Day 
May 31 No classes 
June 5 Saturday, Classes end at 5:00·p.m. 
June 7 Monday, Finals begin 
June 10 Thursday, Finals end 
Summer Quarter Term C June 16-August 31 
June 1.6 · Wednesday, Classes begin 
July 5 Monday, No classes; make-up classes_..on July 10 
(Saturday) 
August 31 Classes end at 12:00 noon* 
Summer Quarter Term A June 16 ·July 24 
June 16 Wednesday, Classes begin 
July 5 Monday, No classes; make-up classes on July 10 
(Saturday) 
July 24 Saturday, Classes end* 
Summer Quarter Term B July 26 - August 31 

July 26 Monday, Classes begin 

.August 31 Tuesday, Classes end* 

*Final examinations are to be given during the last week of classes; 
Fall Quarter 1971-72 (Tentative) 
September 27 - Monday - Classes begin 
, · 
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Rumblings Lottery System Explained 
The current lottery system is the source of much 
mis,ery and more misunderstandings. For instance,From many think ' 'a year of exposure" means a full 
calendar year--when in fact it means exposure 
within a calendar year beginning anytime but endingWithin.Column By NiclC Ipiotis 
on Dec. 31. Your lottery number will be assigned 
In the past few years United States involvement 
in Southeast Asia has brought much discuss ion of 
the present draft system. 
Draft cards have been burned along with draft 
board facilities. Young men have turned to college, 
hospital work and Canada as a means of escape. 
All this in the brunt of an unpopular war which has 
been fed soldiers from an ancient draft system. 
So we have finally arrived at the point where the 
administration has promised us an all volunteer army 
by 1973. Now let us take a brief historical look at 
war. 
All thr ough the ages the common people have been 
drafted into armies to conquer lands and acquire 
riches for pharoahs, kings , and queens. In order 
to accompltsh this they have been thrown against the 
common people of the enemy in, uncontrolled murder. 
The end result being that the governing faction of 
the armies enjoy all the spoils and riches acquired 
in the conquest without much adue at the number of 
lives that were wasted in the process. 
Of course we have been told by some modern 
day theorists that war is a necessity for it acts 
as a population control? 
These ancient war r iors were often rewarded by tJ1e 
amount of feather s they could wear in their helmets 
or ·with gold tr inkets if they were alive to enjoy 
these things. 
In modern times armies have been enmassed under 
dictator, Pr emier, and Commander in Chiefs. The 
same principle of greed and uncontrolled murder 
extoll these armies just as they have through the 
ages. There is a new approach towards the appease­
ment of the soldier though, today, or is there? Today 
a s oldier is reinforced with the number of cclorful 
medals that he possesses and he is aware of his 
place in the wor ld by the number of people that salute 
him as oppo.sed to those who he has to salute. Another 
modern approach is the Purple Heart that is given 
to the grieving parents and family of a soldier to 
commemorate the heart that he had shot out in battle. 
Today the Congr ess and President warn us of the 
peril of Communis m and Russia. They tell us that 
interngence reports reveal the Russians are well 
·GOING 

IS THE 

:FUN 
' 
Get the feel of sport car driving without denting 
your budget. The Fiat Spide~ has authentic 
Bertone body styling, folly synchromeshed stick 
shift, dash tachometer, front wheel disc. brakes, 
radia l tires, - and a·fantastically economical price 
for a fully equipped true sport Spider. See it today! 
.····==-'W' 
Hovt does 
Fiat do it for 
the price? 
USED 

SPORTS 

.CIB/411 CARS 
$400 and Up 
LEWIS AUTO SALES 

stocked in strategically placed warheads and en-
massed armies. 
So the United States uses the defensive·army that it 
maintains for the protection of democratic interests 
in South Vietnam, while the Russians use their pro­
tective forces for the protection of communistic 
interests in Hungary, etc. 
If our government feels so threatened at the thought 
of Communism and Russia, I propose they dissolve 
the Congress, CIA and FBI, and the fifty state govern­
ments and form their own volunteer army. This would 
give· them something constructive to do to get their 
minds Off their expense accounts. They should divide 
the ar my urfo four sections so that they can cover 
North, South, East and West. The commander in 
chief should then be placed in the middle of a corn 
field in the middle of Nebraska; which is in the middle 
of the United States. 
The Russians would be wise to follow suit by 
dissolving the Kremlin, their intelligence agencies 
and the representatives of the Soviets. The pr emier 
should be placed by a rolling river in the Ukraine. 
Now the exploitive elements of both countries can 
wait for each other to attack to their hearts content. 
While they are occupying themselves in such a 
manner the people can run the government for the 
people and .by the people and not for the exploitive 
protection of communism or capitalism. 
Dr. Kotecha To Lecture 
The fifth pres entation in a series of talks by liberal 
arts and business faculty members will be ''Inter ­
national Law and West African States" at 3:30 p.m. 
Tuesda:y, Feb. 22 in the faculty lounge on the fourth 
floor of Millett Hall. 
Dr. Kanti Kotecha will discuss the topic, which 
was also the subject df his doctoral dissertation 
and a field of expertise for him. 
The series which is open to everyone, has included 
several unusual and appealing topics in the past-­
the future should bring many more. 
involve violation of Fifth. viduals• . Sµch cases may ,-- ...-------- ---------.:************************ Amendment righ~s or improper use of confidential.-.• ~~~~~~~._.medicalinformahon. 
~ ~~ National Director Curtis Tarr is considering low-
The Lower Hearth Lounge in the University er ing the draft age from 19 to 18. Selective Service 
Center is a quiet place to study between classes. is looking into using comput~,rs for record-~eeping 
A White House task force ·~is studying a "national 
- - ._ - - - - - 49> ~ - - _. service~ ' draft, giving .a choice between m111tary*"*******************.. or civillan service','·but r equiring almost all to serve.
A National Black Draft Counselors organization 
KEN SNYDER 
GRAD PLAN (A program designed & limited 
to college students) 

INVESTMENT PROGRAMS (Mutual Funds) 

SAVINGS PLANS 

FAMILY INSURANCE . 

RETffiEMENT PLANS 

DISABILITY INCOME PROTECTION 

HOSPITALIZA'.l'ION 

BUSINESS INSURANCE 

GUARANTEED FUTURE INSURANCE 

(Regardless of physical condition) 

TERM INSURANCE 

For your complete insurance needs contact 
Ken Snyder - Nation' s #1 College Insurance Mari 
LINCOLN NATIONAL LIFE' 293-3161 
Mail Coupon for Additional Information ­
by call in the year of your i 9th birthday. You will 
first be eligible for induction in the year of your 
20th. Many have found themselves unexpectedly in 
an Extended Priortiy Group this year, which will 
be called before #1 in the First Group. If your 
number was · r eached last year, you were 1-A on 
Dec. 31, but deiays had made it impossible for the 
board to induct you, you are most likely in this 
extremely eligible group now-. However , if you were 
deferred all of last year, the fact that your number 
was reached /does not mean that you are eligible 
this year t~e minute your ···deferrment ends. You 
take your ¢hances in the year you become 1-A 
(1-AO or 1-0) and if not . re~ched that year you 
will drop into Second Prior ity__Group then. 
y our number, even if 195 or under, may not have 

been r eached in 1970. Many boards did not reach 

195--a majority stayed at 145-150, some state limits 

were set up below 195, and o.ne board didn't reach 4. 

Beyond this, even though many have forgotten it, 

your name is filed by a random alphabet order set 

up at the first lottery. You have the right to know 

what number your board reaches--call the clerk. 

But ask for all three parts of the number (i.e. 195­
08-21 representin·g not only the number but the 

last and first names of individuals holding that num­

ber. A number is not exhiusted ·until the last two 

numbers are 26-26. If your lottery number was 

called, but not your name, you were not reached. 

Any registrant who fails a physical must be classi ­
fied 1-Y immediately after receiving a DD Form 62 
Statement of Acceptability in the man. This is not 
affected· by the fact that he faces any pending re- · 
examination. Curr ent standar~s prohibit any indivi­
dual from being re-exarp.ined more than ·once. -A.p­
peals for physicals to the Sur geon, USAREC, Hampton, 
Va., must now be sent by a Congressman or Senator 
as individual complaints are ignored. The number ' 
of people given def~rments for drug addiction or 
abuse has risen from 319 in 1964 to 2,635 in 1969, · 
and 1,124 in the first half of 1970. The Pentagon 
has confirmed that it has been ·giving thousands of. 
names of rejected drug users to-the Federal Bureau 
of Narcotics . The Bureau is not (at leas t under legal 
supposition) investigating or prosecuting these indi­
•... . ........... .... . .......................•• son who is a graduate __from the University of Ala­
. . 
Ken Snyder, Suite 102 bama. This is Mr. Wllliamson•s first experience with · 
3300 S Dixie, Dayton, Ohio 45439 teaching. He hopes to conduct .his classes in an atmo­
has been formed. For information• or newsletter 
rite t,<? Ed :Potts; 3001 s. King Dr., #403, Chicago, . 
Ill., 6Qp16. A curr~rit (thi_r~,-~~tion.: u~ _to Septem­
ber 19'70 and including a Change Sheet on·the 'lottery) 
issue Ot Tatus and Tuchinslcy'-s "Guide to the Draft" 
is on sale in paper ($2.45) d r om UD Bookstore and 
American .Friends Service ~-p~mnii~ee, 915 . Salem 
Ave., .J;layton. It's ~n accurat,e and readable summary 
of all your options once you register. Also available 
from American Friends is; the 11th edition of the 
"Handbook for Conscie~tious Objectors" ($l:) and 
a good book to help you with a per sonal appear~ce 
- - "Face to Face With Your Draft Board" (95~). 
Free counselling is . available for UD students MW.F 
12 to '5 p·.m. in JFK Union outside the snack bar. 
Wright . State students can see rri~ every Thursday 
from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. in Allyn Hall outside the · 
cafeter ia. I am available for sessions on Tues.day 
and Thursday evenings. Call John Judge af299-4444 
days or.-228-5412 evenings. ·. 
l t!urnal.isrr.i Offered 
In·Sp-ring.· Q~_arter 
Wright State will otter an 'introductory journalism 
course in the spring quarter. Classes will be ·held 
on Monday and Wednesday fr~rn 5:35 to. 7:15. 
The class will be conducted by Mr. DanielWilliam­
sphere of free thinking. But he states that since this.3900 W Third St 812 N Main St will be~ introductory course in journalismfollowing · 
Dayton, Ohio Dayton, Ohio ! the basic guide lines of the textbook is necessary. 
ADDRESS.------------ : The class will mainly consist of learning how to263·-9332 '. 228-4143 · • write: hews and the fundamentals in journalism. Mr. · · 
Your Fiat Repre$e_ntative at Wright State! i PHONE : Williamson believes that in or der for one ·. to be 
: BmTHDATE : successful in news writing\ be must take an activeJtON BAKER - 299-0196 :..•_•• ••• •• ••••• •••• •• •••••••••.••••••• •• •• •••: participation in class. 
~-------~------------~:.................................... 
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WSU Seeks To Offer 'Equal Chance' To Handicapped 

and submitted to Washington. The Federal govern­Miss Marx would also like to see the number of 
ment approved the proposal with the stipulation that · disadvantaged students to continue to increase but 
the university hire an individual with a backgroundno faster than the general enrollment. "The pr~sent 
in rehabilitation. In September of 1970, Miss Patricia ratio of approximately one handicapped student per 
Marx was hired as the Director of Handicappedfifty average students is practical without being 
Student Services.detr imental to the other students nor to the r epute 
of the university." 
There is still much to be done to help the handi­ Currently there ar e appr oximately 160 handicapped 
capped. One of her primary pr oblems explained .students at Wright State, and thirty of these live 
Miss Marx, is reaching all the s tudents 'in the pr o­ in the dormitory. These thirty all have able-bodied 
gram. " There is a tremendous need for a special r oommates who volunteered to live with a disabled 
program to provide placement services for the handi­ student. Roommates assist the handicapped s tudent 
capped here at Wright State," s he continued. "Many in performin~' many of their qaily tasks but most 
employers do not hire disabled people and jobs wheelchair students are largely self-sufficient. Two 
should be made available to them upon graduation." full-time att~ndants are also available to assist them 
When Wright State first became an independent in any way p,b.ssible. 
university, a national thrust emerged to make state 
colleges accessible to all students, including the 
handicapped. With that in mind, the architecture of overcoming physical barriers is not the only
Wright State was designed to enable wheelchair problem faced by Wright State's handicapped students. 
students accessible to an buildings. By means of An even more formidable obstacle is the development 
ramps in place of steps, elevators in addition to of a social life. Bev Rackett, a wheelchair student 
stairs, and special lavatory facilities, the university••Wright State•s reputation continues to improve stated ''A lot of people just don't come down on oU: 
made itself available to all qualified students.in as much as it has been referred to as the Ivy floor. There's no campus life and there just 1sn•t 
League College for in Handicapped in Ohio," stated anything to do." 
Miss Patricia Marx, Director of Handicapped Student Not all the handicapped feel the same way aboutOriginally, no adequate housing was available on 
Services. Mr. Laurence Ruggieri, Director of their social lives as is exemplified by Kathy Pinkel's campus and a transportation problem arose. Only
Residence, commented that "as a state university, comment. " My social life is limited, but I have aDayton area handicapped could reach the campus
in a lot of areas, Wright State is 100 years beMnd. good time. I really enjoy living here. I like the everyday to attend classes. The university began pro­
We can imitate, we can duplicate, we can be com­ people here, they•re really nice."viding the use of a shuttlebus to help alleviate theparable, but there are a few areas where we can Although there is constant contact between thetransportation problem. With the completion of thehave our own kind of identity. The handicapped pro­ handicapped and the average students, the presencedormitory, handicapped individuals from various partsgrarn we can do and they (other state universities) of the handicapped does not seem to affect the other ' of the state and the nation are able to attend Wr ight 
can' t." students. Don Nolan, a commuting freshman, stated,State.Miss Marx recognizes the need for Wright State ''I r eally don't have that much to do with the handi­No official program existed for the assistance of to set the pace in aiding the disabled but insists capped. I think it's good that they're able to get thethe disabled students initially. As the number ofthat she is strongly ''against Wright State becoming same education that I am, but other than that, theyhandicapped students grew, the need for such a 
a haven for the handicapped." She hopes that her don't influence me." program became extant. The project of aiding thesedepartment can be of benefit in advising other univer­ Wright State has set the stage in giving the handi­students was given to Mr. Ruggieri. A proposalsities on adapting to meet the needs of the wheel­ capped an equal chance for a better education, butfor Federal financing of the project w~s writtenchair student. the people must make it work. 
Grady, Students 
If You Have Never Shopped At , the ·---- - - - - - ---,Discuss War 
On February 15, 1971, a discussion on "Laos, i GRAPEVINE iCambodia, and Vietnam: Which way to Peace and Concord CityWhap," the first in the Great Decisions series, oc­ , _ _______ tt_ _____coffeehouse J curred in room 203 of Millett Hall. Less than twenty 
persons were in attendance as Antioch professor, 
Dan Grady, conducted the discussion. Clothing Store 
The topics considered ranged from the concep­ Sat, Feb 20tion of the m111 tar y-industrial complex during 
Truman's presidency and the Joe McCarthy era Now's the Time to Start 
through the Yugoslavian revolt aI\d the Cuban crisis 9 -1 am 
to the "incomprehensible incompetence" of the mili­ 1150 W Miami Blvd, Dayton, 0 
tary in Vietnam. Dr. Grady professed l:lis belief ST UDENT CENT ER CAFETERIA 

that the withdraw! of American troops from Vietnam 

signified neither an American defeat nor the capitula­ We've Got the 

tion of the South Vietnamese government. Expressing 

his personal preference for communism over facism, 
 n ·ght t .uff Workman's Blues BandDr. Grady proposed that the South Vietnamese people 

might prefer to be ruled by the Viet Cong rather than ....--~~-------------~ 

the present regime. "The National Liberation Front," r-=================::::=a 1st and 2nd 8 EE RS ON HOUSEhe continued, " could never rule in South Vietnam 10 Minutes to Wright State! ·without the assistance of various internal groups 
such as the Buddhists. A sharing of power would $1.00 admission 
seem to be inevitable" should the N.L.F. ever gain 

control. . 

1'he contention that, with as powerful a military 
 ~11\fD Fantastic Freddiesas our country possesses, a war is necessary to 

keep it occupied, was presented. If the army were 
 ~r~ Apartments and 
not engaged in Vietnam it would eventually find Townhouses 

another skirmish in which to involve itself. Dr. Grady 
 Freaky Light Show 
stated, ''The Pentagon spends $44 billion each year 

in war production, this is not the total military 
 1, 2 and 3 Bedroomsexpenditure of over $75 billion, but this $44 billion 

1s equal to China's gross national product.n Can 
 Fur nished or Unfurnished r-·---··--·.... .you imagine how much power that puts in the hands 
of the milltary? The Brass Monkey
No definite answers for obtaining, nor for main­

taining, peace were provided. It was noted that the 

restrictions imposed by Congress on the military from $125 : .. ·===== ·. t_;t""'~"fr · 1226 Linden Ave 

prohibiting the invasion of North Vietnam are em­

ployed to contain the war. Recognizing appropriate 
 I ,+'i!ii!,5{/. i< 
spheres of influence of major power s prevents es­ i =. ::::..<>~::, ~( .. ·==·.:i J1~) 6 roup:
calation into another world war. WW Carpeting Balconies-Patios ·+ ... , ~ '· f=~{ UJ 

The second program in the Great Decisions series Air Conditioning Tennis Courts 
 •AY. .,/~{.:'.·' Morocco Muzikwill be held on February 22, 1971 fr om 3 to 5 p.m. Laundry Facilities Olympic Size Pool • u:..·-::J ...«'--~ ..
The topic will be " The Middle East Conflict--Is A Range, Refrigerator , Some Dishwashers 

Peaceful Settlement Possible?" 1·· ·· '~ ·. Makers 

Some Short Terms. A.vailable 
t~:::::::::::::::::::;:;:;:;:::::;:~:;:;:~:;:~:~:;:~:~:!:;:~:!:~:~:!:~:·:!:!:~:?.!~:~:!!!~~!:!:!:!~~~ ~: WED NESDAY , FRIDAY & SATURDAYWOODMAN DR AT ROUTE 35 
\:~ CLASSIFIED ADS ~; : 9:30 pm to 2:00 am
I WISH Terri Happy Birthday. Call 426-6680.1 254-6122 
ext. J347. :~ OPEN DAILY 9 - r; Sun 1 - 6 Sat 9 - € 
~=~::::::::=~·=·:·:·:·:~:·:·:::::::::;:::;:::;:::::::::::::::::::::;:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:~=-:~:·:~:~:~=~~! tt:=================dj 
I 
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Newman Associatio~ Offers Work Religion Dept - two new courses 
Since Wri gh t St a t e became a 
University, many different types of 
clubs have formed. Most of these 
groups have been local organiza­
tions aimed at a particular pur­
pose. The majority of these clubs 
serve a social function. They can 
be grouped into categories such as 
sports clubs, departmental groups 
such as s. A. M., political and Greeks, 
One group at WSU seems to be a 
little different, According to this 
group, all they can offer is a little 
material, some significant hope, and 
a lot of work. This organization is 
!mown as the Newman Association, 
The Newman Club Federation be­
gan in 1915 and was formed at non­
catholic colleges and universities 
in the United States. The local group 
began in December of 1969 with a 
membership of 10, Connie McCarol, 
then a grad student, became an 
initiating force of the group, At 
that time a recruiting drive took 

place along with the making of a 

constitution, The club discovered 

many hardships at the beginning. 

During the spring of 1970, the 
club members enjoyed picnics at 
various parks. They also set up 
a speaker and movie program, Dur­
ing the past fall they reorganized 
the group's executive structure, 
They found that there wer e three 
areas of interest: social, liturgi­
cal, and publicity. Chairmen were 
placed at the head of each area 
along with a coordinator who makes 
sure everything runs smoothly. 
The purpose of the Newman As ­
sociation is to bring people together 
in a Christian manner and to pro­
mote the interaction of people and 
life. The organization star ted to 
provide Mass for Catholics on cam­
puses not near a church. The local 
group has expanded itself so non­
C~tholics may fully participate. The 
Association is a non-profit organi ­
zation. 
Presently, the group is running 
synod discussions every Wednes­
day. The purpose of these discus­
sions is to look at Christianity· as 
a whole and how it can be made 
more meaningful. Also, the As­
sociation is involved in a speaker 
series which will bring various 
speakers to w.s.u. everytwoweeks. 
The Newman Association•s40 mem­
bers are active interactingwith out­
side groups and other Newman Clubs 
to promote w.s. u. 
In the planning is a movie to be 
s hown at Wright State. The Associa­
tion hopes the movie will be the 
" Ugly American." Also the club 
will be going to local high schools 
to help the universitythroughfresh­
men studies. Also in the future is 
the starting of a.Newman Center to 
be built off campus. A booth will 
be situated in Allyn Hall this spring 
which will provide information about 
the Association. 
r ·coupon&..................a. 

: Beaver Vu Bowl :. . 

: 3072 Bellbrook-Faitfield Rd
•: OPEN BOWLING 
: This coupon good for • 
: FREE SHOE RENTAL :'"'' .............-.-. ....... ..., 

------CLIP AND SAVE.---- ­
1 
I LOW COST, SAFE, LEGAL 
I 

I 

I 
 ABORTJON

I IN NEW YORK 
I SCHEDULED IMM EDIATELY 
I _(212) 490-3600
I 
The Religion Department announces two new courses 
to be introduced during the Spring Quarter. 
Membership to the Newman As ­ Dr. Willis M. Stoesz will lead a seminar entitled 
sociation is open to anyone. There "Symbol~sm of Evil." He describes the courses as 
are no s p e c i a 1 requirements or a study of human evil and the ways it is perceived, 
dues . An important factor is that using the method of Paul Ricoeur as worked out in his 
non-Catholics are welcome into the THE SYMBOLISM OF EVIL. Perceptions of evil and 
club. Meetings are held every of the meaning of suffering in Buddhism and other 
Wednesday at noon in room 254, Eastern religions will also be considered. Students 
Allyn Hall. Mass is held every Sun­ may select the topics of their special studies from 
day at 10:15 in the Lower Hearth materials of their own choosing, such as the work 
Lounge at the University Center. of specific literary figures, interpreters of his­
The Newman Association has a mail ­ torical events, or philosophers or theologians. 
ing list for those interested in the Dr. William Wood and Mr. Tod Hall will lead 
organization. All that is necessary an interdisciplinary workshop ·entitled "The Religious 
to be placed on the list is to leave Quest in Modern Music." Tti¥; class will study music 
your name and address in the Dean and theological critical methods from an interdis­
of Students' office. To join, just ciplinary perspective and then apply them to selected 
attend any of the Association's meet­ works of modern music. The types of music to be 
ings. For information call Chris considered include Art music, rhythm and blues, 
Staton at 256-6852. spirituals, folk songs and Rock. A special three 
Newman Association officers are: part study, ''The Gospel According to the Beatles" 
Chris Staton, Coordinator; Patty will be presented in addition to Tommy, Jesus 
Trusel, Publicity; Joe Zink, Social; Christ Superstar and numerous other selections. A 
Tom Singer, Liturgy; Carol Quinn, local Rock Group will perform and afterwards carry 
Secretary-Treasurer; and Father on a discussion with the class. 
Mike Reaume, Newman Chaplain. 
ASears.Career 

Daesftt Impress 

Everybody 

... but it does impress most people who take time 
to find out the particulars. 
In order to intelligently consider a company for 
employment there are many que.stions that need 
to be answered . . . much information that must be 
evaluated. 
we can't begin to relate all you should know about 
Sears in the space of this page. 
We can tell you such general points of information 
as: Sears is the largest merchandising organization 
in the world .. . and fifth largest corporation in the 
U.S. That approximately one-fifth of our execu­
tives are still in their twenties. And we accept col­
lege majors in almost every field for careers ~eading 
to store management, merchandise management, 
accounting, credit, and many others. 
But there's much more you have to know. And 
we're making it easy for you to get the information 
you need to help make a decision about Sears. 
On file in you~ placement office is an informative 
20-page booklet called, "Sears and the College 
Graduate." It outlines answers to frequently asked 
questions. It provides a good understanding 'of the 
company and what it can mean to you. 
And for a more direct response to your questions 
sign up in your placement office for an interview 
with the Sears representative. He'll be on your 
campus 
MARCH 5 
What you don't know about a Sears career may 
impress you. 
If you prefer, get a copy of "Sears and the College ISears I 
Graduate" by writing to H. L. Hinshaw, Dept. 707MW, 
Sears, Roebuck and Co., 7447 Skokie Blvd., Skokie, 
An Equal Opportun ity Employer (PROFESSIONAL SCHEDULING SERVICE, Inc Illinois 60076 
545 P.lflth Ave., New York City 10017 I 
!_ __~~ _!! ~e.~_f~~~~c~ _ _ J 
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Bowling Standings 
GREEN LEAGUE 
February 10, 197J.WSU Sports 
TEAM STANDINGS w L PCT 

Mung Brothers 33 7 .825 

Hogs 30 10 .750 

F.F.B. 	 29 11 .725
Raiders Lose On Fouls Blind Faith 26 14 .650 

The Chumps 18 22 .450 

Dave Magill set a new scoring record Saturday Riding Club 15 26 .375 

night but his 35 points weren't enough to shove his P.B. Five 10 30 .250 

foul-plagued Raiders past the 14-6 Defiance jackets. The Little B's 3 37 .075 

WSU lost by only 12, 105-93. 

Even the maintenance director of the beautiful TEAM HIGHS 

new Defiance gym knew what was in store for the High Series 

young Raiders. "They're freshmen! Well, if we're Mung Brothers 3032 

hitting it shouldn't even be a game." Hogs 	 2945 

The Yellowjackets were hitting all right, 56 per The Chumps 2886 

cent to be exact, but it turned out to be a game. High Game 

A game that Defiance would like to forget. Evidently Mung Brothers 1096 

the Defiance scouts hadn't seen Magill in his usual Hogs 1044 

form. The 5'10" freshman from Belmont had been Riding Club 1016 

in a shooting slump for the past month. So bad that 

his shooting percentage dropped down 7 per cent INDIVIDUAL HIGHS 

to 41 per cent. Davy got the eye back and proceded High Series 

to hit the hoop for 35 points. Behind that scoring Danny Owen 608 

punch the Raiders surged to a 41-39 half-time lead Larry Kreuzer 605 

over the stunned jackets. Tom Wildenauer 587 

It looked like WSU might pull of an upset. It did High Game 

anyway up until the 15:00 mark of the second half. Larry Kreuzer 235 

At that time the Raiders led by a 51-49 mar-~in. Fred Kreuzer 232 

Defiance then dumped in 10 in a row to take the Danny Owen 224 

lead 57-51 and from then on the Raiders were never 
 GOLD LEAGUEable to regain the lead. The jackets won it 105-93. February 10, 1971YI hat the score fails to indicate is the fact that 
Wright State made more baskets than Defiance. Once TEAM STANDINGS W L PCTmore, the Raiders "fouled it up." 
Nads 	 30 10 .750
"Thev fouled themselves right out of the game ,, S.A.M. 	 30 10 .750
said Coach John Ross. ''They (Defiance) took ~3 	 .700
Poor Ole Profs 	 28 12
foul shots. 
Roving Bones 	 23 17 .575
That was the reason the Raiders lost. They let The Bucks 	 21 19 .525
Defiance connect ·on 29 of 33 shots from the strip. Beta Phi 	 20 20 .500
That's 29 out of 33, and any "football" fan knows Sigma Tau 	 7 33 .175
that's too many. Let's hope the Raiders are con­ Revelation 	 5 35 .125
vinced. 
TEAM lllGHS 
High Series 
The Bucks 3060 

BASKETBALL STANDINGS AS OF 

************** 
Nads 2999 

January 11, 1971 
 s.a.m. 	 2929 

High Game 

GREEN LEAGUE W L PCT. Nads 
 1086 

1. Junior Varsity 4 0 1.000 The Bucks 	 1073 

2. Beta Phi 2 1 .667 Beta Phi 	 1014 

3. Captain Crunch 2 1 .667 

4. Knight Raiders 1 .500
1 	 INDIVIDUAL lllGHS 
5. Justice League High Series 

of America 0 3 .ooo Mike Baily 601-559 

6. Wolf Machine 0 3 .ooo Joe Kniess 	 593-576 

Dave Baker 573 

GOLD LEAGUE w L PCT. High Game 

1. Yesterday's Stars 4 0 1.000 Dave Baker 	 231 

2. The Left 2 1 .667 Jim Larkins 	 227 

3. Group Project 1 1 .500 Steve Nance and Mike Bailev 	 221 

4. Sigma Tau "B" 1 2 .333 

5. Amino Acids 1 2 .333 

6. Biology Dept. 0 3 .ooo STUDENTS AND FACULTY! 
BLUE LEAGUE w L PCT. 
.1. Suns 2 0 1.000 
2. The Bucks 2 0 1.000 
3. F-Troop 	 2 1 .667 

4. Ringling Brothers 1 2 .333 
 Affi CONDITIONED5. Laplanders 1 2 .333 

6. 	Murlin's Magicians 0 3 .ooo APARTMENT & TOWN HOUSES 

"gives good living a boost•••• never the rent" 

WHITE LEAGUE W L PCT. 
1. Pistol Pete 3 0 1.000 from 
2. Mung Brothers 2 0 1.000 
3. P.B.A. 	 2 0 1.000 $125.00 
4. The Centaurs 1 2 .333 
 short terms available5. Blind Faith 0 3 .ooo 
6. F.O.B.B. 0 3 .ooo 1, 2 and 3 Bedroom 
RED LEAGUE W L PCT. Furnished or Unfurnished 
1. F.F.B. 4 0 1.000 
2. Knock outs 3 1 .750 

3. Dribleers NEW 1-3 Bedroom3 1 .750 

4. Grimes Golden Boys 2 2 .500 

5. Panthers #1 2 2 .500 

6. Alpha Zeta Chi 	 • Laundry Facilities0 4 .ooo 
7. Ohio's Fried Turkeys 	 • Separate dining room • Air conditioned0 4 .ooo 
• Plush carpet • Soft water 

YELLOW LEAGUE • 1, 1-1/2, 2 baths • BalconY. or Patio
W L PCT. 
1. Butch & The Big Boys 4 0 l.ooo • Range, refrigerator, some dishw;:l.Shers 
2. Roving Bones 	 118 YELLOW SPRINGS 878-3973
3 1 .750 

3. Marauders 	 FAffiBORN t omo3 1 .750 

4. Sigma Tau 2 2 .500 

5.. .Train 
 1 3 .250 

6. Rex J~ 	 7 Minutes to Wright State1 3 .250 

7. Saints 0 4 .ooo 
Champions To Compete 
In Re~ional Competition 
Feb. 19 and 20 will be days of great importance 
to nine members of the WSU student body. They 
are the individuals who hope to become regional 
winners in the University Center tournament games 
to be held at Kalamazoo, Mich. 
Representing Wright State in bridge will be the 
pairs of Jerry Kerns and Ron Rizzo, and Robert 
and Scarlet Morris. In singles play of the table 
tennis tournament the WSU hopes will tide with 
Jim Supensky and Jorge Simon. The team of Ralph 
Garman and J!avid King will compete in the doubles 
tournament o~ table tennis. 
This will ~e the second year of regional competi­
tion for shfdents of Wright State. Last year, with 
only six ~SU students participating, two regional 
championships and a respectable fifth place finish 
were notched. Even though the competition is of 
an extremely high caliber, Wright State is exp~cted 
to make a strong bid for additional championships 
in each area again this year. 
WRIGHT ST ATE PRESENTS 
IN CONCERT 
Alice Cooper 

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 19 
8 pm - 11 pm 
OLEMAN AUD 

$3.50 General Pub Iic 

Tickets on Sale at WSU in 

Allyn Hall 
First. National 

Bank 

Fairborn, Ohio 
Member Member Federal 
Federal Reserve Deposit Insurance 
System Corporation 
Phone 878-8681 

THE FUN PLACE FOR 
CO-EDUCATIONAL DRINKING 
Imported or Domestic 
J 
.Draft Beer Mixed Drinks 
Moder.ate Pr'ices .... 
